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INTRODUCTION

The idea for a smallinvitational conference on the
potential value to the education .enterprise of
Computer-Managed Instruction had its origin in two
unrelated developments.

First, the last ten years have seen an increasing
interest in fubrology, an attempt to forecast our
society's problems, practices, customs and shortcomings
by the end of the century (Toffler, 1970, 1974; Bell,
1973; 13urdin et al.; 1974). Second, educators interested
in technological applications in schools are painfully
aware that the tapid adoption of computers for
instructional use has not lived up to our expectations of
the 1960-65 period.14cause research alid development
on computer-based &I:cation is so decentralized, it
seemed' like an appropriate time to assess the current
state . of the art by assembling a small number of men
and women who were actually in the 'process of

veloping and refining systems of instruction involving
,t?,;:vom uters in significant roles. We recogritze41 that there

Were three-main divisions of the contemporary R & D
effort and thelanning Committee was organized
around academic applications (including both college

:and lower school levels), military applications, and
"industrial trainingnses.

In planning the Conference invitation list, we
deliberately sought out those people', who had 'solid
experience with one or more systematic attempts to
develop and ei,aluate a Computeanaged instruction
systeth. One-hour presentations about functioning-CMI
systems were requested from nine of the invited
participants. In choosing the nine different programs for
Conf rence presentation, the Planning Committee
atte pted to achieve a balanced presentation between
the three divisions- academic, military andAndustrial.
Balance was also sought in trying to be su,re;that all
major sections of-the country were represented. tt'

The following pages document the proceedings of
the Conference and the report is divided into three parts.
Part I contains, the Conference Planning Abstract which
was sent to all participants Several weeks in advance of
the meeting, held NovemlAr 6-8, 1974 in Chicago,
Illinois. In addition, a valuable l'aper by Dr. Robert G.
Scanlon on present trends and, future directions was
included here because of its orientation to likely new
developments. The Scanlon paper was rust presented-at...,,
a Special Superintendents' Seminar held at the IBM

. Center, San Jose, California, July 9, .1974. We ard
indebted to the International Business Machines \,
Corporation and to Dr Scanlon for,giving.us permission

ii

*10 reprint it here. This paper was distributed to
Conference participants approximately one week in
advance. Tha remainder of Part I consists of four short
talks prepared by- members of the Miring Committee
and Dr. Michael W. Allen. These talks, given in the
opening session of the Conference, were focused upon
the special conditions and characteristics of the
academic, military and industrial milieux which are
relevant to.the development of Cl? systems.

Part II consists of brief descriptions of 23 CMI
operating systems which were' represented by
participants at the Conference. Each participant was
-invited to bring and distribute typewritten pages of
information about a CMI system in ration at his /her
home institution. These reports have been red and are
incorporated into the Proceedings. Because on f the
major purposes of the Conference was to facilitate
exchange of up-to-date information among professional
developers of. CMI systems, your editor believes that this
portion of the proceedings presents the record of the
Conference's greatest value to tht field.

ek Part III of these proceedings is a summary of the
Conference evaluation. We asked five viestions of the
participants at the close of_the-C6iderenceand requested
responses on a five:porn scale to each question. An
additional opportunity vas provided for participants to
make a comment about any aspect of the Conference
Which impressed them either positively ur negatively.

We `are grateful to Mr. .Artbur NI-timed and Dr.
Glenn Ingram of the National Institute of Education for
encouraging our effdrtS and,for guidance in planning the
meeting. Our thanks to The International Business
Machines Corporation for providing the Conference with
an attractive meeting riii7 at the Education Center in
Chicago and for computer-.,support for several of the
demonstrations by participants. The Planning
Committee, composed of Dr.-John Bolvm, Dr. Henry T.
Lippert and Dr. Harvey Long, was especially diligent in
Meeting the deadlines and peremptory demands of
detailed program planning and execution. Mr. Wally
Lester of Penn State's Conference staff provided
invaluable.service in coordinating the several sessions and
in assisting participants. My graduate assistant, Ms.
Melissa 'Berkowitz, handled a thousand details and ran
dozens of errands. Her efforts are warmly appreciated.
Finally, our gratitude to the busy men and women
engaged in educational applications of computers who,
without remuneration, took the tune to come to
Chicago and-eichange information with their colleagues.

5
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' Introduction

CMI Conference Planning Abstract
Executive House, Chicago, Illinois

November 6-8, 1974

AN EXAMINATION OF THE SHORT-RANGE POTENTIAL
OF COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION

Harold E. Mitzel
The Pennsylvania State University

It is evident that computers have not lived up to
the educational potent, 1 that was envisioned for them
about a decade ago (raker, 1971, Carnegie Commission,
1972; Tickton, 1970, p. 74). This conclusion applies
particularly to tutorial uses of computer hardware and
to specially constructed computer-based course
materials. Some possible explanations for the delay in
the application of computer technology include the
following overly simplified notions. I) too much capital
-required, for massive equipment acquisition, 2) lack of
adaptability of business-oriented hardware to
instructional functions, 3) an overly decentralized
educatioo 'market, 4) the lack of resources for
developing even. minimal amounts of .computer-based
course material, 5) a skeptical, anti-technology attitude
on the part of teachers and other educators, etc. For
whatever the reasons, computer-assisted' instruction
(CAI) involving an integral- (not supplementary) and
interactive use of computers is developing much more
slowly than was envisioned in the early 1960's.

* A somewhat less intensive use of computers than
in CAI takes place in computer-managed instruction
(CMI). By means of a small invitational conference, an
examination of the near -term potential of
computer-managy'd instruction will be conducted. Our
thesis is that in the rush to get large numbers of students
into an interacthie mode on computer terminals, some of
the basic pokential of compkitermanaged instruction for
contributing to the achievement of instructional goals in
schools; colleges, industries, postsecondary schools and
military training centers may have been overlooked. Our
suspicion. that educational technologists "missed the
boat" by first going for the exciting and exotic CAI
applications is not advanced in the spirit of blame or in
the glorification of hindsight, but in the sense of "taking
stock" of the present situation,

It is unlikely that any direct documentary
evidence exists that can answer the question of where to
put the. developmental emphasis for computer.
applications in education during the next five years. An
approximate answer, however, could come from the
process of several good men and wornen reasoning
together by pooling their knowledge and experience.

Ideally, we should be able precisely to define the
term computer-managed instruction, even though for
some humanists it conjures-up bilges of people being
manipulated by machines. We take the Postruni-lhapellf
is information processing, but that the information
processed is one step removed from direct instruction.
CMI offers a, kind of middle ground of computer
application on a continuum between CAI (tutorial) and
administrative dat1 processing.

It has been three years since Baker's review of
computer-based instruction management appeared in the
Review of Educational Research (Baker, 1971). Most of
the problems and inadequacies which he identified are
still with us. There have been, however, a number of
additional systems developed and there seems to be a
resurging interest in CMI applications. We are seeing the
appearance of -.new terminals, both plasma and
c'atliode:rai tube, which should increase the output
speed of computers involved with CMI applications.
These events argue for a careful re-examination of the
early potential of computer- managed instruction.

Computer-Managed Instruction.

The state-of-the-art in computer-managed
instruction suggests that there are currently. three levels
of application. In Level I the computer is used with
instructor-input in batch processing mode to tabulate
and accumulate systematic. information about marks,
attendance, test performance, etc. At this rudimentary
support level, the role of the computer is chiefly one of
replacing high quality clerical and tabtlation services. In
Level II the computer is still used with instructor-input

in batch processing mode to accumulate records of
atudent ,performance, and to feedback these cumulative
records teboth the instructor and the student on a
scheduled basis. A periodic prescriptive function,
however, has been introduced at Level II advising
students on a differential basis of what they need to do
to re ove va ious deficiencies which have arisen from
their i r's evaluation of their performance On the
modules. Examples of Lev,el II CMI include the
Automated Instructional Management System developed
at New York Institute of Technology and the
Instruction Support System now in use on a pilot basis
in the College of Education at Penn State University.
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Level III of computer-managed instruction systems is
characterized by a real time interactive interface
betweeds,the learner and the compufei"7. and, by a
diagnostic-prescriptive logic keyed to the student's
responses to the material stored in the computer.
Relatively few examples of these sophisticated CMI
systems are now operable.

-.

Purpose

v *
A three-day "invitational conference/workshop

under the sponsorship of the National Institute bf
Education on the general theme of Computer-Managed
Instruction will be held: The conference/workshol, will
be held at the,Executive Holise, Chicago, Illinois during
November 6-8, 1974. About 35 experienced researcibars
-and developers from schools, higher education, induitry,
governmerft and military training will attend. In order to
give the conference bali-nce and to keep it from being all
"telling." several experts from among the participant's
have been invited to "show" and/or demonstrate the
highlights of a currently operating CMI system. It is a
workshop in the sense that the majority of the
participant's are themselves actively working with one or
more CMI systems. Each person should expect to learn
something useful from the experience which he can take
home and apply. To facilitate the demonstration and the
workshop component, access will be provided to the
'participants on a large computer facility in downtown
Chicago.

The following:list of 10 questions illuitrates those
to which, the conferees will be expected to address
themselves during the meeting:

1. What are the current impediments and
constraints ro widespread application of in
education and training?

2. Given the current amount of u rutilization of
installed computing power in education
institutions, what proportion of these
institutions could use a CMI application without
a new central, processor acquisition?

3. What modification to typical existing operating
systems would need to be made to
accommollate CMI, and how. much would these
modifications cost?

r
4. Assuming that an institution or a training

facility interested in CMI now has no significant
'computer hardware investment, what are the

r

di

i

.

A 6

andand vieaknesses of several
miticornNaters versus one large central
processor?(

it e

4i4
4-

;
5. Assuming there are about three distinct levels of

comptekity of CMI systems, which level, at
curient co5nputer ,costs, offers .the best
instructional value? What level of cogli)lexity
will likely offer the-best instructional value in a
decade from now?

A, Which of our society's social values are likely to
be e ced by widespread application of CMI?

ch prevailing values will be challenged or
threatened by CMI?

7. How does a CMI innovator go about shifting a
faculty, administration, and student body from
mass education methods to individualized
adaptive education where the computer is the
focal poit instead of the teacher?

8. By what methOd and at what rate does an
instructional developer introduce CMJ into an
edikcational institutiongradually or all at once?

9. What are the likely new hardware and software
developments 'in computer technology during
the next decade that would significantly impact
CMI either adversely or positively?

.

10. Is there a mandated developmental sequence
and time-line for technological adoptions in the
U.S. (sometimes estimated at 30 years), or is it
passible to make short-cuts in the
developmental process?

Steering Committee

A Steering Committee composed of the following
persons has met and planned the program. The

jom mit t ee will` be responsible for editing a
comprehensive final report.

9

Chairman
Dr. Harold E. Mitzel
The Pennsylvania State 'University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Academic Representative
Dr. John Bolvin
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Penntijilvania

i



Industry Representative
Dr. Harvey Long
IBM Corporation
Bethesda, Maryland

Military Representative
Dr. HenryLippert
Academy of Health Sciences
U.S. Army
Ft. Sam Houston, Texas

Attendance

Attendance at the conference is by invitation
only. Transportation ar10./per diem expenses including
lodging will be reimbursed for participants. Usually only
one representative of an installation can be
accommodated.
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Abstract of a Paper Presented tit Special Superintendents' Seminar
IBM Education Center, San Jose, California
July 9, 1974.
(Reprinted by permission)

COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION: PRESENT TRENDS
AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Robert G. Scanlon
. Research for Better Schools, Inc.

bitrocluction

In the mid 1950's, while,,still in its infancy,
computer technology entered the world of education.
'First used primarily as a research and administrative tool
on eblitze and university campuses, computers soon set
off the imaginations of innovative educators who
foresaw the possibilities of using computers as

instructional tools. they developed and applie,d
computer technology to 'educational problems and
worked toward a revolution which would win* for
education its ultimate goal-individualized instruction.
Clearly, 'the" obvious benefits of the computer in
individualizing instruction would stimulate rapid and
radical changes in education, and early predictions saw
the imminent automation of schools.

'Put, while a wide range of computer applications
eduCation can be listed and dozens of demonstration

projects can be cited, the promises pat forth by early. ;
proponents of computerized education remain largely
unfulfilled in the 1970's.. The instructional use of
computers has continued to lag far behind their use for
administrative and 'research purposes. Most of the
sophisticated instructional systems have not yet
advanced beyond the experimental stage..Those actually
implemented have not bees widely used.

This relatively limited instructional use ofd
computers has led to very different and even

contradictory predictions about the'future of computers
in education. On the one hand, some proponents still s

fore an imminent in the' u,so\ of
com uters in education. On, the other hand, the critics

74

feel' the computer revolution in instruction is still far off
in the future, if ever.

Present Trends in CMI

My survey' of the present status of computer-based
instructional management systems is Whited to
applications,in elementary and secondary schools. It will,
not, therefore, reflect the current activity in higher
education, military institutions and in industry, albeit
that iuccessful;economically viable applications of CMI

,

4

in other areas are likely to have positive effects upcin
future applications in the schools and for that reason .-

warrant careful watching.

This status report is based on information-
available in the literature and from conversations with a
number of pebple involved.in CMI projects. Obviously,
we hive not identified all the operational programs. ,

Documentation of operational CMI programs is very
sparse and some information is simply not available.

Local district experimentation with CMI seems to
be 'growing, but these programs are, of course, the most
difficult to identify. There is the added- problem of
determining just what is included. under the CMI
umbrella. A tew agencies, which claim.4in their
promotional literature) to have CMI candidly admit that,
what ,they actually have is a component of a potential
CMI system.

We have organized the various activities in CMI
into three separate .*categories. Major Instructional
Systems, Local School Systems, and Related Activities.

Major- Instructional, Systems. Frank B. Baker
wrote a state-of-the-art review on the major
Computer-Based Instructional Management Systems
about fife years ago.'The systems he described are still
the major systems in existence. Figure I prpvides recent
information on five systems designed for use in
elementary and secondary schools.

/MS. Althougir a number of systlems were
conceived at about the same timethe late 1960'sthe
first to becoine operational was the Instructional
Management System developed by Systems
Development Corporation for the Southwest Regional
Labs. The program was run for 214 years in a number of
school in Los Angeles using curriculum in mathematics
and reading. However, the system is said to be adaptable
to any curriculunl which has clear, L.oncrete learning
objectives. The system provides for frequent testing
profiling, individual study recommendations, and

summary reports on all. tests. It is purported to help
make decisions regarding paUng, grouping, sequenong

\-
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and individualization within a c entional classroom
setting.

PLAN. Project PLAN is a major ungraded,
computer-managed individu .ized learning program
developed by the American I stitutes for Research and
now marketed and monit ed by the Westinghouse
Learning Corporation. 'MTh components of PLZAN
include behavioral objectiv s, teaching-learning units
(TLIJ's), testing proc ures involving use. of
criterion-referenced tests rel ted to the objectives within
the Units and to the lo g-term educational goals,
guidance and individual planning and teacher
development. A central computer in Iowa City, Iowa, is
used to store: and analyze the information and to send
reports back to the schools on a daily basis. The system
utilizes existing instructional materials. Presently, PLAN
is said to involve 45,000 students in grades K-12. Cities
where schools have been using PLAN include: San Jose
and San Francisepti, California; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;

' East Orange and*Ridgewood, New Jersey.

A recent EPIE evaluation df PLAN reported that
although initial cost's` are very high, a school system that
hariteen in PLAN over a peiiod 6f several years could
figure on about $42 per pupil for all contractual services
(for the school year 1973-74):

p

IGE. Individually Guided Education is a

comprehensive system of instruction at the elementary
school Eget. The major components are. a model for
it trirctional programming for the individual student, a
Model for developing measurement tools and evaluation
procedures, and an organizati. onal-administrative
component called the multi-unit school.

The IGE programming model makes use of
behayieal objectives and criterion-referenced tests.
Presently, CMI is not tart of the IGE system which is
now operating in more than 1,000 schools. However,
CMI is being introduced on a trial basis in 8 schools with

'plans to 'expand the trial to 30 schools in the near
'future. The computer-based system will provide test
scoring, achievement I:outfit' g, diagnosis, prescription,
and instruction.

111.
IPI /MIS. The IPI Management and Informatjcin

System makes use of detailed objectives, methods and
materials to obtain the objectives, determination of
individual competence, continuous evaluation and
student performance Monitoring. The computer is being
used on an experimental fi'asis in the Oakleaf School to
collect an process information on each student' and,to

supply summary reports to teachers. This system is *
specifically designed for use with the IN curricular
materials.

AIMS. The Automated Instructional Management
System developed by the New York institute of
Technology is reported to be hruse in at least one school
system (Mineola Public Schotls, Minebla, New York).
The system is specifically designed to be Independent of
the course or curriculum, subject area or level, so that,
according to its developers, it can be utilized with any
course matOals desigged around behavioral objectives.
The system utilizes teletype terminals for immediate

progressreports on progress ' to students, while eports to
instructors and curriculum designers are batch p cessed.
AIMS includes information, on objectives, s udents,

6 curriculum and facilities, instructional strategies, tests
and feedback. Its functions include evaluation of student
progress, prescriptions, and empirical validation and
optimization oC instruction. r,

Local School District Activity. There are
indications that local districts, in some cases, with
technical assistance of a research group and financial
support from federal funds, are developing CMI systems
to meet their own needs and specifications. One example
of a locally developed system has been developed by
Katherine Morgan of Montgomery County, Maryland.

An example of at local CMI program is the
'Instructional Management Program (IMP) in the
Philadelphia Public Schools. This program is designed to
ensure that each student achieves minimum standards of
performanc e in basic skill areas. The program was
developed in one school and hat spread to six other
schools in the district, involving more than 2,500
students. Each school sets its own .standards of
performance on basic objeCtives. -

Learning takes place through independent study.
packets, student tutoring, and professional tutoring.
Each step in the learning process is .prescribed by a
computer system which matches the available learning
options to the individual needs and characteristics of the
student. The 'unique features of this program are its
concentration oril basic objectives ithci the attempt. to
match student learning styles to the teaching
cillracteristics of curricular materials.

* Other CMI programs are. in operation in
Philadelphia, and in Madison, Wisconsin, Cedar Rapids-,
Iowa; and Other.schdAl districts.

4
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Related Activity. There are a few computer-based

testing programs which have some intructiondl
management features. Three programs of this type are.
2mprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM);
Student Achieyement Monitoring (SAM), and theme
Classroom Teacher Support System (CTSS).

CAM is a computer application to instruction
which monitors individual student progress on specific
behavioral objectives: It is essentially a computer-based
testing system which includes fire-tests, mini-exams, and
-follow-up, data on student retention. The data can also
be manipulated by the computer to produce program
evaluation data. CAM is being used in a number of
schools in the country and the concept is also
incorpOrated in the _Minnesota/Ties system and in a
program called PREP under development at the General'
Learning Corporatim. Operational. programs are

'reported in Schools f5 Arizona, New Jersey, New York,
Minneso;ta. SAM, which is very similar to the ?

CAM concept, his been in operation in the, Oakland
School District'in Michigan for a number of years.

The Classrooni Teacher Support System (CTSS)
developed by 1134M prOvides clerical and logistical support
for the teacher who cqntinues to make the decisions.
The tea.Chte speCifies the objectives and the test function
is accoritpliiiised by the piogram. It is in use in the Los
Angeles City Unified Schoof-District,

-0 .
Still another 'computer-supported system for

t racking 'and guiding student progress is Tracer. Tracer is
commercially- av2ilable froni Educators Alliance. in Palo
Alto, I believe that HewlettPackard is developing a CMI'
systenai.*ell.

Conclusions.This brief review of the present status
in schools suggests the following conclusions.

, .

There seenis to be. consider-Ole interest in CMI
at the local school level. A number of small CMI
systefns are operational or under development in
individual schools or school districts. This seems'
to be is direct result of the management problems
which are encountered as schdols individualize .

their educational programs.

2. r CMI systems are still under development in
Many la?fescale instructional programs. Despite
early predictions, IGE and IFI have not yet
introduced operational CMI systems. The
developers have tended to concentrate on the

0
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continuing redesign and redevelopment of the
instructional program itself rather than building a
computer management system. This situation
should change in the immediate future. .

3. Virtually no data exists on the
cost-effectiveness of CMI. While I suspec't CM1
may be a cost-effective technique, I can only
support my opinion with some' prelinapary
analysis of IPI done at RBS. We estimate that
most of the cost of adding a _computer
management system would be Offset by
reductions in the number of aides required to do
the clerical work: Further, we feel we can add
some features to the program which might make it
more effective. I simply don't kriowi, of any
literature vNich might support or refute my
feelings in this matter.

Future Directions

In one of our projects at RBS, we are attempting
to forecast future deyelopments in educe

rtun

educational programs which are litted on these-
developments. On of oui ajor inteOcts is the role
computer technology, mi it play in . schools_; in the
immediateimmediate future.

As a point of departure, We have been conducting
conferences on 'educational futures and educational
technology. Not surprisingly, we are finding that
educational futurists have different visions of the role of
the computer in education over the next few years.
Figure 2 indicates the reasons some people have offered-
for or against a.dramatic increase in computer use in the
near future. The people predicting_ a strong increase-
point to recent develbpments in computer technology,
including the steadily decreasing cost of computing and
the continuing increase in the availability of curricula
and software materials. More importantly, they view
trends in education toward more accountability, higher
levels of individualization, and improved productivity as
leading to more computer usage. t

Others Predict a limited role foi the computer, at
least in the immediate future. These people cite major
problems with the application of computers to
education such as the potential for depersunahiation of
the educational process, the limited fininwal resources
available for technology, the resistance to computers
from traditional teachers and teachers' unions, and the
lack of cost/effectiveness data on instructional uses.



Dramatic Increase

Decreasing Cost Computing

Increasing Availabih 'Of tSoftware

Emphasis on Accountability

Movement Toward Individualization

Need for More Productivity

We are pre
and contradiction
which will provide a
school programs. In the r

,outline our thinking on deli
emphasizing the role of comp
in these designs.

Limited Role

Potential for Depersonalization

Limited Financial Resources for Technology

Resistance from Traditional Teachers and Unions

Lack of Data on Cost/Effectiveness in Instruction

Figure 2. PREDICTIONS ABOUT INCREASED COMPUTER USE IN SCHOOLS

tly analyzing this mass of prediction

8

that all schools will ever adopt a single set of educational
isolate some common hires goals, methods, or materials. On the contrary, we expect
rong foundation for designing the present movement toward decentralization, local

aining time, I would like to autonomy, and alternative schools to result in even more
s for schools of the future educational programs in schools of the future.

ter-managed instruction

Our fundamental assumption ab, ut the future of
American education is that schools in 1 0 will be at
least as diversified as they are now. It is hi: unlikely

.
*74
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However, we also believe that many schools in
1980 will share some objectives in common. For
example, we believe the propositions listed in Figure 3
reflect some of the major needs and problems of schools
in the near future,.

The*Emerging Confrontation. Decreasing school enrollments and increasing educational costs will
result in a confrontation between educators and taxpayers.

Educational Productivity. Educational costs and instructional effectiveiless will become primary
considerationi.

Basic Education. There will be increased emphasis on the development of certain basic-skills.

Mastery Learning. A determined effort will be made to ensure that every student the basic
objectives of education. .

Quality Education and Desegregation. Integration of the schools will be directly related to
improving the quality of education for all students.

Individualization and Personalization. Individualization and personalization of the educational
process will become accepted practice at least in certain curricula areas.

The Emerging
enrollments and increase
in a confrontation betwee
Educators will view decreasi
cppottonity to improve the quality
by reducing class. size. Taxpayers wi
enrollments as at1 opportunity to reduce
by cutting staff positions.

Figure 3. PROPOSITIONS ROUT SCHOOLS IN 1980

onfrontation. Decreasing school
educational costs-will result

ducators and taxpayers.
enrollritents as an

education mainly
e decreasing

rimarilyCO

Educational Productivity. Edlucational costs and
instructional effectiveness will be primary L.unsiderations
in all educational programs. Technology, inJuding both
hardware and software systems, Will be widely used to
reduce costs while Maintaining ui even enhanung
effectiveness. Schools will be held accountable by the
public fat teat..hing in an effluent and effect& manner.



Bask' Education. There will be increased emphasis
on the development of certain basic skills in all
educational programs. A broader definition of the basics
will be accepted by most schools to include not only the
traditional cognitive skills in reading, writing and
arithmetic, but also some affective and career concepts.
Educators will place more emphasis on affective
concepts such as teaching -conflict resolution and moral
judgments, as well as career concepts involving exploring
careers and specialized experience in selected career
choices. 0

Mastery. Learning. A deterniined effort will be
made to ensure that every student masters the basic
objectives of education. Educators will recognize that
every student can learn the bas' when provided with a
program that truly adjusts t dividual differences in
learning.

Quality Education and Desegregation. Integration
of the schools will be directly related to impioving the
quality of education for all students. Solutions to the
desegregation problem wilkj4ethe form of providing
bettereducation for students rather than busing to force
integration.

Individualizutidn and Personalization.
Individualization and personalization of the educational
process will become accepted practice at least in certain'
areas of the curriculum. Basic skill education and
integrated learning situations will be major tar ets
individualized learningprograms.

General Conclusions

Three general conclusions can be reached on th
basis 'af this review of present trends anlf
directions in CMI.

71

I. Widespread 'use of CMI will occur if acho is
indiviSualize instruction using structured curricu a
materials. Developing a computer manageme t
system is a fairly simple task if the curric a
materials in use have well:defined behavio ali
objectives, alternative, teaching methods, and'
criterion-referenced tests. Materials of this typ
are still not widely used in schools. A majo
obstacle to the use of CMI is the lack of publishe
curricula materials which are highly structured.

CM1 has suffered from the lack of a nation ly
protninent demonstration project. PLATO
TICCIT have provided a vehicle for experime

9

with CM and demonstrating its potential to the
echicational community. On the other hand, ,the

\
potential of. CM1 hal' not been .systematically
explored in a large-state, federally-funded project.
Consequently: the use of the computer as a

nagernent tool has'neC been brought to the
educators or the public at large.

3. Finally., would like to conclude with a word
to our hoSts. E ucational technology is best
defined as the app cation of sciengfic processes
and products to th improvemenf7 'education.
At its Worst, it is can idered labor-saving hardware
and electronic gadge ry. We would all do well to
remember that it is u to the makers of machines
to;carry out the tasks e present, it is not .up to us
to warp our systems i order to provide work for
tmachinedesigned to something else.

ivlost Of thee diuricula nd materials for these
programs ar already available A system for focusing,
intedating, nd managing, the p ogram,s is not available.
Iii fict, t eration of the prOgrams without a
computer ana ement system almost inconceivable.

1 Computer anagement becomes mandatory when
a pr gram ' involves large numbers of students, many
diffe ent glade -levels, highly individualized Materials, a
niim r "of subject' areas, and diverse larrung
en* n i. ... , sthedullng, and evatuating
s lid nts under these conditions requires computer
atsist nce.

1 1

For gxample, in the programs outlined above,,dati
s1ould be Collected i at periodic intervals on individual
udent objectives,! aptitudes, and interests. The

computer would use these data to track student progress
at each step in the learning process, to schedule student
iearrittg adtivities o'n the basis of individual needs, to
slipply cleirical assistance and management data to
teachers, and to prgide evaluative information to
administrators on the effectiveness of instruction. ,

. , o

The particular examples' used here, are only two
designs for pchools of the future. We hasg models for a
nnmber, of other programs. The critical point is, that in
every single . design we find a vital need for a
I om put et - q a n age d instructional system. We believe CMI
will play a critical sole in.schools of the future.

I
,

i
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COMPI!ITER-MANAGFD INSTRUCTION: TYE ACADEMIC SCENE

John 0. Bolvin
University of Pittsburgh

As I'm sure will be stated by others, the
application of computers to education has, failed to live

' up to their predicted potential4in our elementary aid
secondary schools, and in undergraduate 'colleges. 10f
course, "there are many reasons for thisouost of which
we are all familiar with just by the nature of our
positions.. However, it is the belief of some, and,I wish I
could say many, that the greatest potential for computer
use in the near future seems to be in the area of
assistance to the managemeht aspects of the learning

.Process. Directly related to this belief is the more general
concern for individualized,, personalized, or adaptive
education. Therefore, in order to examine the potential
uses of the computer we should back up and look at the
instructional needs of the students and the effects these
needs have on the institution. To examine the
instroctional heeds of a given student at a given time,
there are many variables or factor's that should be

'considered. Where is he now? Where does he want to go?
What goals does society say he should have in addition
to his own goals? What does it take to help him reach
both his own goals and society's goals? What is the most
effecti e means of helping hith obtain these goals? All of
the questions imply that instruction begins with- the
individual student and not witlitroups. They imply that
*Cation plans should begin with indiVidual's both long
and short term designs. They imply that the resources to
be utilized in the instruction ptogram should be geared
to individual styles, rates, needs, previous experiences,
and interests of the learner. In short, effective
instruction means adaptability to the student.

b

Individualization of Instruction

i.
' . To date, heady all of the programs for elementaiy

and secondary schOols and for undergraduate colleges

rr' that have attempted to provide for individualization
I . .

have begun by ex fining the instructional needs for a
single subject, a t1;en sometimes combining these
single subjects Into a single system. Individually
Prescribed Instruction has primarily been concerned
with reading, mathematici, science, and spelling..Project
PLAN (see Table 1) has emphasized leading,
mathematics, social studies, language and science,1
mention a few at the elementary and secondarylevels.
At the undergraduate level the subject areas where
attempts to adat have been more widespread include:,
mathematics, English or English language, science
courses and psychologyagain single courses. Although
this approach is not necessarily a poor one, it does

provide limitations for management nethat directly
relate to computer assistance in management. A single /
subject approach generates information 'needs of a /
particular kind that relate to the individual student /
differences and are of concern for instruction. The broad/
categories of individual differences that now seem to b
of concern include providingfor:

1. differences in entering level of achievement am
students in a given class,

2. differences in rate of learning toward certain f
goals for.the course,/

3. differences in gross
available a limited
materials,

learning styles by having
variety of resources and

4. those individual differences among students that
relate to student-teacher interaction needs,

,'
*5. certain select subject goals for some students and

not for all, and

6. a limited degree of attention to individual
differences relating to differences in attitude and.

g motivation of the learner toward learning and
instructional tasks. .

It should be po'inted out here that in addition to
ithe general goal of adaptive or ndividualized instruction

that is serving, as a basis of need for computer-assisted
management, there are several other goals. One of these

e goal of mastery or proficien of the subject
matter. Another is developing If- directed and
self-initiated leainers. And still another goal is to develop
learners who can begin to evaluate their own needs,
progress, and outcomes. These last several goals relate to
more concern by educators for the active role of the

-,'student in the learning process.

An of these factors then reiite specifically to thei
general q,ivironmental need o instruction in the
element, secondary and undergraduate programs at
this time. These needs can best be described in terms of
the instructional elements that are of major concern to
practitioners;

Id objectives
pit diagnoses

,a
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Instructional resources
-Instructional strategies
Classroom, management
Pupil outcomes
Progorfm evaluation

Lit me just say a few words about each of these
components and point out briefly what kinds of
information we now provide the practitioner, what the
weaknesses are with this information, What we 'might
provide them, and in some cases, how information nu
be provided.

Goals and Objectives

. At the present time we more often than not
provide in some document to teachers and others the
overriding goals of the institution and its program. These
goals are usually stated once, verbalized by all, and then
set aside hoping that the instruction system is designed
to reach these broader goals. If general goals come up
again, for the teacher or institution, it is usually at the
time of evaluation. On the otherhaild, particular course
objectives are usually well developed, quite
comprehensive, are compiled in several documents and
repo fed either as individual qbjectives or groups of
objeCtives on materials, tests, forms, etc. By the
emphasis placed on the documentation of these
ohjeetivesthere is no doubt that they are important, In
addition to providing the statement of objectives, we

11

Student Diagnosis

At the present time insthictors are provided
information of both general and specific nature. Also,
they are usually provided some prerequisite information
as well as the pre-instructional kind, and most of this is
criterion-referenced rather than norm-referenced. The
weaknesses here from the practitioner point of view,
however, are that there is too much concern for the

--cific objective learning outcome and not enough
concern for the means by which the student can obtain
the knowledge. How long might it take a student to
"master" a particular objective? Is it worth it at this
time? What strategies should be employed? Watch
teachers...the first thing they want to eliminate now in
many. programs is the pre-instructional testshecause the
student time taken doesn't seem to have an information
payoff. Also, at the same time t achers teticltsLiceep the
post-instructional tests and eve pose rigid standards.
What should be .the stalaards f r whom, when, and
why? These nib become part f the diagnostic and
student assessment programs, Here the computer can
play a real role since it can store large quantities of data
over time for many students.

' -Instructional Resources

Presently, we provide information as to what is
available and often where, and how that should tie used,
Some programs spend hours categorizing new resources

organize them into units, clusters, levels and topics. This `and materials and usually tbe updates are an ,aadition to
orgAnization helps both students and instructor and is a'
real strength to instructional programming. A weakness
that should be pointed out, however, is that .because
they get the emphasis they do, often these 'objectives
become ends and not means as intended. To adjust for
means-end confusion we need to begin establishing--
priorities of objectives relative to total outcomes. These
priorities need to be explicit and well docUmented for
classroom use. Through the priorities we neod to call
attention to alternative sequencing, objectives that serve r
as prerequisites to others and for what reason. lithink 4

-what many of us have observed over time is thq.some of
the original supporters,of the concept, of individualized
and more systemized instructional programs havebsacked
away because of the seetning rigidity that has'come into
the programs because have,not Raid attention to
inequality among the objectives. Some objedtives are .

rorle *ortant than others, especially as we think
aboutndividual students.

what is already ..thertt,,,Good! However, what is now
missing7information. on what <does what better, for j
whom, and Why? What is'needeels'information readily
,accessible to the practitioner :(both 'student and
initrucfor):40tan assist in short-term student planning
in a way thai deduces the time for this planning. Part of
-this information should be an updated analysis of how
the sstudent is doing with the resources he if using. There
is a 1 caution that .must be stated here-rthat is a
caution against the crutch. Do wei have the strident take
the easiest route and create a crutch that he can't live;
vikliout?

Classroom Management Planning

A real time-consuming aspect.4f any instruc
program is classroom management planning. Prese
most systems provide infonnittion about. what,)
student, is doing and this intornlation often --1

V ,/

ion;
tly,.
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plidS



where the effort` takes place. What is missing no W,
however, is system information and suggested
procedures for using the information that can project
student needs, relate these to resources and suggest
alternative ways of matching the two. Again, the
Computer can assist in this aspect if we take the time to
ask the proper questions.

Pupil Outcomes

And finally, just a word aboutpupil outcomes. In
contemporary CMI systems, information does seem to
be available as to how well each student has
accomplished both individual and group objectives.
However, little information is presently available about
proficiency levels needed by whom and when. As stated
earlier, this lack of analysis leads too often to certain
rigid standards that may or may not have validity. ,

Geneial Concerns About CMI Systems

Let me move on now and explore some general
concerns that should be expressed about the present
strengths and weaknesses of the information provided by
CMI systems. Keep in mind that the total instructional
management system is one that helps us relate all the
pieces to the total or the whole. Presently we can
provide, information both to the instructor and to
students as to what is going to be learned, what can be
used to learn it, the student's readiness to learn it, and
then whether or not the student accomplished the task
satisfaCtorily. Also, we are able to have -individual
schools or individual instructors identify the objectives
that seem important and necessarily to be considered in
tht system for a given course at a given time. This is all
to the good. It can help us move toward adaptive
instruction. However, this information base has builttin
weaknesses that by their nature may destroy just that
we are attempting to achieve. Since most CMI models
are developed tt, pe applied to the present goal model
where the cleare goals are course or.program goals and
not the total eciii ational goals, we may be building for
defeat. This outs e may occur because as practitioners
use the system, those goals that are clearly stated and

,included in the CMI system will become THE goals.
Other goals, though intended, will be lost. Also, with a
few exceptions such as beginning reading or beginning
mathematics, there, are probably very few course
objectives that must be mastered at a particular time by
any great numbers. Keep in mind that, in any given

0
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course or program, there are usually process objectives
that are not only important to the particular course, but
are important generally in learning. These are not
presently included in most CMI systems since they relate
to both content and procedures for learning th., content
for example, "examplerule or rule2example." Many of
our severe critics in elementary and secondary education
in particular will be attacking us on the institutional and
more, general goals with probably good cause. What can
be done about the present concerns? 1) hopefully
recognize them now, 2) next, for all levels we can pay
particular attention tb some of the weaknesses outlined
above under each component, and 3) examine more
carefully how technology is changing the outcomes as

well as the means to the outcomes. In many instances we
have stated desired outcomes before adding certain
technological devices and systems, but these were merely
stated and probably attained by only a few students.,But
what is the overall effect when more students are able to
attain these goals? What is the effect of superimposing
these goals upon the goals bf other programs or other
courses? Who is not screened out of what because they
have or have not attained these goals ?Directly related to
this question is the question of who will select
themselves out because they don't want to attain the
goals.

What I am trying to point out here is that in most
instances.the application of CMI, like the application of
other technologiCal devices, changes, the student
outcomes or the product and not merely the means to
the end.

Time-on-Task z

Closely related to this concern is a concern for the
present concept of "eduCational time and its relation tb
CMI. Presently, our concept of time in the educational
sense is generally speaking a constantcredit hours,
Carnegie units, math. peiiod, reading period, etc. We do
vary these somewhat, but not a great deal. Aswe begin
to adapt to individual needs, there is no real trouble with
those who can accomplish the tasks in the same time
that was allotted before or in faster time than was
previously allotted. However, what about those.students
who need more time? Where does.it come from and Who
decides? Granted, this is educationally a better problem
to deal with than the problems that the present system
creates, particularly at the upper elementary and high
school level. However, to deal with this problem



honestly and effectively we will have to' increase the:
instructional time for these students. This costs money
and these additional costs will be blamed on the
computer. We in this room have to begin to deal with
the tensions created by programs that adapt to
individual differences. We've got to describe some of
these outcomes before they become problems. The
timeon-task concept is going to be a major problem in
colleges for, keep in mind, we charge by credit hour to a

large degree and we assign workloads by the same
concept. I'll' not play this out any further, but sure
you see the problem. These problems arAnot necessarily

'the problems of industry or-of the military. Alsoe'they
are not 'the major problem in some educational
institutions today since we are still mainly concerned
with single courses as the major element. But.thq are
potential problems which could have 'a negative
influence on development and acceptance if not dealt
with now.

Summary

The variety of roles that the computer can play
relative to instructional Management has increased. But
we need, , to look at the functions that it assists. The
practitioner/does need assistance in measuring, tracking,
analyzing progress, etc. But the practitioner has other
and ,sometimes more important needs that are

overlooked. We need to work with and listen to the
practitioner if we are going to build for what should be.

1

\+,
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CONSIDERATION OF THE EFFECTS OF ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENTS
ON CMI DESIGN AND FUNCTION

, Michael W. Allen
Control Data Corporation

It is apparent from the number of CMI-related
presentations being made at the various educational
conventions htld throughout the world; the nurtiber of
CMI programs being developed at universities, vocational
schools, industrial training centers, government training
centers, and even primary and secondary schools,, and
the assembly of this meeting which has brought together
so many educators for whom CMI is a primary interest,
that Computer-Managed Instruction is indeed a highly
significant product of educational technology. The
impact' CMI will eventually have through making

dualized education more universally feasible is
probably hot recognized even in the excited "in-group"
discussions held daily among CMI system developers.

'But, in those discussions it is always observed that CMI
has far greater potential for solving instructional
problenis and generally improving educational
opparttinities than is shown by the currently operational
CMI-sySteins,

- Even though many of, us see CMI as a much more
promising educational tool, especially in the short run,
tutorial CALitas seen the advantage of greater large-scale
funding and has drawn the fascination of many for
whom CMI might be a more practical and satisfactory
solution. CMI developers, being extremely cost
consciOus, turned almost immediately from the
development of

was
in which the instructional,

stibject,.M watter as imbedded to generalized systems
which" heed little or no revision to accommodate a

, variety of disciplines. In many cases, additional
programming has been done to support insertion,
modification, and,, deletion of course materials... y'b
non-programmer users; but few if any have had the
:fund's necessary to develop a fully .educator-oriented
system having great flexibility for the-non-student user.
Programs to dated. while frequently of the generalized
type rather than the subject-specific type, are developed
to solve local functional needs. Because most systems are
programmed in higher level languages (e.g., FORTRAN),
it is often said that systems can be modified to meet
different needs rather easily. While this has been true in
some cases, depending, of c,',..tu:se, on, the severity of the
difference between the original functions the system was
designed to provide and the new functions needed,
systems have not been developed to proyidt a great deal
of flexibility in support functions flexibility which is
required if the systems can be said to be adaptable to
varied and changing attributes of the educational
environment. Flexibility is required if a single system is
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to be appropriate for use in institutions other than the
one inwhich it was originally developed.

The purpose of this paper is not to detail the
various features which' have been included in CMI

systems, but rather to:briefly enumerate some of the
attributes of educational environments which need to be
considered in either the design or adopti.m of a CMI
system.

Faculty and Staff

Any instructional syste which serves to augment
humans in their capacity to ulate and guide learning
must give attention to the instructor/system interface.
Just as it is important to provide individualiml
education opportunities t% students, it is also important
to allow instructors to specify the services CMI is -to
provide and the decision rules Which the system is to

Systems which provide. such individualized
support for the educator can be said to have variable
management strategies:

No single management strategy can ever be,
appropriate for all curdOttla, all'instructional conditions,
and all, instructors, but perhaps the most important
element of the academic environment to be considered is
the 'indi 'dual differences among the.ins6uctional staff.
There is o system which will not,,prove a failure if it is
restrictiv of the talents o ructor or if it cannot
be adapte le instructor's needs. The following
examples show how only slightly different requirements,
if not met, cari render any fixed management strategy

,=0 system unacceptable for a,given situation:
w-41%

Professor C. L. Rodgers conducts a law course
which hasidas an overall objective that students will learn
to locate on 'their own authoritative sources of.
information. Throughout the course CMI is used ,to
generate tests asking students for facts they must find in
library materials. Professor Rodgers uses the system to
randomly igener'ate a unique, test for each §tudent. Hfe
also reqt(ires the system to repeat the sainvinma (ered
tests (nitting correct answered questaolis) ch
student until all the correct information is: tilled.
End-of-test feedback should be specific with spect to
the information still needed, but non-direct 'e except
on third and subsequent testswith respect, where the
information can be found.
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Dr. S. J. Swenson superviset a large- enrollment
physics course for college freshmen. A wide variety of
multimedia instruction resources are available, but only
in barely sufficient quantities. Dr. Swens On Wishes CMI
to generate a new random test each-time her students
request a test. nd-of-test feedback should include not
only a description .of the material mastered and not
mastered, but also a listing of the available resource
which should be most helpful for each student's
Measured needs.

It is easily seen that Rodgers and Swenson would
need to specify different test and feedbacic generation
tules, although other system functions might be
ppropriately simila& Rodgers Might be interested,
owever, in generating 'a test asking the student what
esources he had attempted to use when little progress
as indicated on subsequent tests, while Swenson might
ish to hav& students choose one of several instructional

media available on a given topic and haye the system
report to the student the relative effectiveness of his

5, choices.

These examples could be elaborated further
showing how some identical features of CMI could serve
both equally well and how very different features niight
become necessary. The point is made, however, that any
widely acceptaifle CM1 system must have, instructorspecified oiYfiens in the management strategy.
Options must include ection of testing proCedures,
scoring procedures, ty e of feedback, sequencing of
course topics, provisio of optional course modules,
unrecorded practice tests, and many others.

Other faculty- and staffrelated: 'aspects to be
considered are listed below:

,

1. Availability. In some cases, faculty cannot be'
readily available for student consultation. Systems
that do not requirea subject matter expert to be
present- at.all times may be of value, while those
which rely on the instructor to make frequent
pedagogical decisions and to provide information
to students on demand cannot be considered.

2. Willingness to Adopt a New Role. CMI tends
not to support teacher - centered instructional
practices and provide a new role for faculty as
learning counselors. The breadth of variability in
the management strategy of any system
determines to a large degree the freeddm of the,
instructional 'staff to teach the way they wish.
CMI systems designed to support a narrow and

15
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Npecifically defined set of instructor behaviors will
require new users to conform to this instructional
style and may, therefore, find a very limited
general utility.

.

21.

3. Commitment to Individualized Education.
Lack of a thorough .understanding of
contemporary educational. philosophy -and,
commitment to its principles may be a good
indicator of faculty motivation to reform
educational practice's. Innovation is hard work,
and the development of CM,I curricula is no less
difficult. An existing low level of motivation may
well change once faMiliarity with the instructional
goals and technology is gained. Nevertheless,
recognition that faculty mayswish to spend far-less
than the optimal effort- in courseware
development ,Suggests that highly sophisticated
systems may be less appropriate than very easily
understood and operated ones, at ,least at the
outset. Proposing ,a system which requires
identification of learning hierarchies, specification
of-, complex testinrstrategiei,, and a complete
restructuring of instructional resources is simply
unrealistic for many environmehts.

4. Confidence in Subject "Matter. Variable time
learning systems sometimes provide a challenge
Which fadulty are unaccustomed to in that
students may-raise at anytime insightful questions
concerning advanced course topics or very basic
questions usually dealt with only in the 'course
introduction. When facility or Staff do not have a
high degree of confidence in their knowledge of
the subject matter, CMI's support 6f
individualized pacing may become an'
unacceptable threat. CMI procedures can be used
tot' provide reduCed variance in subjects being
taught concurrently, while faculty learn to deaf
with some of' the new challenges innovation
presents.

5. Familiarity with EducatiOnal Technology
(Computing). Although many who support
individualized-education are more than capable of
dealing with its challenges, many are also reluctant
to brine the computer into the very human
process of instruction. Fear of computer hardware
or simple unfamiliarity in working with ft may
provide a significant problem for the CMI designer
who must L.uncern himself with man/machine
interface. It is necessary J.& those who have little
or no experience with computing systemseither



on-line or off-linethat their instructions be easily
), entered into the sstem without first having to

translate theip into an unnatural symbolic format.
The extent to Which these people perceive their
ability to control the system may well determine
its viability in the environment.

6. Research Interest. Some CMI systems are
satisfactory to a particular group of users because
the system provides an abundance of research/
data..Not all user groups are primariVor evens
significantly concerned with such data, however,
and systems which emphasize experimentation to
the neglect of accommodating the different
pedagogical requirements would be clearly

junsuitable to them. Similarly, the lack of a
data- collecting Capability wo Id make other
systems unsuitabl or those r whom ease Of
educational expert tion makes CMI
appealing.

The character of the faculty and staff for whom
various CMI systems were dev loped to serve can be
easily determined by studying e specific attributes of
any given sy#tem. But it can b clearly seen, even from
the extremelf,brief listirtg a d discussion above, that *,

satisfaction of locally identifi d needs and the omission
of concern foeillure needs, swell as for those existent
at other institutions will, verely limit the universal
utility and value of the syst m and most likely also limit
the possible distribution of he courseware developed for 4d.f.;,
it. Al ellougll faculty and staff demands and
considerations may dom Ise the most significant class
of environmental attribu es affecting CMI system design
and:,- operational sucC' s, a number of additional
attributei may also be entified as having effects
are by no means trivial

Courseware and Equi a ent .

Since CMI is n instructional support system,.its
success is closely tt-I with measures of learning which
occurred under th= system. But since CMI does not
"teach," the quali of the instructional material it
manages has a lot t do with the learning outcome and
therefore CMI's e aluation. Only three of the many
courseware and eq ipment factors which influence CMI
are singled out bet w as examples:

Existin Curriculuth Structure. The step fin
the tradit' nal instruction format to fully
individualiz d education managed by computer is
a very larg' one indeed. The more objective-based
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and individua tze the existing curriculum is, the
less difficult CMI adoption will is important
to recognize, however, that CMI tends to be
exasperatingly demanding- with respect to the
definition of, objectives and the identicicatum of
learning resources related, to them. Any undefined
component behavior will not be tested and no
study recommendation can be made when it is not
mastered. Higher level behaviors building on such
components may not be mastered becatise of the
incremental learning deficit, And the system's
being unable to determine the real cause will not
suggest truly appropriate learning activities. No
matter how sophisticated the CMI design.,,flaws in
curricultim structure will be magnified, by the
System until restructuring is accomplished. Such
flaws may ultimately brih-g discredit to the

..,particular CMI system in use and erroneously
indicate that less exacting methods of
instructional management are superior. Judicious

, .
avoidance of such a frustrating situation may be
accomplished by refraining from the introduction
of CMI when the Existing curriculum structure is
inadequate and when_a serious restructuring is not
feasible. .(

23
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2. Individual Learning Resources. Some ,CMI
systems such as the one in operation :the
Introductory Biology Project at The Ohio State
University (Allen ,et al., 1972) piovide a practical
means for the - management of available
instructional resources without the requirement of
constructing special ones to meet the needs of the
'system's study prescription generator. At the
heart of this degign is thg recognition that
available' resources may not relate to a single
objective but rather to an identifiable group of
objectives. Access to a relatiVely large library of
such commonly available resources permits
computer comparison of the set of measured
student needs and the composite sets of needs
served by the possible combinations of selected
resources. An algorithm which can take into
account previous prescriptions generated for the
student, preferred instructional media, etc. is then
used to recommend a study Prescription.

Although individual learning resource
management such as the' one desCribed can
overcome some shortcomings in the resources
themselves, the quality and quantity of, resources
available strongly influences the value of CMI. It is
vita* important that some of the resources



available cover specific behaviors. A CMI student
studying FORTRAN, for example, cannot
reasonably be expected to study Ia 'textbook
chapter on algebraic expressions when he forgets
whether addition or multiplication operations are
executed first. A simple instructive paragraph
would be imuch more satisfactory. Appraisal of
the resources available, the possibility of acquiring
additional ones, and the flexibility of CM1
prescription generators available is extremely
important.

3. Learning Cente
university environmen
to a learning center at
true, an on-line system
providing service to the
The location may not pro
however, and if
upon arrival at
available. Cer
hours make d
offered, such as sche.

testing, "mailbox" comm

Location and Hours. In a
student's may have access
!most any hour. If this is
has many advantages in

udent wifen he wishes.
e convenient ss,

IM

e center, resources
air combinations of loc

ri the types of CM
ing, on-line or

ications, a

ant th
ready and

ion and
services
off-li

Computibg'Sifvfees*

ers.

Obviously. -the cmputer hardwire and software
available dictate many of the constraints and r which
CMI must operate, but system`: modificatit ns and
addition; may often be made which will benefit he CMI
users. Systems diffe?, in the extent to which ed cational
system users become dependent upon corns er center
personnel and services. On-line systeMs s ire muchi'more commitment to CMI from cg, puter center
than do batch systems, but even wit ese two classes
of systerris there are differences i t e degree to which
data processing professionals s become invo ed.
Local situations determine the e to which fich
dependence is advisable. The ,advi 'ty of c. Hy
considering this factor can be atteste many,'

t

frustrated CMI-proponents.

Nothing destroys CMI more rapidly than the
negative attitudes developed by students trying t cope
with an unreliable system. Service reliability is ortant
in determining whether to implement CMI at 1 as well
as determining what kind of tystein to se. Again,
on-line syltems are, for example, much mote sensitive to
the quality of service than are batch systems.

'Many other factors in this category such as hours
of systeM availability, tum around time, possible
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communication speeds, and type of mass data storage
available are just as important as those discussed above,
but simfily7 cannot be itemized re. The statement
should be made clear, however,That the nature of
computing services available is as important an
environmental factor influencing CMI as any of the
others.

Adminiitration

As a part of the educational env' ircilunent,
academic administrators exert both direct and indirect
influences on CMI outcome?. Certainly policies of giving
professional recognition for instructional innovations in
general and for those using computer technology in
specific have much to do with the future of CMI. in a
given institution. CMI is not always cheap (although
there are .dramatic demonstrations of its ability to
reduce training costs) and it is not minor part-time
activity (although systems differ greatly in the time and
effort required for course implementation, operation,
and monitoring). Administrative suppOrt CMI is
indeed necessary but not 'sufficient for success.-

Administrative demands for instructional
accountability, constraints on student/faculty :ratio,
needs for instructional cost reduction, and values for
individualized education should . (and often, must) be
considered not only in considering whether to use CMI,
but also 'what criteria should be used in selecting a
suitable system design. CMI systems are often designed
for the ideal environment which, for example, permits a
student-variable learning period and supports a fixed
minimum achievement criterion. Administrativ
requirements, on the other hand, permit variable student
learning within a defined time period at the end of
which a performance grade must be produced. Such a
system design ausi educational environment are simply
incompatible, and some kind of adjustment must be
made. For this environmental factor just as for all the
others identified. in this paper, it is well worth the effort
to consider the possible effects it will have on CMI.
befcire a specific system is implemented.
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itE_MILITARY ENVIRONMENT FOR elifl

Henry T. Lippert
Academy of Health Sciences,- U.S. Army

. Ft. Sam Houston, Texas

The military environment is very conducive .to the
'development of CMI. In general, the necessary
ingredients are already in existence. There are five major
considerations.

Centralized Facilities

Schools and training centers have been established
where 'similar kinds of training and education take place.
For example, Army communications subjects are taught ,

at the U.S. Army Signal Center and School, Ft.
Monmouth, New Jersey; Army medical subjFtgfare
taught at the Academy of Health Sciences at Ft. '§alti
Houston, Texas; Basic Airman training is 'taught at
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas; foreign languages are,
taught at the Defense Language Institute, Washington .

D.C.
L

Full-Time Learning

Students go to school for a scheduled eight-hour
day. There is variety in the schedule not all eight hours
are lectures. Any training day might contain a variety of
lectures, demonstrations, practical exercises,
laboratories; and indiviaualized study and research time.
Going to school is considered a part of one's job in_ the
military.

Defined Jobs

In the Army, the Military Occupational Specialty,
referred to as an "MOS,", is a job. All MOS's are defined
by a job description that is valid Army-wide. The other
services call their jobs by different names, but the
concept is similar. These "jobs" range from technical
skills to broad administrative and professional activities.

MOS-Producing Courses. These courses train.
students to perform the job skills necessary for
performance on the job.

Nbn-MAS Producing Courses. These are
professional courses- for career persons, for skill
advancement within an MOS and for' covering general
topics that are independently' required of a specific job.

Instructor Development

Unlike almost all postsecondary educatiqn and
training institutions, the military actually teach subject
matter personnel "how-to-teach" in -the service

'V.
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,
environment.. The Faculty, 1-.Jevelopment Course at the
Academy of Health Sciences, for example, teaches the
potential instructor how to write student-oriented
instructional objectives. He is then taught how to
organize instructional content Within a chosen method
of instruction for designing lesson plans that will alloy,
and cacilitate the students' learning. The instructor'
eancljdte is then taught how to evaluate student
perfoimance. Further, he is taught how to communicate .
to the student from the platform as an instructor.

. Instructional quality is also monitored after the training
eburse with feedback given to the instructor for the
Orpcise of self-improving his instruction wherever

,ssible.

Couritpesign

'Courses of instruction are designeitlikugh what
are called "Systems Engineering" procedures. This is a
formal procedure for 'Making a course of instruction as
effective and efficient as possible. At the Academy of
Health Sciences, for example, the following procedures
are used.

Task Analysis. The required tasks are analyzed to
determine .contenrand sequencing requirements. Some.
skills are selected for training, others will be reQuired as
prerequisites, and some will be deferred to on-the-job
training,

Evaluation Plan. An evaluation plan is specified
and is designed to evaluate the students' performance
level and the effectiveness of the instruction.

Instructional Controls. The systems .engineering
prqcedures facilitate the development of a Program of
Instruction (referred to as the POI) which completely
defines the content of a course of instruction. Lesson,/
Plans (referred to as LP's) are then designed and written
by individual instructors to cover all of the schedu ed
hours in th4POI. These lesson plans are reviewed to
their adequacy in facilitating learning so studen can
accomplish the required objectives.

Quality Control. The instruction that fakes place
is highjy efficient'and effective in accOinplis g learning
of the required knowledge and skills. rough the
systems engineering processes t n continues,
making sure the graduate ca perform the job, and

ry ithat both the job holder and the supesor are satisfied
with the work being performed.



, THE INDUSTRIAL SCENE: 19 't
A POTENTIAL' BONANZA FOR COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION

Harvey S. Long
International Business Machines Corporatio1

Bethesda, Maryland

Unlike its academic counterpart, induStrial
education and training are at best sideline Hof the
nation's business organizations and are, wyh limited
exceptions, hardly the reasons for these organizations'
existence Therein lies the rationale behind many of the
observation; made below in briefly discussing the
characteristics of industrial education and the potential
adaptability of independent study techniques (i.e.,
computer- managed instruction) to the industifial'scene.

To industry, the education and training function
represents an eicpfinditure of no small magnitude, at
times exceeding the budgets of leading state universities.
From the standpoint of instructors, most of whom did
not receive their baccalaureate training in teacher -
education, and their associated salaries, there are 'few
industrialists who would not delight in being able to turn,
over their complete education requirements to education
institutions if this move were possible. There, are,
however, a number of characteristics of the industrial
training requirements and a small set of limitations of
academic institutions which together inhibit that
transfer. Let's observe those characteristics.

Industrial Curricula

, Industrial curricula tend to be specialiied, dealing
with the unique products or services rendered by the
various firms. Econoniies achieved by offering a single
course to a large student body centered at a single site
are seldom present. Compoundinhe problem is that

oAmies.gairtA through repeated Airings of the same
course over extended periods are not present. The reason
for this conclusion- lies in the fact that industrial
education end training is product-oriented and it is

common for product lines to be dynamic, thus requiring
frequent curriculum changes. Not only do the objectives

, , ;;;;Aut../
of the education,and change, but so
o e reference in0iials ',elated with the courses.

f the natic5ii's leading fiptdiistries virtually become
sma, Yo Wife publishers out=& necessity, unable to take
advantage of the economies associated with large volume
text output, an adyantage seen in the more stable
academic course areas.

Demands on the industrial education system also
tend to be a bit foreign to those placed in a traditional
academic institution: Industry does not run on a

O

academic semester or term basis. Rather, it must be
prepared within reason to provide education on demand.
Where high turnover of employees is common and

.,. new-hire programs are constantly in place, fewr industries
can afford to have trainees unproductive for weeks
waiting for the beginning of a formal course. This
economic concern is shared with the military to some
extent.

The need for on-demand training more often than*
not results in stall group education. Where traditional "

classroom instruction methods are used to satisfy the
requiremenkofjthese small groups, the salaries of both
the instructor and the students Combine' to make
staggering cost for education expenditures. 4

Contributing to the inability of professional
educational institutions to handle the education and
training requirements of industry is the frequent
occurrence of little advance notice of the need for a
training requirement to be fulfilled. The latter is simply
the result of an industry's atteppts to respond to,market
variables which; result in inci-eased/decreased proddttion
output and product line changes. Both of these may.
require education redirection in ,maintaining.
knowledgeable workforce. And , then there are the
employees themselves who frequently do nut-resemble
next fall's incoming freshman cl ss at the local
university.

Industrial Students

me:
What are industrial students like? Their academic

background may b(that of a high school dropout to
professionals with multiple doctorates. In age and
experience w a particular industry, the range is wide
and diverse. The same can be said of learning abilities
present in tie workforce. Organizations which decline to
train the eolder employee in new technologies find

...themielves top heavy with highly paid,
se/nil-nonproductive administrators. As wide as their age
and experieme spread may be, the industrial employees
do have one common bond. They are motivated by--

'dollars. Where an ethication opportunity presents itself
and is recognized as an opportunity to secure those
dollars, that opportunity will not be ignored, but at the
same time not necessarily capitalized upon
unconditionally.

t
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I ,cThe industrial employee wishes his/her education
opportunities to be convenient and not cause/undue
hardship. Labor unions frown upon "homework" and
often insist upon overtime pay if after-hours study is
required. Arid then there are peer concerns. The
ifIclustrial, employee may., decline a highly desirable
educational opportunity if the learning environment
could pu:thiin or her in an embarassing position in the
presence of peers or managemedt. Once having chosen
an instructional opportunity, the industrial student will
usually 'place a number of personal demands on the
system being used. Since the output of the course could
directly impact salary, quality education is of great
importande. Although the media is of importance as it
relates to, peer concerns and cianvenience, the message
represents dollars. To assure themselves that teaming is
taking place andowill have staying power, the industrial
trainee dem,ands feedbace and tends to be
print-oriented. He or she will invariably evaluate class
effectiveness to some degree on the amount of reference
and follow"-ons esburCe material supplied. --"

Wi this student prbfile in mind, the reader could
conclude 'that independent study system such as
computer -mannairistruetrinr-could offer much to,

ustrial educatibn and training. That might be a bit
preemptive, however, if one fails to examine what
Industrial managernelooks for in an education system. '4
They too are dollar-oriented, with the 'profits of the.
cdrgaration chiefly under consideration.

., -Industrial Management s.

What does, turn management on relative to
education? Unlike most academic institutions, industry
places a dollar value on their "student's" time. Although
management would prefer thavill of their employees!.
time be invested directly in producing goodil and
services, they recognize the importanceof investing time
in' educationbut as little as possible. If, thrdugh the .

proper investment of that; time, the morale of .their
workforce is improved, management is quick to
recognize thf indirect value of sound instruction in
increased output and decreased personnel problems.
Rarely will sound managemerit imply that the)", are not
interested in improving the quality of the education
produced by their training, departments, but with the
same rarity will they say ftat that interest is their major
one. If a new meth'odologY/will maintain the company's
current level of education at reduced cost with increased
availability of a motivated workforCe for direct
productive activities, that technoldgy is cerlaln,,to gain

a
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attention in an industrial setting. But, possibly nothing r,

more than attention will be gained unless transition to
the new method appears kasible. .,

Conclusions

Having described in brief the environment .of
industrial education and training, the concerns cfi-
management relative tit the significance of instruction
technology, and the praide of the industrial learner, the
writer suggests that independent study tealniques in
general and computer-managed instruction, in particular
offer much toward meeting the needs mentioned above.

The track record for the su cessful introduction
bf instructional technologies requir ng radical changes of,
current educational syStems has been a poor one,
althougNdmittedly far more irppressive in nonacademic
.environments than within', ;Academe. Technologies
requiring extensive curriculum preparation formats, such
as programmed instruction and 'tutorial CAI, have been
slow to, take hOld. Where entry-costs have been high
because of the insistence upon specialized Computer:"...

__.,hardware and software, only the researcher with hands
and, hat extended has teen able to scale the barrier.
Nevertheless, where entry hfis been made via the
computer in industrial settings, the success of the
technology as a manager of instruction disserrimation...
and as a escripter of education haszone for the most
part upeallenged. Although the conclusion could be
premature, there is data to suggesrthar CMI has a
significant role to play in industrial education and may
represent .a* road to the successful use of some of the
more exotic technologies which have been slow to
activate and of which CMI could be a fundamental 'part.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF OPERATING CMI SYSTEMS
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MULTIFACETED COMMTER-BASED COURSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 25

Thomas H. Anderson
University of IllinoislUrbana

The Course Management System (C?4S) was
designed to integrate books, computers.and live teachers
in an effective manner. The system is intended for
courses with large numbers of students and instructors,
such 2s introductory courses in cor unity college,
university, or military settings. The logistic problems
associated with multifacet4 instruction programs and
large numbers of students and faculty were solved, in
part, by using a Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI)
system.

In the managed course, students are expected to
uire asic information concepts primarily from

individu reading. Their attention to the material is
Maintain ed and their progress monitored by a previously
developed and evaluated 'study management system,
SMS (T. Andprson et al.,' 1970. SMS intermittently
questions the student about what he is studying so as to
maintain deep cognitive processing. In practice, the
student signs in at a computer terminal and receives a
brief study assignment in his textbook. Upon completing
the assignment in a nearby workspace, the.student again
signs in. This time he receives a short quiz over the
assignment just finished. The cycle starts again with the
next assignment.

Lectures and standard quiz sections are little used
in CMS. The time of instructors, saved because routine
lActuting and review are no longer recitliteti, is invested in
remediation for students having trouble mastering the
core curriculum, and in teaching' a smorgasbord of
topical, high interest, activity-oriented seminars and
special projects. The role of the computer is to manage
study behavior, administer on-line achievement tests,
and schedule group tutorial and seminar sessions. The
managed course features mastery learning and permits
able, hard-working stu nts either to complete the
course in as little as 12 wee or opt for extra credit by
taking additional seminars.

CMS is being tried out this semester (Fall, 1974)
in an introductory economics course on the college level
with 360 students. To date, achievement data support -
the contention that students can acquire basic
information from individual reading. Students are
scoring as Well on achievement tests as did students in
previous semesters with lectures and discussions. In
addition, according to questionnaire data, students like
the seminars and-their high seminar grades indicate that
the students are performing well.

.33

PLATO IV, an interactive CAI sypem, is utilized
in the project. Terminals are located in the
Undergraduate Library,. foreign language' buils;ing and
College of Education building. During the first, second
and third semesters 70, 100 and 360 students,
respectively, partiated in CMS experimental courses.

CMS was designed by the Departments of
Psychology and Ecoriomics of the-University of Illinois.
The Advancey Research Projects Agency of the.
Department of Refense and Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center funded the project. (Contract
No. N61339-73-C-0078) Additional information and
project demonstration are available by contacting Dr.
Thoinas H. Anderson, 226 Educauun Building,
University of Illinois, Urbra, Illinois 61801
(217/333-8287).
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THE SHER1l,AN SCHOOL CMI PROJECT

Frank B. Baker John Chapin
University of Wisconsin Madison Public Schools

Madison, Wisconsin Madison, Wisconsin

The Sherman. School CMI Project is a cooperative
effort of the Madison 111121ic Schdo ls and the University
of Wisconsin. In 1969 the staff of 'the Sherman School
developed the curricular plan and instructional model
described beim. to individualize their mathematics
program. In 1971, the CMI software was develpped and
used on a demonstration basis in the spring of 1072. Full
Operational use began in the fall, of 1973. During the
summer of 1974,..a large number of refinements in the
curricular plan, instructional rrlbdel, and the computer
software wete made to incorporate the first year's
experiences. The CMI project is currently ',mlts second
year of full scale operation involving seven teaers, two
teacher aides, and 165 pupils. It is also in its first year of
three years of svgprt under Title III, ESEA. The
funding will 'extend the use of the .system to other
schools and other curricula as well as transfer full
responsibility of the computer component to the
Madison Public Schods..

The CMI system is used to manage a combined
fourth and fifth grade 'conventional mathematics
cyr iculum. The subject matter of the two grades has
b en divided into 63 units of instruction, each having six
o jectives. The units of instruction are arranged in a
linear structure with major topiaappearing in a "spiral
staircase" fashion. Review units appear roughly every
five milts. Each unit has associated with it a pre-test and
three poSt tests, each covering the six objectives of the
unit. These tests ale pencilandpaper tests that are not
amenable to machine scoring. Due to the linear structure
of the curriculum, each unit has only one prerequisite.
Locally prepared study guides in either printed or audio
tape form are used to introduce a unit to a pupil. A
variety .of textbooks and locally developed materials are
employed by a student to study the objectives of a unit.

The instructional model is analogous to a medical
clinic where teachers perform specific functions and the
pupils move freely from one station to another. During
the mathematics period-the complete second floor of the
school is employed and the pupils in the seven
classrooms merge into one group of 165 pupils. The
basic instructi:,..nal cycle begins with'a pupil taking a unit
pre-test that is scored on an Objective mastered,
nonmastered basiby a teacher aide. The test results are
given by a pupil to another teacher aide who operates a
computer keyboard terminal. The objectives . not
mastered by the pupil are entered and the computer
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generates a "tear-off sheet" that is given to the pupil.
The sheet contains a list of seven prescriptions for each
nonmastered objective and designates the
computer-selected "best" prescription, Upon completion
of the prescribed activitytypically problems from one
of the textbooksthe pit' pil's work is reviewed by a quiz
teacher who ascertains if the pUpil is prepared to take
the unit post-test. If not, the quiz teachei can assign
additional prescriptions from. the "tee-off sheet" and
the cycle is the same as tyre -test. Mastery on five of
six unit obje..tives results in a forward prescription. to

the next unit.

The instructional model employs rate of progress
as the basic dimension of individualization. Due to the
use of teachers in the testing room, study room, seminar
room and as quiz teachers, each pupil has ,,onsiderable
teacher contact and individual attention ufider the
model.

b..
The instructional management philosophy focuses

upon management of the unit cycle described above and
upon managing the pupil's progress through the
curriculum. Instructional decision- making and
management decisions are based upon four different
reports printed by Me keyboard terminal. These are a
Student History, Report which contains el complete
record abf a student's instructional history, a Group
Report 1i,stihg pupils by, homeroom and showing their
currently assigned unit, an Objective Report listing the

-names of pupils working on each unit, and a Contact
Report containing -the names of pupils having no contact
with the computer since a given date. It should be noted
that the teachers have no grade books for mathematics
and 'all information is stored by the computer. The
reports are used to monitor studerit progress, detect
patterns of pupil achievement, prepare report cards, and
to evaluate the curriculum.

The computer software ,supporting the Sherman
Schtiol CMI project is a general purpose CMI package
called "Managed Instruction with Computer Assistance"
.(MICA). The software was conceptualized, fully
documented and implemented by six graduate students
as a' homework assignment in a two-semester computer
soience course. The MICA prograM of approximately
6,000 lines of FORTRAN V was written for the Univac

100 series of computers and employs a locally
developed virtual memory capability.
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The MICA software is highly modularized and
access to its various capabilities is via a simple job
control language. The computer-teacher dialogue is such t

that little' training is required in order to use .the system.
..A 1The MICA software system is built upon a sophisticated

*-
data base managemept. capability that supports ,the

t .-.classrOom use as well as the data base maintenance. The /
data base consists of five luajor files: Student History, . ,
Student Data, Group, Unit,' and Prescription. ....
Dictionaries containing the actual student names,
prescriptions, etc. are used to provide a modified index . !

sequential file scheme. Header records are associated .
With each cite that describe the elements within a record. .
Documentation at the system concept and system design

'5' 1level have been written as part of the MICA developmept.
. -

rf
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.

process.
.. .

The MICA software system is also being used to . ,
'demonstrate the management of a modularized teacher ° . s
education program via an interactive terminal..

The developmental cost of the MICA software was
roughly $70,000. Operfitional dosts for the first year
wore $2,000 for comptiter time, $2,000 of teacher time
to:develop the prescriptions, $3,000 to create the data
base, and ,$5,000 of Programmer time to .maintain the
systeth. ' I

The Sherman School Project has been a classic .1
,

example of iterative development of a sound underlying
concept. There has been considerable interaction among .

the curricular plan, the instructional model, and the ..

`,MICA software. The total developmental process has .1

-: been under the direct control of the classroom teachers .
with the support.of various specialitts.
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AN INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT INFORDAQ1ON'SYiTEM

R. Louis Bright
Baylor University

The vision of an indivitlualized 'school in which
each student is prdgressing independently of any other*,
finisbing and starting courses at any time and having the
option of changing his grade contract or schedule
whenever he wishes is the dream of many instructional
technologists, brit it conjures up a 6haotic, nightmare for
most school administrators.

The objective of this information system was to
rectify that chaos. It was developed for a totally
individualized secondary school, grades 7.12, but it is

also applicable to most individualized postsecondary
situations.

The' system to be described is not involved in
instruction per se; i.e., it does not include CAI functions
such as subfge natter piesentation or drill and
practicenor at thepressnt time does it encompass any

'diagnosis or prescription. Such functions can be and are
performed on the same computer, but as yet they are
not integrated.

Ally is such 1...system needed?"My own rather
extensive experience with individualized instruction has
led me to believe that tpere are several important
reasons, although some of .them may cause my more
liberal acquaintances ivho are proponents of
Unstructured education to label me as an arch
reactionary.

In visiting numerous ^ individualized programs
around the countly, I have, become sensitive to the fast
that in most oLtheseinstitutions it is fairly common for
a student to belnakjng little or no progress, and no one
is conscious of the fact that he is "lost." Consequently, I
feel an urgent need for a system that will record and
report on each student's progress,

Even though I r'ri a staunch advocate of
individualized, continuous progress educational
programs, I cannot endorse the concept of "each student
progressing at his own pace." Some students are
seemingly quite content to make no progress at all.
Rather, I believe that each student should have a
goal an individualized goal jointly agreed to by 'tile
student, his 'advisor, and his parents and that his
progress should be reported relative, to scheduled
Progress toward that goal. The reporting system should
generate exception reports which clearly flag the
students who are significantly behind schedule.
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Another somewhat controversial concept in
secondary education is the "open campus.** Personally, I
don't think that most junior and many high school
students are able to cope with that much "freedom." On
the other hand, I do believe that it makes a great deal of
sense to allow a student to make up his own schedule
with the approval of his advisor). Some students prefer

to spend, all day Monday. on math, Tuesday on English;
others may have all kinds of legitimate reasons for
preferring one schedule mover another and even changing
it as special .projects or activities arise. The advisor may

aalso wish to schedule student for more time in the
English Department and less in the Science areas. The
objective is to have a simple, manageable procedure for
changing schedules ayrequent intervals and then to have
a method of checking to make sure the student is
actually where his latest schedule indicates.

. ,

The "bugaboo" . of many individualized learning
programs, is the tremendous record-keeping load that is
imposed upon the teacher. Thus, another major
requirement is that, insofar as possible, all the input,
should, be generated by the' student and not the teacher.

. Most of the features of the system.to be described,
were in operation last year on a remote job basis to the
National Educational Computer .Service. As a
consequence of NIE's termination of support for that
project, we are rewriting the package tin. a self-standing
PDP-11 system.' The scheduling comporcnt is., now
operable and we hope to again have the entire system by
the end of the school year.

There are three major types of input. The first
type builds the basic files of teacher names atV numbers,
student names and numbers, and couAe name,

, numbers, teacherNloom location and any scheduling
restrictions: These inputs are by conventional punched
cards.

The second form of input is the schedule deck.
Each student is issued a student card pre-punched with
the spsdent's number and a pre-punched card for.each
period in the week. The student then picks up a
pre - punched course card for each course ha is taking.
Since our card reader can read either pencil marks or
punched Interchangeably, the student inputs his grade
contract, the starting date, and the scheduled
completion date for each course by marking the
appropriate card locations on the course card. Be then,

at)"
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ti
assembles his schedule deck in the following manner,
first, his student card; next a course card followed by all
of the periods for that course, then anothtr course card
followed by all of the periods for that course, and so on
until all of the course cards and period cards have been
used. This deck then serves as the input, to the'
scheduling program. The student can generate a new
schedule simply by reshuffling the order of the card in
his deck. He will keep the same deck for all six
yearsadding or deleting course cards as appropriate. "

These altered schedule decks can then be run
either once a day or once a week as desired. The new'
schedule is printed out and becomes effective as of the
following day. . '

As is essential with any student-generated input,
there is extensive editing to ensure that all periods are
used, that courses hayen't been dropped without
authorization, etc. The program also detects any course
additions and prints out a course addition list for the
appropriate teacher.

The _third. type of input is a "test card" that
records the students' 'progress in their courses. A supply
of test cards pre-punched with a student's name and
number is stored at a convenient location. A student
who wishes-to take a post-test on a learning packet picks
tip (Inc isf these cards and marks on it the date, the.
course number, the learning packet numbers and his
.gfade'contract. Hen presents This card to get his test
and it is clipped to the test. When the'teacher grades the
test,. he makes one mark on the front of the card to,
indicate whether or'not the student met the passing
criterion (usually 90%).11e then writes any comments he
may wish to make to the student on the back of the
card. These cards are entered into the computer each
morning and then distributed back to the stutients. Once'
again there is a very thorough editing routine that
detects almost every conceivable error the student might
make.

With all of this data in its files, the computer can
generate myfiads of reports. Soine of the most
important are the learning area rollsfor each period of
the day, the report lists the students that are Scheduled
to be in each learning area ancrindicates for each the
ceurse that he'is scheduled for and the number of days
that he is ahead or behind schedule in that course. The
area supervisor then knows which students should be
closely 'supervised.

to
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.
Similarly, weekly course lists are prepared for

each teacher showing each student's progress relative to
his own individual schedule and indicating when that
student is scheduled to be in the related leaning area.
he principal gets an exception t indicating all those
students who are more than so es number o
days behind schedule in a cour .Obviously, many other
types ogreports and statistic analyses can be generated
to assist in the managem t and improvement ofvthe
institution.

tww.,
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INSTRUCTION SUPPORT SYSTEM' - 30

Terry A. CoUntermine and Jane M. Shigh.
The Pennsylvania State University.

University Park,,Pennsytvania

At The Pennsylvania State University in the
College of Education, graduate and undergraduate
courses offered with both computer-managed instruction

0
(CM') and computer- assisted instruction (CM) are being
used and accepted with a high degree of satisfaction. The
two systems are being used jointly as well as
independently depending on the type of instruction that
the instructor chooses. Because of this dual role of
computer techhology in instruction at Penn State, an
instruction support system (acronym ISS) has been
impleniented wit the underlying implication that it is a
largesystent usinMany different types of technology to
support and/or manage instruction. Thus, Penn Slate has
both an interactive data, processing system (CM! ;I- CAI)
and a batch datrprocessing system, both operating
under the aegis of ISS. For example, one course
(Language Education 441Teaching, of Children's
Literature) utilizes the CAI system for measuring an
individual iudent's competency in basic knot ledge in
six separate areas,of children's literature, while it utilizes
the batch data processing for daily feedbatk and weekly
progress reports of all competenbies, including those
utilizing the CAI system. Other courses (Curriculum &
Supervision 401Test & Measurements, Counselor
Education 425The Use. of Tests in Counseling,
Mathematics Education 420Teaching Mathematics in
the Elementary Schools) use batch datkpr=ing only.

ISS is a system aimed to support individualized
instruction. It has the flexibility to perform a variety or
computation ftas needed for evaluative variants as well
as individualized ecord-keeping and varied feedback
control. Thus, while ISS has its origin in the- College of
Education, which initially felt a need friipplement a
competency-based teacher education program, 'it 'is a
system which is adaptable to forms of instruction in any
area at any level of complexity.

One of
individualized i

process. Penn
sophistication
primarily depen
mapping flexib
accOmmodaie,
numeric and', w
student concer
and/or weekly,
Penh State in all

the underlying assumptions of
struction is the diagnostic-prescriptive
state's. }SS has this capability. The

the diagnostic-prescriptive process is
ent on the instructor since ISS has a
ity of large proportions .and can
e instructor's prescription§ in both
ten langttAge form. IleedbaCk to the
g progsss can be immediate, daily,
desireLISS is presently operating at

thrt modes.

The standard ISS input form accommodates the
variants described 'above. Once tilt input has been
prepared the data are initially transferred by means of
the OPSCAN 17, an auxiliary non-computer .-piece of
equipment, which senses the darkest mark in a given area
and sends out an appropriate signal to an external
device. The external device in ISS is a remote-job-entry
silent typewriter terminal with cassette tape capabilities.
The data are thus transferred by means of the OPSCAN
17 to a cassette tape mounted on a Texas Instruments
(TI) cassette terminal. It is then possible to edit the tape
off-line to make any necessary corrections before
sending the input to the computer. When the tape is
ready, a telephone connection is made between the TI
terminal and an IBM system 370 Model 168 computer.
Thet.data are then transferred from the cassette tape to a
disk file connected to the IBM 370/. At the University
CoTrJutation Center, these-files are referred to as batch
and terminal or BAT files. At this point the software of
ISS- (written in WATFIV, a version of FORTRAN) is

, executed and either a daily report or an accumulated
progress report is produced depending on the
instructional course design. The job is initiated from the
terminal and the output routed to a high-speed printer.

The apprbximate cost for daily printouts from ISS
per 100 daily transactions is S2 per day. At present Penn
State has one course utilizing weekly progress reports in
addition to the daily printouts. This weekly printout
cost depends on the number of students. At present the
one course utilizing this procedure has 142 students
enrolled. A duplicate set is printed each week, one for
the student and one for the instructor, and its operating
cost for these 142 students is approximately $6 per
week.

Computer-managed instruction in the form of ISS
at ,The Pennsylvania State University is operatingtefficiently and effectively. students and instructor; ..
who are dedicated to quail struction have found ISS"
indispensable to quality individualized instruction.

.
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COMPUTER-MANAGED INDIVIDUALIZED INS'T'RUCTION .31

Jan Danford
' Capital Area Career Center

Mason, Michigan

The Capital Area Career Center has developed a
ComputerManaged Individualized Instruction program
that addresses itself to three factors. We needed a
curriculum and a system that:

takes into consideration the competencieg of each
student in the selection of occupational training
objectives, sequence of study, choice of materials
and procedur&s,

allows a student to spend whatever time he find's
necessary in a given subjeict area as determined by
his performance rather than by the clock, and

.
,

measures each student's progress by comparing his
performance with specific objectives rather than
other students.

A Univac 70/2_ Computer was used in essentially
two wags: first, to analyze the data received from
industry, and second, to manage the instruction. The
first item, analysis- of the data, was accomplished with
the use of a technique of industrial job -task analysis,
sometimes referred to as critical incident 'studies.
Representatives from industry and education designed
job task analyses to determine what a person needed to
know in order to perform each occupation properly. The
five areas of competence scrutinized in the job task
analyses were:

1. Job Skills The observable, hands-on physlcal
activity entailed in the job.

2. Job Knowledges The knowledges or theories
. needed to perform the job function properly.

, 3. Behaviors J8b 'attitudes, behavioral skills
required to get and keep' a job:

4. Basic S Is Identifying the exact arithmetic
skills, reading levels, and measurement skills
required by industry for each job.

S. Equipment Analyzing all the equipment an
individual must manipulate on each job and the
proficiency required.

After all tasks Were dvieloped ("anticipated") for
each occupation, they were given to persons in that

a

occupation to determine a) whethe it was 07 wasn't a
skill needed, b) whether the as an entiyAMI skill,
and c) the frequency it was pe ormed in a given span of
time. The resulting data gave s a list of accepted tasks
and commonalities between ccupations which was the
basis for the ctirriculum. This initial phase required
131K of memory and 120 on characters of disk to
manipulate the data.

The next important step was the writing of
performance objectives for the accepted tasks, again
based on industrial standards. Once that was completed,
individualized learning packets were developed called
modules to teach eachskill spelled out in,the objective.
.Eacli module consists of at least five things: the
performance objective, the need -to -know data, materials
and equipment, job steps, and a technical word list.

The Computer-Managed Instruction portietakes
the information gathered from the task analysis and
compares it with a student's competencies and
occupational selection and provides an individual
learning prescription. Each student goes through a basic
needs assessment, checking his skills in reading,
arithmetic, and pre-employment. If a student brinks
experience or training in a given occupation, he/she is
given a handsron test and that result is considered in the
developMent and finalization of the leaping
prescription. Once the skills needed are .cleterinined, a
sequencing of daily and weekly schedule is provided to
each student. It schedules the student who has the
severest basic skill (reading, math) deficiencies first into
thoge areas and keeps track of their progress, moving a
new student in when one has completed.

Every Monday each student gets a weekly
:schedule telling him what modules he will work on for
that week. It lists the selitenced modules and all related
information so the student knows where, who, and what,
If the student works at a f er ra e than anticipated and'
completes his "mods" earl , he merely goes to one of
the teletype terminals located throughout the building, -

activates the computer by punching certain information
into it, and gets an immediate update of the next
modules to be completed. If by the end of his Friday
period he has not completed his modules, the
implete modules appear at the top of the schedule
for.the following week.

39



The instructor, of course, evaluates whether or
not a student has met'the performan0 standards and
conveys the information to the computer via a system
using an optical scanner. While evaluation is continuous,
a Cumulative Student Progress Report (CSPR) is issued
every nine weeks. It compares the 'student's rate of
quality productivity within' the evaluation period with
the total time available to the student, which is usually
graduation, and indicates whether he/she will or will not
complete 1 othe occupational goal). As. part of -the
tot ort, the instructor does a narrative evaluation
which is printed on to the CSPR'by the computer.

Finally, upon graduatiO2 from a program, each
student receives a certificate of .completion. It idc udes
an explanation to employers and a list of tasks
student can perform and that we at the Center will stand
behind.

As previously stated, a Univac 70/2 is used.. We
utilize DOS communication systems and a maximum of
60K is needed for the operations. The memory
requirement for management gystenis is 96K based on a
unique scheduling program. The system -is written, in
COBOL and communications is Assembler. The Univac
system consists of one. control processor, 131K, 4 disk
devices, 30 million bytes.ekh, 1,30KB tape drives, one
reader, one printer, one punch, and one communications
controller with eight teletype lines.
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PLAN: Program for Learning in Aecolgance with Needs

George De Hart
Westinghouse Learning Corporation

Palo Alto, California

PLAN was developed by the American Institutes
for"Research (AIR), under the leadership of Dr. John C.
Flanagan, diiring the four year period 1966-1970. The
prtect was to create a comprehensive program for the
individualization of instruction in Language Arts,
Mathematics, Science and Social Studies, K-12. From its
inception the computer was always considered a major
management tool. AIR early saw.that the greatest valuer
of the computer was in. the management of processes,
rather than tutorial, in an individualized program.
Working with 14,public school districts, AIR continually
redefined and implemented the computer management
system during the developmental years,

Marketed commercially by Westinghouse Learning
Corporation sikce 1970,PLAN has continued to use the
computer as ansentia) component nectided to manage
an individual* instructional pro ant. Currently
(November 1974), approximately 60,000 students in 64
schgol districts in 24 states and one foreign country are
using the system. The computer program has been and is
being continually changed to reflect the needs of
teachers and students.

Capable or supporting any objective-based
curriculum, the WLC' computer management system
Currently supports'i,44PLAN and locally developed
programs with the following functions:

1. Identification and achievement level assessment
of each student,

2. Identification and recommendation of the
-quantity of instructional materials needed,

3. Daily status reports of each student and
planning sections for teachers and students,

4. Daily instructional objective test scoring,

5. Daisy placement testing,

6. Daily PLAN acievement ttst scoring,

7. Periodic student progress reports,

8. Administrative reports,

9. Weekly summary reports,

S.

O

10. On-line st dent progress reports,

11. History O tudent progress,
414,

12. On-line ordering of additional materials,
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13. Development of each student's program of
study,

14. ProCessing of locally developed objectives
independent ivities, and courses.

Most of comp er processing' is done by WLC
at Measureme t Re ch Center in Iowa City, Iowa on
an IBM S/370 . The mostcornmoit terminal used in
the school districts is the IBM 3735 with an IBM 2956

41,

Card Reader and an IBM 3288 Matrix Printer.
ttr,_

Increasingly popular as school terminalt areethe
Minicomputers, which can provide services beyond the
PLAN computer program. A Hewlett-Packard 2100 8K
CPC\ with OMR Readers and Printers is most commonly
used. A few schools are using their own IBM System ).

Five school distticts are nowt-leasing the WLC
PLAN software on local computers to manage both
PLAN and local curriculums. This provides a locally
controlled and economically, efficient service using
committed resources. The PLAN program, written in
ANS COBOL, Version 4, requires hardware of at least
110K with 3 tape drives and 9-track dual density.

.1
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A COMPUTER-BASED u '11.1 UEISTION SYSTEM

84 . :rapes N. Delilio
University of Kansas Medical Center

Kansas City, Kansas

*gm--

CMI first entered' the scene at the University of
Kansas Medic;1 Center several years ago, when a ,general
-revision of the pre-clinical Medical Pharmacology course
was being planned. The overall objectives of the
curriculum revision were 1) to Permit each student to

select the educational approach which is found to be
most effective for him, and 2) to enable each student to
progress through the course content at his own rate.,

At the present time the pharmacology course is
divided into five independent modules or units and the
material in e'4 of these modules is availible tp the
studsint through a variety of scheduled OeCtiireThabs,
disaglon groupi, clinical .conferences, etc.) and
nonscheduled (CAI, AV, tutorials, ward rounds, etc.)
options. In addition, a syllabus has been prepared which
outlines the material covered' in each module. Each
student can utilize as much of the material in each
option as he needs to achieve his objective, which is to
demonstrate ,cbmpetence (pass an exam.) in the area
covered in each of the five modules. New exams for each
of the five,modules are provided weekly, andsince there
is no penalty associated with failure to pass an exam, the
student. is encouraged to use the exam as a "progress
yardstick." He is aided -in -this evaluation by a diagnostic
identification of weaknesses.

Computerized support Of Pharmacology's
Computer- Assisted Teaching System (CATS) is' now
being maintai9ed by the CAI/CMI section of the
Department of Health Sciences Education. Three
subsystems have been developed to support CATS.
These are: the KUMC Test Question _System (VU
Programs), the Exam Grading/Analysis ,,System (LR
Programs), and the cm System (IBM Coursewriter.III).

KUMC Test Question System \\

This system performs test iteni,poomanagement
functions and generates examinations. The Department
of Pharmacology currently has over 1,000 items in
their pool. Using this pool they are able to generate from
3 tos8 unique 'examinations each of the 17 weeks that
the course is inprogress. The test item pool is Stored on
an IBM 3330 di/110:m be updated from a terminal 'or
in batch mode. Examinations can be generated by calling
specific items Qr by4andom se.lection of items within a

,
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categoty. Examinations are printed on the system,
'Printer ready for duplication. Selector cards are retained
on file in the various departments for each item in the.

These cards contain the correct answer, category
designation, item type and item analysis data.. A. test
report is run on a proposed test prior..to test generation
to provide the test coordinator with information about.
the diAbution of items over categories, item type and
correct answer, and the projected level of difficulty and
discrimination. This information enables him to make
necessary changes (6.-the test before the final run and
eliminates many potential errors that are often made in
the prepiration of an examination.

Exam Grading/AnalysisiSystem

Students taking examinations respond on answer
sheets thit are read by,an optical scanner (OPSCAN 17)
and transmitted directly to disk on our IBM 370/145. A
series of batch programs are used to score the
examination and provide reports to students and the
faculty on the results. Each student receives a letter
giving him his grade, the correct answers to the
examination, his answers, whether his score was
superior, satisfactory or unsatisfactory, evaluation. of
performance on the various categories covered by the
exam, Ind his progress to date in the course: Absent
letters are sent to students nor taking an exam in a given
week tp serve as a motivator. Unit chairmen within the
department receive several reports. These include a
listing of the responses of the students who took the
exam, item anajsis of each item used in the exam, and
student performance by catqgory. The unit chairman
also receives a report listing the status of all students. in
his unit as well as a performance analysis.based odthe
highest score each student received in the unit. The test
coordinator for the department receives a report of each
student's performance during each week of the course.
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EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM AND
COMPUTERIZED INSTRUCTION SUPPORT SYSTEM

I

B: W.aid Deutschman
New York histituteof Technology

Old Westbury, New York

The Educational Management InforMation System
(EMIS) consists of a series of sophisticated programs and
files which can administer, monitor and record
individual student work in subjeeetintatter review drills
and tests. The study and test material may be presented
to the student either on-line or as computer-printed hard
cSilyi..PoPated in advance. The intention of EMIS is to
provide a large number of objective questions of all
types ttasenfei'a; ,criterion checks and achievement

..;

EMIS, de,lgned by Dr. Harvey Po IlacJc, is a
combination of CAI and CMI. The EMIS presentations
are supportive and supplementary to classroom
instruction, self:paced individualized study, laboratory
experiences, and auxiliary ,audiq-vistial aids. In the
on-line mode, every student's response is evaluated and
recorded for future statistical analysis and the student
receiv'es his score immediately after completing the bank
of questions for that topic.

EMIS is a chained assembly of a number of
complier programs and files. All °ellipse have been
written in extended BASIC so that they ,may be loaded

. .into any large computer .or rnin*mputer with minor
modifications. Currently, the EMIS programs are
running on a Xerox SI9MA &computer, operating under
Universal Time:Sharing Operating System.

EMIS produces reports for the student, instructor,
and curriculum designer. Each user has access to specific
course iniormation predetermined by the EMIS
developers to ensure material security and test integrity.
The reports offer: records of individual student progreis,
analysis of individual performance for remediation,
records of cumulative class progress, analyses of
Strengths and weaknesses in question categories,
cumulative item analyses, indications of the
existence of trouble flags.

CISS

The Computerized Instructional Support System
(CISS) keeps track of a student's progress throughouthis
course work giving immediate 'correction of tests,
remedial prescriptions if tieeded, and ascribes some
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measure of rate of progress to individual's work. The
system also functions to collect. information on the

. validity of testing material, and the effectiveness of the
course ma ter ia 1 . The Automated Instructional
Management System (AIMS), which provides
prescriptions p the learner' based upon the
accomplishment of specifiL. objectives, is the progerutor
of CISS and EMIS. CISS is a-group of related programs
and files which provides on-line correction of tests,
issuing of remedial prescriptions, marking of attendance
cards, generation of reports on individual student
progress, query of-history of responses for any student,
and updating of test answers and student information.
The system provides off-line editing and reporting of
responses captured during on-line operations, data
analysis of curriculum matelials, and creation,
maintenance and backup ,of data files, Dr. Alan
Rosenbluin is the designer of the system.

CISS uses a teletype-like terminal and an optical
mark` reader, acoustically coupled via telephone to a

time-sharing computer. The system consists of three data
files,and the, programs which access them. The data files
consist of the Student Fil c9fitaining identifying
information about each stud- t, tiklest File containing
test answers and prescript ons, and the Response File
which stores all transactions. The programs have- been
written in interactive COBOL and are running on a
Xerox SIGMA'6, operating under UTS.

EMIS is used as an instruction support system-for
postsecondary teaching at the New York Institute of
Technology, and CISS is currently utilized sjin a local
junior-senior high school to enhance English, Social
Science, ancMathematics instruction.
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COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION IN THE
COLLEGE OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Karen A. Duncan
Medical University of South Carolina

In 1972, the College of Dental Medicine at the
Medical University of South Carolina embarked upon a
program of developing a self-paced dental curriculum.
The program included the concept that the computer
was indeed a useful if not an essential tool in its
development: Accordingly, following a study to
ascertain the best method of integrating computers into
the curriculum, plans'were made for the acquisition of a
time-shared minicomputer system which would be used

fikclusively to enhance the educatio experience of the
dental students.

System acquisition, a PDP-11/20 using the RSTS
operating system, was completed by July 1973. The
efforts of the staff of the newly formed Office of
Computer Resources have . been in the areas of
Computer - Assisted Instruction and Computer-Managed
Instruction equally. While the long range goal of a
totally self-paced dental curriculum'can be met in large
part by using traditional CMI techniques, the most
pressing problem for .management 4in the dental
curriculum is in the area of student-patient clinic.
assignments.

A dental curriculum is similar to, a medical
curriculum in that the students spend approximately
half their time studying basic sciences with lectures and
laboratories and the other half of their time actually
seeing patients in a clinic setting. However, unlike the
medical curriculum where students are assigned to a
specific clinic and, may or may not sr a patient with a

./given disease, the dental student must meet a list of
clinical requirements. That is, the students must actually
see patients with a predetermined set of conditions. This
structure requires the dental school to assume the
administrative chore of locating a large pool of patients
from the population of the community and keeping a
-record of the treatment needed on each of, these
patients. ft,is an obvious extension to use the computer
to maintakn theliatient.files as well as in file on every
student and the kiiids of treatments that students need
to carryout or have already carried out for purposes of
grading. Thus the major goal of the Office of Computer
Resources in the next two years is to complete the
building of the patient file Sand the student tile. This
includes maintaining records, from both the student and
patient point of view, of every treatment which is
completed, each treatment which is in progress, and
treatments which are yet to be done. This allows an
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up-to-the-minute progress review and grading s.,heme.Tor
the students and prevents incompletely treated patients'
records from getting lost for whatever reason. 'The
system will further involve keeping track of patient
appointments and clinic utilization.

The clinical assignment system described above is
presently well underway in its development. In addition,
an extensive didactic grading system has been developed.
At present this grading scherrie addresses course grades
rather than modules.
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COMPREHENSIVE ACHJEVEMENT MONITORING:
DECENTRALIZED, FLEXIBLE COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION

William P. Gorth
University of MassachusettslAmherst

FOCUS

Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring (CAM) is
an evaluation methodology with associated computer
hardware and software which falls into the rubric of
Computer-Managed Instructioh (CMI). At a general level,
evaluation methodology has as its purpose: "To provide
information upon which a specified decision-maker is
able to base decisions." CAM is an evaluation
methodology especially, designed for instructional
situations because it is criterion-referenced, flexible, and
compu ter-assisted, and provides information for
decision-making. CMI systems are designed to provide
information about students "performance to'teachers or
students upon which they are able to base decisions
about future instructional activities. Therefore, CAM is
an evaluation methodology many of *Rose components
and uses are associated with CMI. CAM will be discussed
as an evaluation methodology below.

CAM has been systematically developed, from
1967 to 1969, at the Research and Development Center
for Teaching, Stanford University, and from 1969o the
present at the Center for Educational Research,

. University of Masiachusetts/Amherst. It is

conceptualized in 12 major steps, each of which is
thoroughly documented in numerous operational
subste0s., An analogous Generalized Evaluation
Methodology developed by Thomas E. Hutchinson and
others (Hutchinson, 1972) has contributed to the
refinement of CAM. The 12 steps include:

Step 1. The Enterprisethat aspect of the instructional
situation (such as an individual student, a group,
or the curriculum) about which decisions are to be
made and, therefore, about which data are to be
collectedis defined by the person initiating the
evaluation.

Step 2. The, esources available for the evaluation are
specified by the person initiating the evalution.

. ,

Step 3. The_ Decision Maker, who makes decisions about
the enterprise and to whom data are .to be
reported, is identified by the person initiating the
evaluation'. (More than one decisionmaker may be
chosen. The decision-maker may be an individual,
a group, or a collection of people. The initiator
may or may not be selected as the' evaluator.)
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Step 4. The Goals of the enterprise are elicited from the
decision-maker by the evaluator but not stated by
the evaluator. -

Step 5. The Objectives associated with each goal are
elicited from the decision -maker by the evaluator
but not stated by the evaluator.

Step 6. The Decisions to be made about each objective
are elicited from the decision-maker by. the
evaluator but not stated by the evaluator.

Step 7. The Measurement Technique (or items) is
developed by the evaluator or the decision-maker
and is criterion-referencedi.e., related to an
individual objective.

Step 8. The Design, consisting of "which measurement
instrument to be administered to which subjects
on what schedule," is created by the evaluator and
approved by the decision-maker. The design
ustially includes multiple matrix sampling.

Step 9. The Collection of the data is carried out by
systematic logistics procedures.

Step 10. The Analysis of the data collected is performed
quickly and flexibly by computer to the
specifications set by the evaluator and approved
by the deciiion-maker.

Step 11. The Report of the data is printed by computer
and submitted. to the specific decision-maker for
whom the evaluation was deiigned.

Step 12. The Revision of the CAM e,valuation is
considered by the decision-maker.

The methodOlogy has been described in detail by
Gorth, O'Reilly and Pinsky (1974)' and in a number of
technical reports. The CAM evaluation techniques have
been instituted in many schools across the country, at all
grade levels and for- many subject matters including
special education (Gorth & Hambleton, 1973).

Instructional Dependency

CAM is designed to provide a specific
decision-maker with criterion-referenced information

5
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about ,a specific aspect of the instructional situation.
Regardless of whether the decision-maker is a student, a
tether, or an administrator, of whether the enterprise is
a student, a group, or the curriculum, of whether the
decision to be. made is concerned with. planning,
determining current status, or retrospective Igues, the
evaluation begins with the enterprise that the
decision-maker specifies from his own perspective in
terms of his goals and their related objectives. The
measurement technique is written from the objectives.
Therefore, there is always a close relationship between
the objectives of instruction and the criterion-referenced
measurement instrument.

Objective and Item Generafion

The decision-maker is responsible for specifying
his goals, objectives, and decisions (to be made) for the
enterprise. The process may include the selection of
objectives from the bank of objectives provided by the
CO-OP (1972), but only after a ct of goals and
preliminary objectives have been defined. A numerical
indexing system is assigned to the objectives. However,
CAM could he used with existing objective-based
programs such as IGE, IPI, IMS, and PLAN.

The test items are generated from the objectives
by the decision-maker, if he is a teacher, or by the
evaluator, if the decision-maker is an administrator. A
computer-based system for objective and item storage
and test printing has been developed to facilitate a rapid,
flexible, and accurate construction of numerous test
forms from the criterion-referenced test items (Gorth,
Allen & Grayson, 1971).

Test Model and Packaging

After the test items have been generated, the
assignment of the items to test forms and the scheduling
of what students.are to be tested with which test forms
on what schedule (i.e., the design) is determined by the
decisions the decisionzmaker wishes to make (O'Reilly &
Gorth, 1972).

The designs created to collect data fqr each of
these decisions may use any of several alternatives.
However, the multiple matrix sampling design is often

, used, wherein a set of test forms is prepared, each form
containing a sample of items representing all the
objectives taught in a particular portion of a couise. The
set of test forms is administered in a "time series" design
at regular intervals, but in such a way that no student
takes the same test form more than once during the
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series of test administrations. The use of such a design
for a science curriculum evaluation has.been described
by Hamble ton, Gorth & O'Reilly (1973).

Test Scores

Computer programs have been -designed to score,
store, retrieve, analyze, and report criterion-referenced
information collected using multiple matrix sampling
and a time seriels-Jesign. The enterprise may be a
student, a group,rpf, students, or a large and complex
curriculum. Reports may be selected by the
decision-maker from a variety which are available (Gorth
& Grayson, 1969; Gorth, Grayson & Lindeman, 1969;
Gorth, Grayson, Popejoy & Stroud, 1969; Gorth,
GraY`son & Stroud, 1969).

Reports are available to produce information
about each of the following enterprises:

a. Student Report containing identification
information, student's score on each objective,
total scores; and indication of the objectives for
which instruction has been completed.

b. Teacher Roster 'containing the students' names
and both total 'score and score in objectives
completed for all test administrations to date.

c. Group Summary containing average scores on
each objective or group of objectives for a portion
of a class, ill of a class, all of a building, or all of a
district at Ach test administration to date.

& Grouping Guide containing students below
'criterion on an objective.

e. PreschPtion Guide containing a listing of related
exercises for each student for each objective.

T. Item Analyiis containing difficulty indexes
before,Immediately after, and a delayed tune
after instruction.

g. Curriculum Analysis coniaihing pre-instructioi7,
.pogt-instruction, and rtftntion averages for
objectives.

The CAM system has been used in several Title III
projects, it is also the system providing the evaluation
design for the New York State systein called the System
for Pupil and Program Evaluation and Development
(SPPED), developed by Robert P. O'Reilly.
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Computer Hardware

CAM computer softWare was originally written for
an IBM 360/65 computer at Stanford University and was
considered a research system rather than one which
could be implemerited by schools. More recently,

-adaptations of the original software have been written
for "mini" computers such as Digital 11/45 and
Hewlett-Packard 2000F. The smaller computers and
their associated computer software have allowed the
decentralization of activities, but have used the
standardized procedures at the decentralized sites.

Addition0 information is available from William
P. Gorth, Ph.D., Center for Educational Research,
School of Bducation, University of Massachusetts,

- Amherst, Massachusetts 01002 (413/545. 1537).

S
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PROJECT ABACUS

G. B. Howard, Colonel
U.S. Army

Mission

The, primary mission of Project ABACUS is to
procure, test and evaluate a computerized training
system tailored to the needs of the Army. In addition,
the Product Manager advises the Commander, U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) on matters
relate/ to computers in training, acts as consultant to
the Department of Army Staff, participates in the
PLATO IV Project sponsored by the"Advanced.Research
P.roducts Agency, serves on the ARPA Educational
Technology Advisory Panel, and maintains liaison with
other Department of Defense agencies and civilian
institutions. On July 1, 1974 the Product Manager's
Office (PMO) was additionally charged with the
development of a Long Range Plan for TRADOC
Training and Schools, proponency for TRADOC
subgroups on Policy and Procedures and Tactical
Application of Computers and the Supervisbry
Management of the Combined Arms Tactical Training
Simulator (CATTS) at Ft. Benning,eorgia.

Objectives

Employing three Army training courses, the
project aims to achieve the following:

1. Cost effectiveness through reduction in training
time, decrease in failure rates, streamlining of
training management, use of small-scale
computers, and provision of a base for rapid
expansion.

2. Training effectiveness by individualiiing
instruction, incorporating the best of existing

"media and relieving 'the instructor of routine
administration.

.3. Technical efficiency through utilization of
off-the-shelf equipment:

. Backgrou nd

In June 1972 the Vice Chief of Staff of the Army,
based bn recommendations of a task group, approved
Project ABACUS. This approval included the following
stipulations: use of small-scale computers, concentration
of expertise at a single location, use of three training
courses, and a maximust of four years duration.

Selection of Ft. Monmouth as the site for the
management office was based on the existence' of
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expertise developed there during an earlier successful '"''',",1"

project. In that experiment, utilizing 102 hoop of basic
electronics, over 1,300 students received instruction by
means of the computer. A summative evaluation
comparing results gained from students in the project
with those of conventional classroom students showed a
35% reduction in training rime, a 21% decrease in
attrition, an equivalent academic achievement, and a
highly favorable attitude toward computerized training.

Conduct of Training

Under the Computerized Training System
concept, instruction will be individualized from
beginning to end. Each student will progress through a
course at his own pace.

To accomplish this goal, the instructional
personnel and the computer must function as a team.
The instructional personnel will prepare lesson materials,'
monitor performance, supervise laboratory work, and
provide direct assistance. The computer will maintain
records, guide student activities and present portions of
the instructional inatcrial. In this manner a reduction in
overhead personnel is considered feasible. '

The need for group, activity is not overlookedr
Lectures, demonstrations, conferences and team
exercises will be included, as appropriate.

Evaluation

Evaluation of Project ABACUS will consist of two
major elements. The first will be designed to provide
quality 'assurance of course materials, while the second
4ilf form the basis for recommendations for the future.

Although both elements of the evaluation will be
"accomplished by in-house personnel, consultants will be
called upon from time to time to advise in specific areas
and thus ensure validity of the findings. The final report
will include an analysis of the results weighed against
objectives of the project, i.e., cost effectiveness, training
effectiveness, and technical efficiency.'

Status of Procurement
ti

On December 26, 1973, a contract was awarded
by the U.S. Army Computer Systems Support and
Evaluation Agency to GTE Sylvania Inc. for a 128
terminal multiminicomputer system (MMS). A GTE
Sylvania information bulletin defining the utilization of
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the system is available.

. . ,

A 32-terminal display controller subsystem was
delivered to the U.S. Army Signal School (USASIGS),
Ft. Gordon, Georgia on July 29, 1974. Upon completion
of the subsystem test and acceptance, it will primarily be
used to support course material development and on -line
entry utilizing available CLASS I authoring commands.

The remainder of the system to include software
and CLASS I language is scheduled /for- delivery by
March 1975. Following the acceptafice testing of the
128-terminal system and the CLASS I authoring
language, course material validation and systems
debugging will take place. It is anticipated that the CTS
will be operational with the first course by.August 1975.

Course Development

The U.S. Army Signal School Computerized
Training System was initially established in January
1974 and its participation on the ABACUS Project
consists primarily of the development and
administration of Three technical training courses on the
CTS Provided by the Product Manager. The courses, the
first of which is scheduled to tie opgational.by August
1975, are: MOS 31E20Field Radio Repair, MOS ,

31J20Teletypewriter Equipment Repair, and MOS A.
-0 .

35L20Avionics Communications Equipment Repair.
Progress in course development by the task group has
been significant. In addition io g seminar held at Ft.
Monmouth for course leaders, several workshops have
been conducted for course instructors and consisted of
workshopi on the instructional model and teaching
strategies, the CLASS authoring language commands,'
and lesson development techniquei .and procedures.
Presently course development of the three courses is
actively underway'
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A COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

Tse-Chi Hsu
University of Pittsburgh

Ant ideal individualized instructional system
usually includes four phases of activities. 1) diagnosing
student charactexistics and assessing student
achievement, 2) storing and retrieving student data for
decision-making, 3) prescribing instruction according to
students' needs, and 4) instructing students, using the
most appropriate method. 'The computer-based
instructional management system described here
attempts to employ the assistance of a computer in all
four phases of the instructional process. This computer
assistance includes: computer-assisted testing (CAT),
information retrieval, the instructional option display
(IOD), and computer-assisted instruction (CAI).
Although the use of the computer in instruction is an
integral part of an instructional management system, this
component can initially be developed independently and
implemented as an option for instruction. Therefore, the
role of the computer in instruction will not be discussed
here.

In order to explore The possibility of using the
'computer to admini ter achOvement tests, a
computer-assisted testing odel was developed. this
model was designed to general and administer pre-tests,
post- tests, curriculum-embedded tests (CETs), and
exercise pages (practice problems) for all skills included
in a unit. Based on this model, six experimental

'programs were written for &revel IPI Math in
Numefat ion/Place Value, Addition/Substraction,
Multiplication, Division, and Fractions (comparable to
third acid fourth grade, Math). These "Programs were
implemented during the past two years (1972-1974) to

. study the feasibility of CAT as an alternative for testing,
-: the strategy of item generation, the characteristics of

items generated by a computer, the establishment of
rational mastery criteria, and the impact of CAT on
students' attitudes toward math and computer testing.

To process test and instructional data, an on-line
infoimation

at
system was developed and

implemented at the Oakleaf Schocil beginning in the Fall
of 1973. This system was designed to be used by

teachers, supervisory personnel, school administrators,
curriculum developers, test constructors and researchers.
The types of data collected and maintained include. 1)
infiormation concerning students' backgrounds, 2) test
results, and 3) instructional tasks prescriblAlthough
the,sy stem was designed fordata m various subject dices,
only math data for about 200 students from grades one
through five were collected and stored in the data base
during the 1973-74 academic year. During the 1974.75
school year, two classes in kindergarten were also

.includecliin the data tiase;

This information system can be divided into four
major e6Mponents. 1) data gathering and verification
procedures used by aides to enter data using the
Datapoinst .3300 at the end , of each school day, 2)
backup procedures perform
before running the UPDATE p

programmers at LRDC
gram, 3) updating of

data base, also donetemporary files into the permanen
by programmers usually the next day,'and 4) retrieval
and reporting 'routines prepared for users. There are two

retrieval routines. 1) standard reports and 2)
:the QUERY programs. In standard reports, the types of
variables to be printed and the output ,formats 'are
predetermined. In the QUERY program, the values to be,
listed and dr output formats are specified by the user at
the time the program is run. Both types of routines are
designed f& on-line retrieval through terminals.
Prelikiinary reactions from teachers and researchers in
using this syttem are extremely favorable.

The instructional option display is new
adkitture kip launched at LRDC. Programming of the
IOD model using Unit E-Divisien of LPL Math is
underway. 'Field testing of this model is ex ected to
begin in the 'Winter of 1975. The purpose of he IOD is
to display available instructionalpptions and t suggest a
sequence of learning according to the computer or
paper-and-pencil. pre-test results. Based on this display,
students may choose the option for study by themselves
or with the teacher's guidance. Another purpose of this
display is to replace hand-prepared prescription sheets in
order to faellitata! the process of data entry through
terminals.

N.B. The research reported herein was supported by a grant
from the National Science Foundation (NSF) and by the
Learning Rescaleh and Development Center, supported in part`ai
a research and-development center by funds from the National
Institute of Education (NIE), U.S. Department of Health,
'Education and Welfare. The author wishes to thank all put and
-present staff of the project and ,other colleagues at LRDC who
have contributed to the design, development, and
implementation of the management system.

The* computer used for developing the
management' system is a DEC PDP-15, a mediumlscale,
general, purpose, multilanguage,; time sharing system,
Which iS housed in a van located at the school. This
experimental time-sharing system (ETSS) includes 32K



words of memory, memory protection-relocation
hardware, a 1 million word drum storage unit, three IBM

'',2314 equivalent disk drives, two DECTAPE drives, paper.
tape eqUipment, fonrinternal clocks, telecommunicatisim'::
equipment, and a terminalcontroller ciapal)le of
controlling 64 terminals of Which 32 are \cMrently
installed. Users iccess this system through remote
terminals on a telephone dial-up basis or through
terminals at the computer site, which are directly wired
to the machiaa-: In addition to the Management system,

--ET$S also supports CAI effort in . spelling and
"mathematics. '

a

Although CAT, information retrieval, and IOD
were developed independently, our plan is, to integrate
them. into a complete computer-based instructional
management system. The initial phase of integration has
begun sin-the design of IOD, which will use CAT results
or data available in the information system to selpt the.
appropriate options to be displayek The next step 4A the
integration is to develop a program for transferring CAT'
data into the permanent data base. Another major
concern in our future _development is to make the
Management system.-more generalizable to other subject
areas, other school settigs, anpther computer systems.

The implementation of the management system.,
has numerous' important implications. In addition to the
effect on students' learning processes, a favorable
modification of the role of teachers in the classroom can
occur. Instead of lecturing and maintaining students''
records, teachers should be able to devote more time not
only to the process or Providing individual and small
group guidance, but also-to the selection of instructional
and testing material. Another even greater impact of the
system is related to the work of evaluators and
researchers. 'Evaluators and researchers need not be
overwhelmed by an umnanageal?le amount of data.
When reasonable questions are formulated with a proper
regard for the data maintained in the management
system, evaluators and researchers can obtain accurate
information and', answers arranged in a meaningful
manner.
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NAVY CMI SYSTEM,
Kirk A. Johnson

Navy Personnel.Research & Development
Center, Memphis, Tennessee

The Navy Com.puter-Managed Instruction system
became operational in the Sumner. of 1973, in two
courses at the Naval Air Technid-tio4raining Center,
Memphis, following a research and development effort
that took place over a period of six years. Additional
coursei''are being added and the system has been
extended by means of telephone lines to the Naval
Training Center at San Diego. A CMI terminal is being
installed at this timeat the Naval Training Centei, Great
Lakes, butlarie scale use of this extension of the CMI
system is not planned for the immediate future. To date,
approximately 15,000 students have .received at least
one week (30 hours) in CMI learning centers, shops and
laboratories. At any given point in time, about 1,500
students are under instruction.

The Navy CMI system was developed with
computer hardware located at Memphis State University.
At the present time, the hardware configuration includes
as a central processing unit a Xerox Corporation SIGMA
9 with 256K characters internal storage, with 8
removable disk packs with a total of two million
chiiicters of ttorage:Four of these,drives are dedicated
to the CMI files. One 9- track -S00 BPI (bits per inch)
magnetic tape drive is used for storage of backup files.
The input /output function is handled by an interactive
time-sharing terminal which consists of a cluster of three
pieces of equipment. Initial input into the system is
made by means of an Optical Scanning Corporation
OPSCAN 17. Each scanner on handle approximately
100 interactions of the type required per hour. The

'second piece of equipment is a Control Data
Corporation' 713.10 Conversational Display Terminal.
The output device is a Contiol Data.Corporation 713-10
thermal printer, which has a capacity of approximately
30 characters per second.

The usualstuderit input into the system is in the
form of answers to questions that are designed to
measure the specific objectives of the course. The
student often is reasonably sure that he knows the
answer to the questions involved because of the
immediate feedback fOtiire that is built into the
instructional material when it is developed. So it is not
unusual kir the input into the computer to be pritharily
a matter of confirmation to the student that he has, in
fact, achieved the competency in question, and also for

N.B. The views expressed are those of the. writers and
are not nece§sarily concurred with by the Department of
the Navy.

G. Douglas Mayo .

Memphis State University
Memphis, Tennessee

the purpose of making it a matter of record in the
system.', The computer can be very specific in its
feedback to the student, however. In an instance in
which the student has input answers to a 50-item test,
for example, specific comments and instructions can be
given concerning any one or all of the items. As a rule,
the student will haye more than one. module of
instruction on which to work, so that. any delay in the

--availability of the terminal or in the computer's response
to his input will not result in his bsing delayed in
achieving the objectives of the next unit. of instruction.

The terminals at all three Nav-arTranung Centers
(Memphis, San Diego, and Great Lakes) are connected
by telephone lines to the SIGMA 9 computer at
Memphis State University. Other hardware
configurations were used during the R&D project, but
did not prove to be as effective as the one just described.
The primary characteristic that differentiated the earlier
configurations' from the .present one was that they
utilized batch processing terminals instead of the
interactive type terminal that is being used at the present
time. At diffent times, during the R&D project, the,
Memphis Stale University- Computing Center had
automatic data processing systems other than. the
SIGMA 9. One of these was an IBM 360/40, another was
a Xerox SIGMA 5. While some adjustment in the
computer software was involved each time the data

processing equipment was changed, CMI did run on all
three of the systems. The Navy 'has been working toward
procurement of its own computer to support the CMI
system since the time the system was approved as.
operational. It is expected that.this computer hardware
will be delivered next spring.

The Navy CMI system, is programmed in a
standard programming language that is usable ih a
number of computers produced by different
manufacturers. The primary programming language is
COBOLhence, the programs will run with relatively
minor adjustments on most machines for which a
COBOL compiler is provided. The basic CMI computer
software package was develoPsd for the Navy under at%
contract with Memphis State university. Features of the
package include. extensive test, evaluation. and
record-keeping capabilities, the option of presenting
comments and detailed remedial material, and
generation of Op'tIonal individual reports. In addition,
history files are maintained that allow course
optimization through periodic analysis of student

t-nefformance and response patterns.



COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION (CMI) SYSTEM 45

Wilson A. Judd
University of Texas /Austin

Terminal-Oriented Interactive System

The College of Education's current CMI system
was developed for two purposes: to, support
-individualized instruction used in conjunction With an
undergraduate educitioital psychology course, 'and to
provide an instructional context for research on affective
variables. The system's development and the research
conducted were supported primarily by the National
Science Foundation. Only the instructional aspects will
be discussed.

In coopeiation with the course instructors, five
topics were identified and a 'self-ii struVional module
was developed for each topic: Each of tht motules
(Computers in Education, Classroom, Managensint,
Statistics in the Classroom, Tests and Mtasurementlnd
Cultufal Differences) was designed to require four hours
ofl student's time and consisted of a series of readings
with behavioral objectives and corresponding saniple test
items. Most readings were selected and edited. Some
were written locally. With reference- to, Bloom's
taxonomy, all modules included objectives at the
knowledge and 'comprehension 'level, three included

'application level objectives, two included analysis
objectives, and one included evaluation level objectives.
Two parallel forms of a criterion-referenced Multiple
choice test (15 to 20 items per form) were developed for
each module. The tests, diagnostic protocols and
prescriptions were programmed in Coursewriter II for
the IBM ,,,,,1500 computer. A disk- oriented data
management system was developed to permit timely
generation of instructors' reports.

Followinra manual pilot test in the summer, the
system was implemented for the fall semester of 1972.
Materials and tests were revised between semesters and a
summative evaluation was conducted in the spring of
1973- During the ,four semesters of its Use,
approximately 8,900.tests were administered.

Each course instructor could select the modules to
be used in his class, determine the sequence in which
modules were to be studied, the mastery criterion for
each module, and the dates by which students were to
complete each module. During the first class week,
students were given a handout describing the procedures
to be followed and discussing the effective use of
behavioral objectives. They purchased the instructional
modules at the University bookstore.

When ready to take a module test, a student made
an appointmentty telephone for a, one-half hour block'
of terminal time. At the time of his first test, he was
given a brief computer-assisted tutorial on using the
terminal. He signed on with-an assigned number, was
shown his own name for purposes of confirmation, and
was randomly assigned to one of the two parallel test
forms. Test items were displayed on a CRT and students
responded by typing the number of the selected
alternative. No feedback was provided until the end of
the test at which time overall score (percentage correct),
and percentage scores on individual objectives were
displayed. If the overall percentage was less than his
instructor's criterion, he was required to take a retest on

-"<as"Sabsequent day. If he did not meet criterion, the
student was given a typewriter printout containing both
the performance, information displayed on the CRT and
remedial prescriptions for the objectives failed. For the
most part, these prestriptions were assignments to reread
specific sections of the module. Retest items were drawn
from the alternate to the student's initial test form and
covered only objectives failed on the initial test..Final
score was cumulative over the two tests. A student who
failed to meet criterion on a retest was referred to his
instructor for further work.

Two levels of, reports were generated for the
individual instructors. Module Reports listed both the
class average and each student's test and retest scores on
each objective in, the module. Course Summary Reports
covered all modules assigned to the instructor's class and
listed students' current overall scores on each module.
Subcriterion scores and scores resulting from retests'
were identified. Both reports were generated. from disk
files and reflected test activity up to the moment. At the
instructor's discretion, reports were either generated on
demand via typewriter or on a periodic basis via line
printer.

At the time of summative evaluation, the
percentage of Atudents achieving criterion (80% correct)
on the initial module tests ranged from 36% to 80%
(median = 69%). The percentage meeting criterion on'
either an initial test pr a retest ranged from 77% to 96%
(median = 91%). The Alpha reliability coefficients of
individual test forms ranged from .56 to .81 (median =
.72). Student responses to attitude scales administered
following each module showed substantive improvement
froth the formative evaluation and were considered to be
satisfactory.



The cost of developing the five modules, criterion
referenced tests, and support software was
approximately $11,500. This figure reflects 1972 salaries
and does not include the cost of formative evaluation
and subsequent revision. Operational costs were
computed for the first 300 students completing four
modules. Peisonnel expenies were $1,740; computer
time charges, at $6.09 per terminal hour and $48.72 per
hour for utility use, amounted to $5,810.

Mark Sense Card Interactive System

While providing satisfactory service, the system
described is nmch too expensive. Consequently, a new
system is being developed with- the goal of reducing
computer costs while maintaining the level pr service.
Since lineaor multiple choice tests appear adequate for
most of our needs, testing will be moved off-line. The

a., student will mark.his answers to a pre-printed test on a
mark sense card and then submit his card to a
Hewlett-Packard optical card reader. Short FORTRAN
programs resident in the UniversiVy's CDC 6600
computer will identify tiv_ student, test number and
form, -score the test, dfd select the appropriate
prescription. Feedback. to the student will be printed at
30 characters per second via a Texas Instruments Silent
700 terminal. To reduce system time, student records
will be dumped on tape and the- data management
syitem's files be updated daily. With these
exceptions, the procedures will remain essentially the
same. hicomparison to the operational costs cited above
for 300,students studying four modules, it is anticipated
that personnel costs would increase to approximately
$2,200 (partially due to inflation) while computer costs
would be reduced to approximately $1,000. These cost
figures are presented primarily for the purpose of
comparing- the two systems discussed. Due to the various
ways in which cpits can be computed, the reader is
encouraged to exercise caution in generalizing the
absolute dollaifigures to other settings.

4
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CLASSROOM TEACHER SUPPORT SYSTEM (CTSS) :47

i Gerald Lippey
International Business Machines Corporation

San Jose, California

s.
CTSS was developed in 1969 and 1970, as an

experimental application unaer a joint study agreement
between IBM, and the Los Angeles City Unified School ,

District. It is available from the district and is now'in use
at several piers, most of them institutions of higher
education. .

This application grew out of the recognition that/.
the computer could perform an important function by
relieving'the teacher of clerical chorewhile leaving him

. free to make instructional decisions. It was regarded as a
first step toward more sophisticated instructional
applications.

CTSS uses a centralized data bank of questions on
disk storage to aid teachers in constructing tests and
exercises. The system also scores students' answer sheets.

'It operatee in batch ritode,vith teacher requests, tests,
and scoring r orts transported physically between the
teacher and computer center.

Items may be classified along several dimensions,
including subject matter, difficulty, and behavior
required. They are retrieved according to classification
criteria set by the teacher. Thin, a list of questions may
be constructed so that it contains, for example, a
specified number of questions on each of several topics,
with the desired mix of difficulty levels. Specific items
may also be requested by their identification numbers.

The items selected are listed as an "exercise,"
which is assigned a number and remembered by the
,system. The teacher may specify that items be deleted or
added to produce a new "generation" of the *exercise.
This process may be repeated for subsequent generations
until the exercise meets the teacher's needs.

V

With each exercise, the teacher receives a list. of
the classification data for the items it contains. He may
also receive references to two sources of published
material associated with each question. A summary of
the teacher's. request and the items retrieved as a
consequence is produced as part of the exercise.

An exercise may be pitted on reproduktion
masters when desired. Also, upoDequest, the system
will create several "versions" of the exercise with the
items resequenced at random on each.

4

Answers to exercises are remembers ,py the
system, so scoring keys need not be submitted. The
teacher may add items of his own to be scored, and he
may have self-constructed tests scored if he provides the

-.answer key. Scoring of individual questions can be
suppressed. The usual raw data, frequency distributions,
summary statistics, and item response breakdown are
provided to the teacher. Questions can be assigned to
parts of the exercise, each of which will be scored
separately (in addition to scoring of the entire exercise).
If scrambled versions were used, additional reports for
each version may be obtained.

For each item collection, there is an item statistics
file which contains usage data for every question. The
information contained in this file includes the number of
times the question was selected by the system, deleted
from an exercise by a teacher, and suppressed from
being scored. The file also contains data obtained from,
scoring, such as the cumulative number of responses to
each option and a central tenden6y measure of
discrimination indices. A program is available to test
selected statistics against specified thresholds to obtain a
hit of those questions likely to need revision. Thresholds
can be set for high teacher rejection rate, low average
discrimination index., unusually heavy use of a
distracter, and very high or low measured difficulty
level.

Information on system activity' is accumulated in
a system statistics file. This file contains data on 25
different kinds of activity, representing the use of
various functions. The information is accumulated
simultaneously for two time periods (long and short). It
is clas'sified by item collection used and by up to twelve
groups to which teachers may be assigned. A. printed

'activity report by item bank an be obtained at any
time.,

An assortment of additional programs is available
for printing and updating item banks and other system

cfiles.`*

0

At least a dozen item banks are now in use by
CTSS at variotis places, and others' are' under
development. Other systems are also being constructed
with CTSS as a model. .

S.).



But-CTSS is not the only of progras which
assists with test construction. The author is personally
aware of over 70 _differe systems and there are
.probably at least twice this m ost of them make
use of test items in machine - readable form to print

.questibns on demand. Many include, as does CiSS,
computer assistance- in selecting the specific questions to
be printed. Some systems can generate a very Jarge
number of similar questions by using random techniques
to particularize a question "skeleton." A few involve
comput'er assistance in the item selection step only, with
thejteins drawn manually from' file cabinets and' the
tests printed by conventional means.

There are many benefits realized by 'those who
employ the computer to aid in constructing tests
centralized item collections ,that are shared gain all of
the efficiencies. of scale, including the advantages of
specialization, larger question pools, and mOreTeedback.
Clerical work associated with preparing tests and
exercises is of Course reduced, and the quality of the
printed 'product is usually higher. Since tests can be
'easily fproducsd,,,,when required, they need not be
collected .aftq use; in fact, a new one can be prepared
for each, student, to support self-paced instruction.

, Compared to most* other uses of computers in
instruction, thtpost can be very low. And because it can
assist teachers having a variety of instructional
apprOaches, computer-assisted test construction does not
need to force change in long-standinkclassr.00m behavior
patterns -while at the same time, it can support
improved instructional behaviors.

o
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Brief Description

t

CMI APPLICATION IN THE CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO CIRCLE

Joseph I. Lipson

A critical problem in individualized programs of.
instruction based on a mastery performance is the need
for different versions of unit mastery tests. Often a
student must take an exam several times. If there are
only two alternate forms of the exam or only a small
pool of questions used to form exams, then test security
and test validity become serious problems for the course
program. The University of Illinois at Chicago Circle has
a large number of entering chemistry students with
highly varied preparation for college chemistry. They are ,

given a placement test and students who score beVsw a
certain point are required to take a course Which covers
basic conc4pts and skills which will enable them to
function effectively in succeeding courses in cherhistry.

When this course is administered by conventional
Jectures and discussion sections, the attrition rate is
higher than we find acceptable and their ability to
perform at the next level is not dependable. For this
reason, Professors Kotin, -Liu and Jameson developed a
modified Keller Plan for the course. They call the new
course Chemistry 107.

Computer-Generated Tests

To deal with the test problem,. Dr. Cynthia
Jameipn developed a computel program which, using'
skeletons of various forms of questions, will
generate-on demand-As many tests as are needed. Some
students have used as many as eight exams for a single
unite (There are IS units in the course.) In the words of
the authors, "An aspect of self-paced instruction that is
of paramount importance is the examination system.
The examinations must be equivalent and repeatable and
free of security problenis. A system that contains a
limited number of questions (though the number may be
large) tends to encourage the students to build.their.own
files milldam toantiapate the questions; to say nothing
about the 'Problenegkeeping the master examination
file . secure. We solved the ..problem with the
computer-ginerated question concept. The questions are
not merely assembled b59, computer, but actually

\generated. Numbers in problems are randomly but
logically generated. Chemicals and other variables care
similarly selected. ln addition, titere are even different
ways of stating thesame problem: We have literally an
infinite number of examinations each different from all

., of the others. The exarn. system. makes self-paced
instruction a viable format."

4

Target Audience of Learners

49

The target audience is comprised of in dequately
prepared students who need basic chemistry courses for
their programs. In our case these are largely inner city
students.

Principal Instruction Objective

The principal objective is mastery of basic
chemistry concepts and skills (including some math such
as scientific notation) which will enable the student to
function in following course sequences.

Plan of Use

. Exams are generated freely for students to use in
selftesting ,and self-study. exams are, of course,
generated whenever a student is ready to take a unit
mastery test.

Hardware Configuration

Hardware used consists of Selectric IBM terminal
connected to IBM 370/158 by phone lines. Three
terminals handle the course load of about 100 students.

The system is interactive.

Estimated cost is $100 /month per terminal rental,
total cost is about $1,000 per month. This means the
cost is about $25 per student for the course.

4
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CMI APPLICATION AT COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

William Lord '
Ft. Collins, Colorado

Background

The Computer-Managed Learhing Systerh
Laboratory at Colorado State University has been in
operation since April, 1969 with support from the
Control Data Corporation and the National Science
Foundation. Initial project goals included:

1. Development of a centralized multimedia
instructional delivery system with all media
storage devices to be physically independent of

the student stations.

2. Development of an adaptive teaching strategy
based on sound learn rinciples and capable
of interacting w / ch student on an
individual basis ell as reacting to an

. accumulation student performance data.

Deiign of a 1 ed computer system capable of
allowing CM peration to exist with other
university com ter users.

A prototype, 4-student-terminal system was built
in 1970 utilizing a variety of media devices and
employing a teaching strategy based on a cognitive
level/concept categorization instructional modules.
The prototype system has 'been thoroughly tested fop--
operational `integrity by some 90 undergraduate
engineering and.rdinat6ematics students studying 12
vector algebra 'concepts to the 'application' level of
learning. Also. 300 eni,ineering students have used the
system for slide-ride instruction. At the present time, a
second generation 70-studentterminal CMI system is in
the design phait.

Specifics

A. Target Audiences grides K-16.

B. Instructional* Objectives - to provide the
student with a variety of learning experiences,
including information delivery and retrieval,
drill and ''practice, tutorial, enrichment,
examination, feedback, counsel and functional
support including computation and simulation.

.
C. liardware Configdration currently eleven

Student terminals are connected to the
University's CDC 6400 system computer.

50

D. Interactive or Batch theCML system operates
in an interactive mode, although Students can
manipulate batch programs via A special
operating system.

E. Diagnostic or Prescriptive .the CML system
. provides both modes of operation by keeping .

records of student activities and making use of a
decision algortthio and a correlation matrix
relating various components of the instructional
set.

F. Auxiliary Non-computer Equipment includes
an Ampex fast access video disk for video
still-image storage, computer - controlled video
tape players for `mini=iectures' and a video-scan
converter for student-generated graphics.

G. Estimated Cost hardware costs 50-90 cents
per student-terminal hour, depending upon
amortization period of equipment.
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COMPUTERMANAGED INSTRUCTION AT FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY '51

Paul F. Merrill
Tallahassee, Florida

The Florida State University has been involved
with computerassisted instruction since September
1964. The University has utilized severa different
computer systems in going from research and pro pe
applications to applications in regular universi
instruction. The computing 'system ,eurrently being used
is a Con:trol Data Corporation 6500 with five remote job
entry stations and over 120 remote terminals including
teletypes, teletype compatible cathode ray tubes and
Tektronics 4013 graphic terminals.

The Center for Educational Design (CED) was
formed as a service unit to encourage and assist the
faculty in the systematic design and development of
instructional materials. CED has assisted . in the
development of over 30 courses which utilize computer
applications and service over 6,000 students annually.
Although a wide variety of different computer
applications are used in these courses, the major
application is some form of Computer-Managed
Instruction (CMI). A terminal-oriented CMI approach is
used in over ten courses in areas such as Physics,
Communications, Programmed Instruction, Business,
Habilitative Science, and Religion. Approximately eight
courses in such areas as Economics, Business, Geology,
and Psychology utilize a batch-oriented CMI approach.

A computer _program developed fat Indiana
University by Prosser and Jensen is used in our
batch - oriented CMI courses. The program has been
adapted by CED to allow the entering of parameters
through an interactive terminal and the storage of
regeneration decks and student data in permanent files
on disk.

1,0

CED has also developed a librarrof FORTRAN
21hd Assembler Language Subroutines which serve as the
basis of a modular terminal-oriented CM-I system. The
general nature of these subroutines makes it possible to
develop a CMI program which meets the specific
requirements of a particular course with relative ease.
,For a given course a FORTRAN driver routine is written
which calls the needed subroutines from the librify.
They, in turn, correspond to the capabilities to be
incorporated into. the CMI program. The pool of test
items with their corresponding correct , answers,
feedback, and statements of objectives are stored in
sequential disk files. Since these files are separate from
the computer progr s, It' possible for a secretary with
no programming backgrou d to enter the test items into

the computer through an interactive terminal. CED has ,

also developed a program to translate these files into the
format required by Prosser's batch-oriented CMI
program and vice versa.

The following section will list a wide variety of
tions which may be incorporated into a 4. owse which
i I izes a terminal- oriented computer-managed

i ruction_approach.

1. All students may be required to take the units in a
specified sequence or they may select the units in
any order from a "menu." If 'one set of units is
prerequisite to another set, the student can be
required to complete the first set before being
allowed to select units from the second set.
Selection within aset may be in random order.

2. . Pre-test data obtained by computer terminal or
machine scorable answer sheets may be Input and
stored in computer files and used to itake
decisions concerning which units or objectives
within units a student may exempt.

3. The test items selected for a given unit may be the
same for each student or they may be randomAy
selected from each-of several sets of items within a
unit. Items on succeeding attempts for the same
,unit may be selected with or without replacement
for a 'given student

. .

4. The feedback or diagnostic learning prescriptions
given to the student may vary widely in type and
anount7 Feedback may. be specific to a given
response, a given question, a set of questions, a
unit, or completed units to date. ,

,5. The criteria for proceeding to another unit may be
the same throughout the entire program or It may
be unique for each unit or objective. The number
of attempts per unit may be set by the Instructor,
and the student may be retested on all objectives
within the unit or only on those objectives which
he failed.

6. A record-keeping and report-writing facility is

,available which provides item analysis information
for item revision and data on student progress
through the course.
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7. . The student may be permitted !o blanch to a
calculation, routine and then return to the test
item from which he was branched.

8. The student maybe allowed to type in a comment
after each test item or twit if he so desires. These
comments may be sorted. and printed for the
instructor's use in revising the course.

9. A bulletin board option allows messages to be
displayed to all users, to students within a given
course, or to aspecific student.

Additional information concerning
computer- managed instruction at Florida State
University may be obtained by, requesting any of the
following reports.

CED Report No, 1: The Role of a Center for Computer
Support of Instruction within the University

CED Report No. 2: Development of Computer-supported
Instructional Activities for Individualized In-
struction

CED Report No. 3: The Use of a Modiilar Programming
System Adaptable to Various Instructional Needs

CED Report No. 4: Utilization of the Computer in
Group Instructional Settings

-CED Report No. 5: Critical Issues in Computer-Mcfnaged
Instruction

p
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COMPUTER-MANA ED GEOMETRY 53

Katherin
Montgomery County, M

The Montgomery County (Md.) Public Schools'
Computer-Assisted Instruction Program has -been in
operation since 1968. One of the original goals of this
program was to ascertain the role of the computer in
testing and in test development. County mathematics
teachers had been writing objectives and assessment
items, developing hierarchies and gathering reference
materials for a projected ten-unit geometry course for
students who had successfully completed one year of
algebra. This geothetry course was intended to be
individualized and.,c, to that end, was piloted in
paper- and- pencil forM in a number of ninth and tenth
grade classes. As originally implemented, it was a
logistical nightmare. The amount and disposition of
paper involved was staggering;most of the teachers' time
was spent in assessing test items; students were
frustrated as they lined up to get items graded, and to
have a concept explained or a question answered,

An obvious solution would be a computerization
of the assessment items so that teachers could handle the,
instructional tasks for which they are best prepared. A
year-long computer-managed system seemed to be a
logical mechanism for presenting items, scoring
responses, providing prescriptions and keeping records.
The concern of this program was not only diagnosis,
prescription and assesstient but, in addition, the
continuous monitoring of individual progress. The
definition of computerinanzi,:d instruction which
evolved was the student use of remote time-sharing
computer terminals to assure the attainment of specific
behavioral objectives through the individualization of
the instructional process.

The initial use of the geometry course began in
the 1970 summer school session at Einstein High, School.
The test items for the first five units (Iptroduction to
Logic; Geometry as a Mathematical Sy stem, Methods of
Proof, Parallels and Perpendiculars, Congruence) were
written, revised and coded for use on the IBM 1500
system. All instruction was off-line and did not, normally
involve the computer although if a computerassisted
instruction package on a concept or skill were available,
then that CAI module could be prescribed. The trial use
of this system elicited such enthusiasm from both
students and teachers that the CMI geometry was
incorporated into the mathematics program for three
classes in the fall of that year. The remaining five units
(Similarity, Circles, Constructions and Loai, Coordinate
Geometry and Areas andjor Volumes of Plane and Solid

Morgan
land, Public Schools

Figures) were coded during the next semester, making
the entire CMI geometry curriculum available.

Upon entering the coarse, a student is provided an
overview of the first unit, a list objectives with a
diagram showing the interrela onships of the objectives
and their sequencing. Before emu g the study of a
unit, the student could take an optional diagnostic test
to determine which objectives he had ,already mastered.
After ascertaining his entry level, the student studied
clusters of related objectives keyed into several books.
These books vary in their presentation by difficulty,
sophistication and vocabulary. the activities related to
the cluster of objectives might include teacher
presentation of a concept, small .group student
interaction as well as readings, questions and problems
assigned from a student-chosen textbook. Upon
completion of assigned work, the student interacts with
the terminal and receives feedback on each objective of
the cluster. Alternate assessment items are available on
each objective if a student did not succeed with the
original assessment. If a student fails both the original
and alternate assessment items on an objective, he is
referred to his teacher for instruction or clanfitation. At
the end of each unit, a test is randomly generated on the
predetermined culminating objectives of the unit.

During the 1970.71 school year the program was
validzitc.1 to assure that it provided the management
system it was intended to provide. The mathematics
department then determined that with the support the
program provided, they fi,tould increase the average class
size in geometry classes during the 1971-72 school year.
A year-long comparative evaluation study showed that
with the 40% larger class sizes than in conventional
geometry classes, there was no significant difference in
achievement. In addition, a study as made to
determine the amount of:individual attention teachers
gave students in traditional classes aS' compared, with
teacher-student interaction in computer-supported
;lasses. The results, based on several thousand
observations at random predetermined times by trained
observers in a variety of matched mathematics classes,
showed that CAT/CMI teachers provided their students
significantly more individual-attention than was possible,
in traditional classes.

s

Based upon the experiences of three years and the
results of a number of studies, including those
mentioned above, a recommendation was made to the

I.



Superintendent and the Board of Education to provide
CMI geometry to five additional senior high schools. The
justification for this recommendation is that some of the
program costs can be displaced through a 40% increase
in class size with no significant . difference in
achievement. This recommendation, as well as several
others, was adopted and .CAI/CMI programs are being
implemented,in thirteen elementary and seven secondary
schools during the current school year.

For further information, contact Katherine E.
Morgan, Pirectbr, Computer-Assisted Instruction
Program, cto Einstein High School, 11135 Newport Mill
Road, Kensington, Maryland 20795.

.
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
OVERVIEW OF CAI ACTIVITIES

Ruatin E. Pengov
Columbus, Ohio

The College of Medicine's Computer-Assisted
Instruction (CAI) efforts have been concentrated in
three major areas:

A. CAI as a supplemental teaching tool for use in
connection with ongoing courses in the curricula
for medicine, nursing, and allied medical
professions.

B. CAI. as a tool for providing continuing medical
edudation fqr health professionals.

C. as as a tooF for facilitating the independent
stay concept it the curriculum level in the
teaching" of basic science concepts to medical
students.

. .

The fruits of these efforts have ticen shared with
other universities and medical schools. Currently, the
University of Virginia is linked to the College of
Medicine system. Many other schools have implemented
College of dicine materials on their own systems. This
exchange is ow facilitated via the College of Medicine
Release Policy and, in addition, the College maintains
one of two host computer 'systems linked to a

nationwide CAI network for medical education. This
effort is sponsored by the Lister Hill National,Center for
Biomedical Communications, National Library of
Medicine.

Major CAI Usage Areas

A. CAI as an additional teaching tool for use in
connection with ongoing courses in the
curriculum.

Since 1964, The Ohio State University College of
Medicine has been continuously re-evaluating and(
revising its medical education curriculum. Initial
experience with independent study was acquired
through the use of a two-track curriculum in Anatomy
and independent study groups in Biochemistry. The
College of Medicine has utilized computer-aSsisted
instruction in' segments of its curriculum since 1967,
when CAI courses in Anatomy and Biochemistry were
written to complement the independent study effort.
Originally these courses were used by students as
self-evaluation exercises. In Histology, a simulated
laboratory experience on, the CAI terminal has replaced
actual laboratory in organ identification. CAI courses

p
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have been written in the intervening years to accompany
Many areas of study, i.e., Musculoskeletal System,
Physiology, Neuroanatomy, Neuromuscular
Morphology, etc.

Computer-assisted instruction within the School
of Nursing is used primarily by undergraduates for
primary learning, for review, and for optional learning
opportunities in conjunction with established nursing
courses. Students utilize courses such as MEDREC,
VEINS, ORTRAC, PROSHK, MATH, PSYMED,
UANDME, BOTTLE, AGENT, ACCESS, STRIPS and
PACARE on a continuing basis.

Computer-assisted instruction within the School
of Allied Medical Professions is used as a simulated
laboratory experience for review and self-evaluation, and
in the curriculum of the divisions of Medical Dietetics,
Medical Records Administration, Occupational Therapy,
Physical Therapy, Radiologic Technology and
Respiratory Technology. Fourteen CAI courses are
required for student usage in the allied curriculum.

In addition, the College software, hardware and
personnel have been used in the past to support CAI
developments in this category for the colleges of
Dentistry, Pharmacy and Optomelry. The College of
Optometry continues to utilize the College of Medicine
CAI system while Dentistry uses main campus CAI and
Pharmacy has its own CAI system.

B. CAI as a tool for providing continuing education
for liealth professionals.

The Computer-Assisted Instruction Regional
Education Network (CAI-REN) is a statewide network,
of CAI installations. Participation in the, network
provides health institutions with readily . available,
individualized instructional materials for r continuing
education, planned urricula and inservii..e

OAI-REN utilizes telephone lines to connect
remote terminals to the computer at the Ohio State
College of Medicine. This. hookup, available on a
"round-theiloc.k" basis, permits all shifts to.utilize the
same mode of learning.

The CAI-REN course library is constantly
available .to the users. CAI-REN provides new (-wises on
a regular basis. Ileriodi. revision and updating, of
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materials necessitates occasional removal of courses,
which are promptly reactivateli after revision.
Audio-visuals in the form of slides, audio-tapes and
printed materials are incorporated to provide a complete
learning environment.

Selected courses are approved . by various
professional societies for continuing education credit.
These societies include the Ohio Osteopathic
Association, the American Medical Association, the
American Dietetic Association, the American
Osteopathic Association, the State of Ohio Board of
Pharmacy, and the Ohio Council on Medical
Technology.

This .menibership-supported network consists of
institutions of varying sizes representative of many
geographic areas. Currently there are 15 participating
institutions.

C. CAI as a tool for facilitating student
self-evaluation in a medical curriculum
independent study program in the medical basic
sciences.

Work in this area has come under the auspices of
the Independent Study Program (ISP), formerly, known
as the Pilot Medical School (PMS). The Ohio State
University Pilot Medical School was a research project
investigating the effectiveness and efficiency of utilizing
independent study for medical student education. The
charge which confronted the Pilot Medical School was to
design, implement and evaluate a preclerkship
curriculum that would incorporate as its foundation
certain educational principles and tenets of independent
study. The ISP was formed as a result of a three-year
grant from the U.S. Public Health Service, Division of
Physician Manpower. The grant provided for one year of
program deielopment followed by two years of
operation and evaluation. The period of the grant" was
from June 1969 through June 1972, and the first class
of 32 students began their medical studies under this
independent study curriculum in July of. 1970. The
second class of 59 students began in July of 1971 and a
third class of 64 students began in July of 1972. In
1972, the ISP became a College:supported curricular
offering thus, medical students could elect this method
of study for all their preclerkship education.

The, lecture-discussion program is a four-phase,
three-year '5 month) curriculum. The ISP is a

nonlecture, student self-paced program foi the basic
science study, and is followed by 18 months of clinical
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rotations.

The concept of independent study means
different things to different people, it encompasses '4
spectrum of individual interpretation and operational
structure. The ISP does not employ compiLier-assisted
instruction in a primary instructional role, The student's
use of the computer is for tutorial
'self-evaluationhence, the self-evaluation exercises were
designed to provide the student an opportukuty to gauge
his own progress and determine his success irt satisfying
the objectives of the unit.

A Tutorial Self-Evaluation (TSE) program is
available for each instructional unit (submodule). These
exercises, currently catalogued under the access code
"PILOT," were designed by the faculty to lest
comprehension of the instructional objectives for each
submodule. Items in the exercises may be constructed as
response, true-false, multiple choice, matching or
ranking questions. The computer encounters the student .
with a question and then immediately evaluates his
response. Correct answers receive a .reinforcing type of
feedback, while wrong answers trigger corrective
feedback and another chance to respond to the question.
The computer will alsO respond to unanticipated answers
and attempt to coach the student, through a series of
statements, to the correct answer. Of particular note.are
the different types of computer feedback provided by
the author for the student's answers. The computer
programs have also bepn designed to indicate to a
student when he is not doing well on the TSE. In this
instance, the computer will alert him to his deficiencies
with study prescriptions. Study prescriptions nay
appear as an additional study assignment, a review of
previously Suggested materials, or a simple statement
suggesting a faculty conference.

Several conditions were necessary for the ISP
concept to even be considered. These conditions are still
true today:
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1. The OSU College of Medicine has a stable
computer system which is operational 22 hours
per day. The computer used is the IBM 370/158,
housed in 'the Hospital Computer Center. The
computer support personnel for CAI reside in the'
Division of Computing. Services for Medical
Education and Research. The staff has the
experience and expertise necessary to handle CAI
hardware and software problems, and to modify
the course% i;ts-,r package to accommodate user
needs. Expertise also exists in authoring



techniques, instructional programming and course
development.

2. Additional expertise in strategies, design and
usage of CAI exists within the Division of
Research and Evaluation in Medical Education..

Recently Completed Efforts

Under a grant from The Lister Hill Center, the
College has completed a link with a national
telecommunications network (TYMSHARE) to make
the College of Medicine's CAI materials available to users
across the country. There are now 59 institutions in the
United States using The Ohio State University College of
Medicine CAI materials on a regular basis. Through this
grant, 1) the University of Illinois "case" materials
(which simulate the clinical encounter) have been loaded
on The -(Ohio State University College of Medicine
system for use by College personnel and network users,
2) authors at other institutions (University of
Washington Medical School, University of Pittsburgh and
Downstate Medical School) have develbped CAI
materials on The Ohio State University College of
Medicine system, And 3) lo.cal users have had access to
the Massachusetts General Mospital CAI materials.

Under a grant from the Bureau of Human
Resource Development, the College is documenting and
packaging the ISP materials. These should be available to
medical -schools and other potential users by Fall of
1974.

To facilitate sharing and to allow. installation of
quieter user terminals, all College CAI courseware has
been converted froth 100 character to 70 character lines.

Current Developmental Efforts

In addition to usage described above, the College
is currently involved in several experimental and
developmental efforts.

Under a grant from the Bureau of Human
Resources Development, the 'College is developing
curricular and test materials toextend the ISP concept
to the clinical years of medical training.

Under a grant from the Bureau of Health
Resources Education awarded to the .Division of Medical
Dietetics (School of Allied Medicine Professions),
simulated CAI case -studies of patient encounters are
being developed. These materials are currently tieing
utilized by medical dietetic students.
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HurtiRRO CMI 58

Robert J. Seidel and Riehard D. Rosenblatt
Human Resources Research Organization

Alexandria, Virginia

The CMI system developed by HumRRO is an
outgrowth of Project IMPACT's approach to
modularizing instruction in a CAI context.

Essentially, we have made provision` for any
course to be broken down into. subsets of terminal and
enabling behavioral objectives: The largest subset is
called a Division (D), the smallest a "Module of
instruction." A module may be thought of as a single
concept and involves a Telling Section (T) in which the
student is given the concept, a Practice Section (P) in
which the student has hands-on experience in using or
applying the concept, and finally, a Quiz Section (Q)
that tests the degree of mastery by the student of the
terminal objectives set forth for that module. Any or all
of the sections can be administered on- or off-line. In
our CMI version, Oemained on-line. (As applied to the
COBOL 2 course developed at HumRRO, a module was
completed, on the average, in approximately 15

minutes.) T and P' sections were converted to hardcopy
programmed instruction. This process was greatly
simplified because the instructional module text, stored
separately from instructional logic, .could be directly
printed out in a pagedand readable format. In the CAI
version, movement among, these sections was
accomplished via computer access and monitoring,
whereas under CMI the student did this on his own and
no record was made of suckmovem.ent. In the COBOL 2
course, divisions formed a linear (complete) order, that
is, students completed them in a fixed sequence. (This
need not be the case with other courses of instruction
where careful task analysis has shown that certain
divisions can be achieved independent of the
achievement objectives in other divisions.) Within each
division of the course, modules form a partial order (a
graph, a map) on which students or system could
progressively impose a particular linear sequence or
route.

The hardware configuration is a 360-370/145
(OS) driving Sanders CRT's anti auxiliary projection
devices. A 35mm hand-controlled Viewlex, a student
reference manual and a glossary notebook replaced th'eir
online counterparts in our, CMI mode. The learning
environment is Interactive. Diagnosis ip our instructional.
application was based on achievement of objectives in a
given module (or in some cases, sections of a module).
Our software is capable of considering performance over
a range of modules by simply adding the desired criteria
from the appropriate objectives. The on-line Prescriptive

ti

aspect of our course management, viz., the individual
student progress, is accomplished interactively through
interface (Underhill & Stelzer, 1972). IDES-2 (Willis &
Stelzer, 1972) is a set of batch programs for monitoring
and managing student and course performance.

IDES-2 has an advanced report generation facility
that provides information for evaluating the.
instructional material and student progress. In addition,-.-
IDES-2 provides 4ttendance reports, lists of students and -

proctor comments and opinions, and lists of
informational requests made by students. Some IDES-2
reports are used by authors to.standardize the labeling of
instructional material and the assignment of error codes
to student responses. Other IDES-2 reports summarize
student performance, provide data*on the adiquacy of
instructional components, and display cumulative data
on students paths through the instructional material.
Some reports are provided daily and others are provided
on demand only.

For administrative reasons, IMPACT students.are
run in groups. The reports generated by IDES are
group-oriented and can be classified as being intended
for administrative or authoring purposes. The
administrative report and some authoring reports are
generated on a daily basis. Other.authoripgs reports are
generated periodically, either on demand or after all
students in a group have-completed a course module.

A brief description of the daily 'reports generated
by IDES-2 is provided in Figure 1. With the exceptift
the attendance-.report, all daily report are intended
prinprily to be authoring aids. The student comment
and proctbr comment reports are useful in gauging
student problems with the instructional material. The
glossary report can bring to light confusion in
terminology ---thct ,may be , developing because of
incomplete instructional material. The labeI report is
intended to be used to clear up any inconsistencies in
the author's labeling of the instructional, material, The
response analysis verification report is intended to be
used to, ensure that responie error codes are being
assigned properly. Finally, the daily modpleacfeetance
analysis report provides data that, are usedi--tVikltsli
the adequacy of modules in terms ottlhe:pass/fail
percentage. These data are used to accept or reject a
module, thereby indicating where more authoring
activity is required.
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Report Name Report Contents

Attendance A list of all students in the group encountered on :given day showing
the total amount of time each student has been on the course, as well as
indicating each student's overall progress. For students in the
groupbut not receiving instruction on the reporting dayan absence is
indicated showing the total number of absences.

Student
Comment

Proctor
Comment

Glossary

Label

A list of all student comments for the particular day indicating when
and where the comment was made and by whom.

A list of all proctor somments for the particular day indicating when
and where the comme'nt was made and by whom.

A list of all found, not found, and illegal glossary requests, indicating
where the request was made and by whom,

A list of Coursewriter labels that are apparently% inconsistent with
IMPACT coding conventions that have been encountered during the
reporting day.

Response A daily report that shows for each question encountered on that day
Analysis the number of correct and incorrect responses. The types of errors
Verification assigned to the errors are also listed.

Module For each module encountered on the reporting day, data describing the
pass/fail percentage on the quiz as well as an acceptance/rejection
analysis.

Figure 1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTENTS OF IDES-2 DAILY REPORTS ,

References

Underhill, 'W. & Stelzer, J. Project IMPACT software documaitation. IV. The interface subsystem framework for
instructional decision modeling. Research Product RP-D1-72 -3, Human Resources Research Organization,' Alexandria, Virginia, Augusi; 1972,

Willis, L. & Stelzer, J. Project IMPACT software documentation. II. The IMPACT data evaluation systemversion 2
(IDES-2). Research Product RP-D1-72.1, Human Resources Research Organization,. Alexandria, Virginia,
August, 1972.
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SUMMARY OF CMI ACTIVITIES AT STONY BROOK
CAI LABORATORY

Betty Weneser and Beverly Siegel
SUNYotony Brook: New York
.ri411$1,

Marty of the computer-based courses an cour
components developed at SUNY, Stony Bro
designed to operate in either CMI or "mainline" CM
modes, or a combinationeof both. The rollowing brief
descriptions should serve as exaitples of these programs,

Essentials of Mathem-atics

-60

Note that the drill module itself is of variable
length '0.e., t mg takes place within the module, with
the number and type of dig items dynamically <,

ff `'`detect fined). The test items and the instructions and
drill. items are all computer-generated. The weekly

,. ..z: 4' student progress reports issued to instructors are part of
A , .

' ... '' ; f * the'systern', i:;, t
.,

,,;'
""".. . . .- ., . ..k.. ,A computer-based student laboratory, desigrradio '' En ish Composition

,, , . improve the ..basic mathematical skills of UniVersity...
z- ' iresitmen who lack them urrently being offered at

Stud Brook.
? ,',.

?', ir P. ! .- 0 ' .
t "11)141 ,The Essentials of'. Mathematics CAI course .

inclides41 its de ,sign a testing 'procedure so that. the
:,.1, 4

... well - informed stuVt, able to demOnstrate competence ..,,:0- :.It . J1 ttopiv,..sees the program as simply a set ofifsts.
or oihet.,Itudents sume.ur a l.of the lessons- contain

... ? .,.,, .
w- .-.k constructional modules. lithou the lessons turrently on

ttleogrof ifk for 94-line instrOinal modules, ''.
.

t"" illans*Ifit Its inc,Itrdi.:off-Iiiieliadules as Well.
-

''''. ...iv4
Nrc,

4

, tri ., 4174 it'

0

',the Frastifive years at Stony Brook, we have
,-.44,Mroviclect a lab4toiiirefor those students who need,

nejodidtien ink'some of the basic writing skills. The
40bjectives are.:

IC. to provide drill and practice, as necessary for each
41 irtiliviCluatostudent, in the elimination of common

'synta'ctical faults;

114 2.10 give the stuliletist iinense,,, of the strpcture ofe
English sentences, `the. function of different
syntactic structures within tlig sentence, and the
way these syntactic structures Worw together to
communicate information and create style;

4se.4 .

3. to enable the,student to attairt mastery of stylistica
14 4x tz

?alternatives; c,

4 '
4-: to develop an undeistanding of the logical use of

nbordinators, coordiriai6rs, and other
cOnnectors; and.

5. to.!:lev.elp the skills involved in self-editing of
,voTtet productions.

Tiet-sapiliOaCh is structural and inductive rather
traditional of deductive. Definitions and rules are

sizt:epiphasized.qile student sees many examples of
eaai, coneeptoiirkVbngagts in constant activity related to

allowed to discover his own "rules," thOse
which help.hirfi make language work for him.

..Figure I. SAMPLE LESSON

a

Each concept is Aceded by a pre-test; if the
student demonstrates. mastery, he skips the exercises
Alintcteil with that concept and proceeds to the next
pre-test. During .one semester, we experimented with a
,set of exercises in programmed workbook form
following one of the pre-tests. The workbooks were
generated using the textual' material and computer
program whiCh generated the on-line exercises. The
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feedback 'Was, of necessity, not- as complex, but the
format was similar. Half of the students received their
drill and practice for this concept on-linethe other half

_Were given the workbook and returned to the.terminal
upon completion of the exercises. The purpose of this
experiment was to determine if these' composition
lessons would produce equivalent results if given as CMI
lessdns rather than "mainline" CAI. Should the entire

t, series be given in CMI form, each on-line pre-test would
be followed by either the next pre-test, or by directions'
as to which workbook must be compliited before
proceeding. Results of the experiment are not yet
available. t .

Statistics Lab

This one-semester computeMased homework
review laboratory has beerii offered to undergraduate
students in Psychology aod Economics Statistics oursei.
Students use workbooks which contain, for each
chapter, an introductory exposition (independent of-any
textbook) and a set of exercises (problem statements
only).

The student reports weekly to the computer-based
lab after having.worked out the exercises for a chapter,
The - lesson at the terminal requires that the student
answer each of the problems previously assigned in the
workbook, and only when the student does not' answer
correctly does a tutoiial-type eicharige'take place. At
the end of each lesson (chapter), additional exercises ate .

assigned in each' of the topics in, which the program
detected. that the student experienced difficulties. Other
additional exercises, not in the workbook, are given

on- line."
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THE AIR FORCE ADVANCED INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM (MS) 62
o

JosePh Y. Yasutake
Lowry Air Force Base, Colorado

SysteM'Description ' .
...

The 'MS is' a prototype computer.based multimedia 'system for the administration and minae,ment of
individualized technical training on a Inge scale. The primary fum,tion of the AIS is to provide training and management
for up to 2,100 students pei day in four selected courses-currently being taught at the Lowry Techuwal Trammg Center in
Depver, Colorado. 'A secondary function of AIS is to serve as an R&D facility for the Air Force to evaluate the cost and
trainisng, effectIVness a instructional innovations, The AIS is being developed through t,ontrai..trith M.,Donnell Douglas
Corporation (MbC) The contract is for approximately ,10 million dollars, incrementally funded over a four-year period
(Rockwfay & Yasutake, 1974).

AIS Courses

The four cpurses chosen for initial implementation are shown
instructional media.

1.111..ntory Management (7 weeks)/MaterialsFialities (6 weeks)

Supply-oriented/Warehouse operatipns
L LowMedium aptitude

Preisiou Measuring Equipment (30 weeks)

Calibratiim of test equipment, troubleshooting
aptitUde

'
Weapons Mechanic (1 weeks)

Flight lineteam-oriented training
9.Mo:hum aptitude

-4_

below together with a projected
.o.

IMIMF Projected Media Mix
Printed 65%

. A/V 22%
CAI 13%

PME Projected Media Mix
Printed 52%
A/V 26%
CAI - 22%

WM PrOjecred Media Mix
Printed 54%
A/V '36%
'CAI 10%

'

mix of

The first iterzation of materials is being deve,lopedin_a single tra$,k, media overlap, self.paced mode. Multiple tracks
will be developed during the second iteration. At leagea 15 percent sayings in training time must be- demonstrated with
equal ar better performhnce. .

daptive Modele(AMs)

, . . .

The AMs within the system Are cumin!). under developMent
on student characteristics and available instructional strategies and

CMI Capabilities

and will pkovide the mechanism. whu,h, when based
resources, 41tempts to optimi4e the effmen.,y of

thesIntroductin of tMl,capabilitles in the MS program will be iterative_
s'irategievand computer support become. available, according to the rollowing schedule:

INITIAL (January /75,1
"..Test Scoring -;

Student Data Files
Collectioh,and Analysis, :

"Limited Berns
Student Enrollment s,

Realqiirie 1nteraction,at "B" Terminal

INTERIM (June/75)
Initial plin:
First Iteration AM

Resource AllocItion
'Module Assignment
Student Prescription
Remedial Assigninbnts

Extended Reports
Real-Time Infinaction at "A" .

and "B" Terminals

7J.

as, _the, instructional materials and

46" LONG TERM (January/76)
MIRterim plus:

Refinement of AM
Adaptive Testing
Incentive Management
Student Presdription,
Course Completion Prediction
Remedial Assignments

Full Reports
Task Inventory
Course Conversion
Field Follow-Up Evaluation

4
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Computer Hardware

The following info ation summariziithe Armed har e 'conflguratiOn for the AIS program.

Central Site Compute CYBER 7371,4
- Type A Terminal Interactiye graphic termlrifs for

modified PLATO IV terminals)
Type B Terminals

Computer Software
0

use in CAI and CMi functions

Management terminals consisting of OMR WO (5 lines per second),
DI 240 line printer (180 lines per minute);
PDP-11/05 contler

The software elements of the AIS program areas follows:
0

-_ CAMIL (Computer-Assisted/Managed Instiuctional Language). A high level language to provide
----- -C-MI /CAI capabilitiei fohhe AIS

7 Opeiating System: Modified ,SCOPE 3.4.2 b
Information Management System -,

--' Applications Programs t'
Program Status

63.

Approximately five weeks of i tructiori are implemented m a shiglArack self -payed mode m tfle IM /MF course.
Approximately six weeks of self-paced ma rials are in tryout stage in each of the other two courses. Initial CMI will be
impmented In the IMJMF course in Janu"a of 1975. The first iteration of the Adaptive Model will be ready m June
1976.
0

Reference
. .

Rockw ay , & Yasutake, 1.Y. The gvolution of the Air For,e advanad instruaionaI system. Journal of EduLanon al
-Technology Systems,- -2(3), Win

A
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CONFERENCE EVALUATION

Hurriedly marked responses to five preplanned evaluative questions at the close of a two-day conference is
probably not the most sophisticated way to collect appraisal information. II does, however, have the advantage ofbeing
both an inexpensive and immediate source of data.

In Figure 3 we have shown the responses of 37 Conference participants to each of five simple questions regarding
their reactions to the two-day conference; We can only presume that eight non-responding participants had to catch an
early flight and could not contribute to the evaluation. We hope theirJensibilities were not so greatly offended as to
induce an early departure The onepage questionnaires were intended to be anonymous, but four participants insisted on
signing their names.

Clearly, the partiCipafits were enthusiastic about gain value of the Conference to themselves, with 49 percent
checking the "very worthwhile" option. No one thought nas "useless." Although it would be a mistake to attribute
attitudes toward the future of CMI to this Conference, it is interesting that almost all of the participants thought that the
applications of CMI during the next ten year would be "expanding."

This Conference had two major goals: 1) exchange of ideas and concepts about computer-managed instruction
among program developers, and 2) formulation of policy recomtnendations which would enhance the orderly development
of CMI, Question No. 3 deals with the first objective and shows that 23 of the 37 respondents felt that there had been a
"great exchangr of information or something close to it during die two-day gieeting. We believe the first goal was
achieved satisfactorily . To achieve the second goal, participants were asked during the last late morningsession to disperse
themselves into seven groups of six persons each. The task set before each of the seven groups was to consider ten policy
questions in the light of what had been learned about tMIat the Conference, and to formulate several important policy
propositiSns concerning the applications of CMI in education and training. Upon completion of the task in the small group
sessions, the total Conference reassembled to receive and discuss the policy recommendations. Although the groups of 44
Conference participants had been eating and working together for almost two days, it was clear that an insufficient
amount of time had been allowed for the policy discussions. There was not enough time to develop a consensus among the
group about the appropriate level of specificity for ,a statement of policy. The recorded discussion on CMI policy matters
was not very fruitful. However,ach participant was polled by mail within a week following the Conference and asked to
give his or her reactions and recommendations on CMI development policy. A,total of 23 participants responded to this
invitation with ktotal of 104 separate identifiable comments. In the section which follows, the editor has attempted to sift
and merge-the policy ideas presented by the participants. Quotes are included from time to time which seem. particularly
cogent.

....k,.
t , . Mean

Question Response, Rating

1. On the following scale, please evaluate' the (0)1 (1)? (6)2 (12)1 (18)5 4.27 ,, .
usefulness of this conference to you: useless very.. worthwhile

It

.2. Please judge the amount of new information (0) 1 (3)3 (3)3 (19)1 (12)5 4.08
' disseminated at this conference: \ , very r large '

. . little amount
s

3. Please'evaluate the exchange of ideas and concepts (0).j (4)2 (10? (13)j (10)5 3.78
among participants at this conference: little great

exchange exchange
4. Alter attending this conference; how do you view (0)1 lqi 1,51 01 ON 4.32

the applications of CMI during the next ten yeaks: decreasing expanding

<-
5. Please indicate your feelings of the appropriateness (0)1 ' (0)1 (0)3 (11)1 (26)5 4.70

of thC expenditure of federal funds for shall inappro- i very
con forences of this type. involving highly priatc appro-
knowledgeable participants: k priate

r I
Figure 3. RESPONSE FREQUENCIES FOR 'FIVE FIVE-CHOICE CONFERENCE EVALUATION QUESTIONS

N =137
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SUMMARY OF PARTICIPANTS' POST:CONFERENCE COMMENTS

On-CMI Conferences
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Five participants commented favorably about ,onferences as a method of disseminating information about CMI.

"I believe a separate conference devoted to CMI should be held approximately every two years to
convey ideas and infoimatio'n among the people interested in CMI. Jerry Lippey has done this with
regard to computer-assisted test construction and the conference grew from 30 people in 1972 to 300 in
L974. I believe these conferences serve a very useful function. However, they tend to get too big
eventually and one loses track of much of the detail. Therefore, the larger conferences need to get split
by topi: among developers, users, implementers and so forth. My own suggestion would be to keep the
first two or three of these conferences limited to about 40 people and encourageinteraction much in the

'Iva)/ this last Conference was held."

A
"Sponsor periodical confererices such as that held in Chicago, November 6-8,1974. There appears to be
'a sufficient number of conferences or symposia (through such organizations as the AERA and the APA)
to discuss the more. theoretical issues involved in CMI and-C6 L Thus far, however, there seems to be
much less emphasis on an exchange of ideas between those involVed in-the implementation of CMI in
ongoing education and training."

"Almost the first thing that needs to be done is a massive campaign to educate educators in the meaning
and potential of CMI. This can be done through a series of possibly government-sponsored workshops at
professional societies, survey and tutorial articles in magazines which are read by educators, and
introduction of computer courses into education curricula to make CMI a well known and understood
subject.r

"We also.think that conferences such as-the one you chaired should be continuous. A modification for
future conferen.ceS rt4ht be that author's content should be a definite part of such conferences. Without
the content the systems remain useless and there are many problems encountered both in the-system and
in content development which need to be shared and encountered by both. Time for more interaction is
also needed in order to fully benefit from oth 'in_put.".

"An expanded conference and/or special sessions of professional meetings (i.e.,'VCIS or, EDI)COM)
should be convened to present carefully reviewed presentations and/or papers onpfi. Hopefully, out of
tiiiramfercnce would evolve continuing special interest groups (eorfnal or informal) involved with CMI.
Clearly, one of the immediate problems in maximizing the contribution of CMI is to make individuals
aware of the existing CMI, to prevent the reinvention of the wheel and to facilitate extrapolation of
existing systems to new environments and new applications."

On Increasing the Acceptability. of CMI

',Nine participants made cogent statements related to ways that would, in their opinion, int.rease the at.t.eptability
of CMI applications in institutions concerned with education and training. .

". Ale state of the art in CMI is such that it is ready for much wider application than is now, the case. It
also seems clear that it is in the interest of federal, state, and.local governments, as well ern the interest
of industry, to extend the applications oiCMIr.

"CMI should begin concentrating on the growing population of vocational and continuing edut.ation
adult students. Two of the more outstanding pre s'at the Conference told of work with these

L-types of Students. CMI was able to overcome tr ,self-pacing problems in an impressive manner.
The public schools, on the other hand, have all o !abundance of teachers, few, travel problems, and

.dwindling numbers of students which will prob"ably create a Itostile environment for innovative CMI, .
technology."
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"Effort /should be made through whatever' eans possible to establish experimental test situations for
implementation of a CMI system in an envit dment other than that for'which it was-developed. This
testing or extrapolation of CMI systems shoul provide valuable distribution and sharing experience as
well as provide good research data on the benefitS and application of the CMI system as transplanted.
This idea is still somewhat vague In my mind, but holds potential particularly in these days.of where
declining budgets dictate the need for careful analysis of existing systems before t to development of new
ones."

"The following, actions can be taken by universities to promote the development tit. CMI systems. a),
offering courses related to CMI, b) incorporating basic computer knowledge courses in teacher training
programs, c) encouraging instructors of courses to employ the CMI approach, and d) modifying
regulations which May handicap instructors' participation in developmental activities and students'
enrollment in courses managed by computers."

". . .there was a great deal more variability in the extent to which. various CMI systems have been
accepted by and successful in their respective institutions than can be accounted for simply by the
quality of the systems themselves. For lack of a better word, political considerations appear to be a
much greater factor in determining acceptance-than does system sophistication. It may well be that the
field would benefit from an intensive study of those factors which inhibit or facilitate CMI success m
different settings."

"Limited research must be continued with projects that meet specified criteria in selected areas of
educational technology. Enough money must be allocated to .insure success or failure. Three-year
funding or less is not going to yield answers."

"My recommendations involve action at the federal level that nee)s to be taken if the contributions of
4'CMI are to be maximized in the next decade. This does not, of course, preclude the involvement bf

agencies and organizations at the state and local level but does support the concept that the higher the
level of action the_greater the national impact."

"It seems to me that CMI as we know it today is perfectly [sic] technically. feasible on -a variety of
a.

equipment, both large and small; therefdre, the most pressing issues in CMI are not technical ones, but
. tither issues of acceptance and utilization by large numbers of people .v

"Provide funding support for' the development of CMI systems. Guidelines should be established to
delineate the characteristics of CMI systenis that should be incorporated into the development projects.
Proposals should be elicited that place an emphasis on development of CMI systems that. a) effectively
support the instructional process, b) efficiently and reliably perform the tasks theyare designed to do, c)
support a.wide range of subjects and instructional modes, d) are not hardware or software dependent,
and e) are transparent to the user."

On the Need for Model Demonstrations of CMI Systems

Six comments by the Conference participants emphasized the efficacy of models and demonstration, sites for
advancing CMI applications:

"I think it is important that a CMI demonstration site be establiihed. The site must have a service
function for a variety of student populations: It also must have a developinent d research function for
courseware, software and hardware dimensions of CMI. The site might p ibly work in cOnjunction
with a CAI installation," 4*

"Several demonstration projects in CMI should be funded. These should nut dude deyelopment of new
hardware and should not be on a grand scale: Stich systems should be field tested in a variety of

7.1
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locations, and the experiences and costs of required elements, such as training of teachers and suitability
of equipment, should be docurnented."

"A demonstration school with opportunities kir experienced and stteent teachers to teach in these
situations would provide a core of experts who could return to their own school dristicts to design and
implement local demonstrations."

"Major demonstrations should be conducted in an engineering manner. The field setting is the real
developmental laboratory. While some research needs to be maintained, at least two major
developmentaldemonstrations should be mounted in educational technology, with the design to includ
increasing productivity in education. CMI needs a major demonstration effort as CAI has had."

"Probl S-Orle ed _research must be conducted on specific needs that come from demonstrations,
should the role of the demonstrat% to solve research problems. However, it is a suitable role fo
the demonstrator to identify specific problem areas that need research answers."

"There are some CMI projects already in existence which could be smoothed into model projects, or new
model CMI projects could be conceived, funded, and made available for demonstration. This should
cover the spectrum of application as to grade level, economic level, and type of educational institution,
and should be broadly based relative to hardware and software. That is to say a variety of thanufactures
in sizes of main frames and styles of operating systems should be 'used."

On Establishing a CMI Information Clearing House

About one-quarter of the partiOpants recommend establishment of a CMI clearing house that would facilitate the
exchange of information and program materials. Some representative comments follow.

"Establish a clearing house which provides catalog-type listirigs an' descriptions of subject matter which
has been self-paced of individualized ina manner amenable to CMI. It still appears that those involved in
implementing CMI projects spend a significant amount of effort in developing instructional materials. If
materials which have already been developed couldbe exchanged, it would allow those interested in*CMI
per. se to expand their efforts on more CMI-related issues rather titan in developing teaching materials."

"Establish a clearing house for dissemination of information on various CMI projects (i.e., public
schools, universities, military and industry). There are many. very worthwhile cirojects going on
throughout the country which are not well publicized. It would be very beneficial to have some
mechanism for exchanging information with those involved in various kinds of CMI projects."

"Funds should be made available to set up a communications network where all items funded by
government remain in the public domain and can be accessed by interested parties. Transfer funds for,
initial start-up should be available."

"To summarize, I believe the biggest problem facing CMI at the current point in time is that of
communication among the various interested people so we can get some idea of the structure and scope
of the field and at the same time try to pull out the various theoretical frameworks that sit underneath'
these endeavors. Most of the people at the Conference were essentially implementers rather than
theorizers. However, at some point in time we need to have enough information to sit ba'ck and ask the
quektion what are we really doing in CMI? Such open communication network would greatly
facilitate this effort."

"There should be some formalized mechanism for collecting and exchangt g information about CMI
installations. The forms described above could be collected by some centra1.4ency suck as Penn Sta or
NIE dr somebody else and distributed yearly as a package or individually upon re uest especi y to
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thoSe people having submitted forms-they should automatically get the complete set. These formal
mechanisms take very little effort and yet can serve a very good function within the field. It means a
little bit of clerical labor for some people, but I think there are those willing to do that in exchange for a
certain amount of glory."

"Set up a clearing house (at the federal level) for machine readable test item banks to minimize
duplication of efforts in developing item banks."

"Some means must be found (I hate to suggest another central clearing house) to disseminate
information relating to well conceived, reliable, operating, available, economical, transportable, etc., CMI
prograths."

"A clear.ing house for the collection and dissemination of information and materials concerned with CMI
should be established. This could be similar to the, organization established by the National Library of
Medicine to take care of audio-visual materials. It was demonstrated at this CMI Conference. that there is
much, being done in CMI around the country, but not much sharing going on."

On Clearing Up the Definition of CMI.

Several of the participants commented vigorously on the need for nomenclatures and descriptive conventions for
use in connection with CMI operations. In their comments, none of the participants referred to the pre-Conference
documents (p. 1) which proposed three distinct levels of sophistication in CMI systems. Either they had not read the
advance material or they did not consider the attempted classification scheme to be relevant. The most 'interesting
_comments on this topic are as follows:

"Much of the CMI work reported at the Conference in Chicago was very closely akin to CAI. I think it is
important that we recognize that CMI arches the entire range from individualized testing and
prescription to the management of the instructional system of a complete institution."

"Initiate an effort to define and categorize different levels of CMI (e.g., on-line vs. latch processing).
There is still -a lack of standardized definitions of CMI. Some systems, appear to be qure sophisticated in
their CMI approaches (e.g., on-line testing and student prescriptions). Others appear to depend on
overnight batch processing of student progress data. Both categories are called CMI. There needs to be a
clearer definition and categorization of these functions and levels of CMI so that everyone is talking
about the same thing."

"Clear specifications should be made by educators of what a CMI system is. The purpose of these
specifications is not intended to limit individual developments. It is intended to provide helpful
guidelines for those interested in developing a CMI system. The specifications should provide the-
following information. a) the roles of instructors, computer, instructional and testing material in a CMI
system, b) how instructional and testing material should be developed to fit into a CMI system, and c)
the software and hardware required to implement such a system."

"I believe suggestions and recommendations proved difficult because we lacked a clear definition or
definitions of CMI. Ae presentations described projects from a limited, retrieval system to rather
sophisticated CAI projects. So first, I would suggest clear definitive guidelines be established so we are
not comparing apples to oranges. This probably means we need more categories than CMI and CAI.
Perhaps we could define by functions, rather than such broad general terms!"

"Develop, a taxonomy to classify and compare CMI systems which emphasizes the decisions for which
data are provideil and which minimizes.the reporformat for hardware and software characteristics."

"Develop a suggested nomenclature for CMI concepts which includes concepts in the instructional.
software, and management domains."

7 2
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"Sponsor studies to define the role of teachers, instructors and aides within a CMI environment. Much of
the current emphasis in CMI is f Cused on management of students without a real look at the role of the
instructor in this new environ nt. This is a very critical area. There needs to be a much more thorough
and systematic effort to defin e role of teachers and training managers and to come- up with
suggestions regarding such areas as selection and. training of such people."

'Arrange for an impact study with analysis of impact on jobs, nature of work situation, changes for
teachers, changes in relationships to the educational process on the part of the students, related family,
public leaders, etc."

"There should be developed a standard form for descriOing CMI sistems using a consistent set of
characteristics that deal with the curriculum plan, the instructional model, the management philosophy,
and the use of the computer as a major set of headings. We could, make a pass through the known
systems from the Conference with such a form and use them as the debug tool to develop a good one.
Subsequently, we could mail these out to the people responding to the inquiries mentioned above and
have them filled out and collected at a central point for dissemination. Perhaps they could even be
inserted into ERIC or something along these lines. I think such a data collection mechanism would be
extfemely helpful for fields which are as fluid as CMI is. Periodic follow-ups could also be conducted to
find out how many systems have died over a given peridd of time."

On the Importance of Theory in CMI

4
C

Many of the participants in their comments referred to the need for a theoretical undergirding of CMI systems.
Four of the most explicit comments are as follows:

"Development is needed tof instructional theories that can be employed by CMI systems. Theories of
instruction deal with the organization of instructional and testing options in order to optimize the
effectiveness of the learning process. Such theories are indispensable for developing an effective CMI
system and also for evaluating such a system."

"Basic research must be expanded in learning theory, teaching theory, biochemical studies, and the
sociology and anthropology of education."

". . .our efforts seem to be uniformly inadequate with respect to instructional technology. I have always
been concerned that if and when the technical problems of CAI were resolved, we would still be unable
to use the capability effectively. I think we may very well have reached that stage with respect to CMI.
That is, we may be approaching asymptote with respect to knowing how to build an adequate
management system, but we are still grossly inadequate in knowing how to use that system effectively.
The crux of the problem, as far as I am concerned, lies in our limited ability to detect relevant individual
differences and to tailor instruction to those differences. While CMI can provide the management tool, tt
cannot provide the manageniant rationale."

"CMI ddes imply a change in the teaching and* learning process in the classroom. Individualized
instruction were key words throughout the Conference. However, our ability to change human behavior
lags behind our technical capabilities. Much needs to be done with the training of people to accept, and
use the technology available now. dare say most teacherselementary, secondary, and universityare
presently opposed to CAI and/or CMI projects."

On Making CMI Cost-Effective in EdutErfiiin

The participants generally seemed to believe that a portion of the promise in CMI applications lay in the Lsiterion
of cost effectiveness. Three comments were representative:
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"In times of tight money, which it looks like we may be in for some time to come, emphasis should be
placed on ways to do an equal job for less money. If computers are to be used to assist in cost
reductions, then it would appear that CMI might show the way. My personal opinion is that we will find
that the cheapest way to provide CMI, which in turn will help reduce overall educational costs, is
through the use of mini-computers."

"Direct attention should be given to efficient low-cost data transmission hardware. Hopefully, CMI
(whatever it is) can avoid the prohibitive cost of terminals and direct line hookups to computers."

"Sponsor research to define and develop a family of low- to medium-cost computer terminals In support
of CMI. Much of the current research efforts appear to be aimed toward the use of such terminals as
those represented by the PLATO IV project. Depending on the sophistication of CMI, much less
expensive terminals would probably do the job. There needs to be research to define the functions of
CMI and then to develop computer terminals to support these specific functions."

4.

Summary

The participants in this Conference are generally optimistic about the potential of CMI for impacting education
and training. They were impressed with the wide variety of developed CMI systems dis,ussed at the Conference. There was
a general endorsement of the need for increased funding for research, and development in CMI and for greater
dissemination efforts, including frequent confdences. The participants make a persuasive case for the establishment of
information and course material clearing houses.. They believe that setting up model CMI systems mould int-I-ease the
acceptability of computer-based education as a viable alternative to traditional progrims of instru..tion.

-c
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"The gala between
computer -based
potential and cur-
rent practice in
schools is gigantic.
... a staggering
total annuarop-
portunity of 221/2
billion instruction
hours exists."
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Computer Technology: Its -Future Role in
Basic Education

The purpose of this paper is to briefly review
major applications of computer technology in
schools and to examine the constraints and incen-
tives which will bear on their future role in bask
education I will restrict my remarks' to computer
applications in public and private lower schools.

puter as in instantaneous° retrieval device. This
application for separating one from many depends
upon disk' storage and .time-sharing equipment
which are commonplace in universities and large
industries, but rare in schools. For the future,
computer-based information retrieval looks prom-
i ng as schools try to improve their services. The

mote Access Management System (RAMS), con-Major UseS of Computers in Schools

There is no completely satisfactory way to
classify. known computer applications in schools
because of the wide diversity of practice. There
are, however, four major applicitions: (a) computer
as an administrative aid; (b) computer as a scien-
tific, arithmetic problem solver; (c) computer as an
injorma'tion retriever; and (d) computer as an in-
struction facilitator.

_Administratiye Uses

Computers have their largest education appli-
cation in administrative functions. preparation of
payrolls, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and
inventories. Teacher organizations favor the ad-
ministrative use of the computer as a dues checkoff
device.

Scientific Computing.

The rapid growth of research and develop-
ment activities in colleges and universities has
been made possible by a parallel growth in com-
puter technology Scientific computing in higher
education, as differentiated from instruction to
students in computing techniques, has been the

'principal education application of computers.
Problem solving with computers, though less

'frequently applied in secondary schoolsthan in
colleges, is becoming increasingly important.
Korotkin et al.; in a 'survey for the National'
Science, Foundation (NSF), learned that about 13
percent of U.S. secondary schools had some type
of computer either on sthool grounds or available
to staff and selected students through a remote
terminal (1).

information Retrieval -
Not so well advanced is the use of the com-

liarold E. Mitzel is associate dean for research and
professor of psychology in the College of Educa-
tion, The ,Pennsylvania State University, Univer-
sity Park, Pennsylvania.

ceived and operated by the Oakland Intermediate
Sch'',pls in Michigan, illustrates such an. applica-
don. ,

Instruction facilitation

The fourth major application of computers
is in facilitating instruction. Three subdivisions
of this use are discussed below: drill-and-practice;
computer-managed instruction (CMI); and tutorial
or computer-assisted instruction (CAI). The gap'
between computer-based pote'ntial and current
practice in schools is gigantic. If thcre are approx-
imately 50 million children in grades K-12 who
spend an average of 5 hours per day in school,
then there are 250 million hours of scholastic
effort per school day, of which perhaps half is
adaptable and appropiiate to either complete pupilT
computer interaction, or to some kind of com-
puter supplement to regular lessons. With 125,-
000,000 hours'available per day during. a typical
school year of 180 days for some kind of com-
puter based interaction, staggering total annual
opportunity of. 2252 billion instruction hours
exists.

This opporttinity can be met in a variety of
ways. Drill-and-practice applications are perhaps
the best known. Typically, the subject is mathe-
matics or some othei well-ordered material where
each learner gets a 10-15 minute "shotm-per-day-st
Carefully progiumm, W_Ibaterial. Initial exposure of
the pupil to the particular concepts,has been ac-
complished by traditional means. Jri this sense
drill-and-practice on-the computer is supplemental

'to mainline instruction.
In using'" ,a computer-manag&I -instruction

(CMI) system the learner also acquires informa-
tion, skill and concepts in traditional ways. The
computer is Used for' testing, recording, and syn-
thesizing a perforniance record for each 'learner.
In primitive CMI systems the.computer-generated
information is used by a teacher to make individual



diagnoses. and prescriptions for learners. In ad:
vanced systems, the learner uses the computer and
receives his or her own diagnostic and prescriptive

information. Fewer than a dozen CMI systems in
active use, involve a few thousand students
ally. Holkever; because CMI systems are relative

anal.

inexpensive,, their development seems assured.
When most educators speak of compiffer-as--

sisted instruction ,(CAI), they envision a tutorial
application involving both the learner and the
stored program in the computer. The Socratic
model of one teacher and one learner has gener-
ally been followed. A time-sharing feature on
many computers makes it possible for each of
several learners to feel that he or she has the ex-
clusive attention_ of the device. The curriculum
is offered in such a way that the student is ex-
pected to reach the objectives of instruction at the
computer terminal without outside study. Thus,
in tutorial CAI the computer can be thought of as
being integral to instruction, whereas in CMI and
drill and practice modes the computer activity is
supplemental.*

Although computer technology has had con-
siderable influence on American life, it has not
yet had much impact on major instruction pro-
grams in schools. If t}ie computer is to realize its
potential in schooling, what are the conditions
under which computer technology is the key to
the future? .

Rationale

Many protcchnology enthusiasts ITickton (2),
Carnegie Commission (3), Committee for Economic
Developmentc(4), and Worth (5)1 have assumed
that the potential power of computers would be
brought to bear on education. They have justified
this position by assuming that because the com-
puter has become indispensable to science, re-
search, business, industry, banking, travel and
dating bureaus, it will soon become. an indispens-
able tool of instruction. This pSsition fails to ac-
count for constraints as well as incentives for
bringing computer technology to bear on the main-
stream of schooling in this country.

Although we have by no means considered
all factors, the subsequent discussion is organized
aro the following topics: (a) expectations of
schooling, nand for diversity, (c) toward
more human, schools, s creation o arrre-clucatio
market for computers, (e). staffing the computer-
based curriculum, and (f) paying the piper.

I
Expectations of Schooling

-Many citizens are dissatisfied with current
results of schooling [Silberman (6)). Employers
can't trust a high school diploma to be a literacy
credential. Ghetto parents know that their chil-
dren don't like school and are not acquiring basic
skills. College professors are appalled by the ab-
sence of scholastic skills on the part ofynew stu-
dents. But despite these recurring and /valid com-
plaints about the results of schooling, our society
still honors knowledge and employable skills, and
the average citizen is sure that with a little tighten-
ing up here and there, particularly on the part of
teachers, the schools can turn out a satisfactory
product. To suggest a massive infusion of new
computer technology into a pervasive climate of so
so satisfaction with schools is to court failure and
frustration We as educators and molders of public
opinion must raise citizen expectations of kheir
schools Our children are capable of learning,
achieving, and creating much more than our
schools and homes are currently affording. Sizer
offers- an extensive discussion of this point (7).
The logic and preprogramnefd decision making
capabilities of the modern digital computer make
it the only candidate immediately in view that
can handle the,complex task of monitoring, sum-
marizing, diagnosing and prescribing instructional
moves simultaneously for many learners. Of course,
educators do not yet know which of the hundreds
of descriptive variables about learners are most
relevant for instruction. But *this needed evidence
represents an empirical question which can be
derived from the experience of prograriiming
courses of instruction for computer presentation
and trying them out on learners with many hy-
potheses about different learner-adaptive variables.

We have long recognized the motivating
effects of 'self-direction or independent study. If
instruction can be put intn computer storage, and
learners given a wide variety of choices in de-
ciding what they want to learn and in what se-
quence, then education will be blessed* with in-
creased motivation and improved learner self-\
direction. These computer applications .depend.
neither on new technological developments nor
on new pedagogical concepts. The major restraints
'lie within the social institutions responsible for
education,

-----nDeLnand for Diversity

The author has intentionally omitted the instructional
applications in computer science and data processing
courses in which the computer is employed as a tool
to teach computer programming.

'raffier makes a persuasive case for the long-
term trend of increasing diversity in life styles
and. consumer products (8). in his view, the use of
computers in schools offers the , opportnnity to
respond to increased citizen demand- for diversity.

However, this demand for diversity is not
being responded to adequately by most 'educators
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in daily contact with children. The conflict thereby
created will not be alleviated by _adding more
policemen to the school staff, ,nor by reducing
average class size from 30 to 2a students. On the
other hand, computer progiams which encourage
inquiry, simulate real world processes, and pro-
vide for widely varying pupil .interests do create
a diverse environment for learning.

The computer makes it possible for educators
to greatly expand the available curriculum 'tor
learners. The knowledge retrieval capability of
large computer systems, plus the storage and use
of adaptive inforrriation about learners will make it
possible for 'every learner to have a unique cur-
riculum. No longer will debates about curriculum
be restricted to what can comfortably be taught to
an average grow of students at a particular grade
level The computer makes'it possible for learners
to have individual access to a wide variety of
knowledge Instead of long debates about what is
worth teaching, future educators will be able to
shift this responSibility to the learner.

Most people who remain ignor"ant of the es-
sential openendedness of a computer system be-
lieve that it is a device which impersonalizes d
dehumanizes'people. But in actuality the computer
is capable of responding, when programmed r
erly, to an almost infinite variety of patterns of
behavior, physical characteristics, and tasics. Chil-
dren who have not been taught to fear technology
qUickly grasp the diversity inherent in the com-
puter and often become its devotees.

4.
Toward More Humane Schools

One root cause behind the common observa-
tion that schools fail to eduLate lies in badly de-
teriorated relationships between teachers and stu-,
dents. The crisis in teacher-student relationships
is seen in school statistics on excessive absentee-
ism, vandalism, 'drug abuse; riots, and violent
attacks on authority figures. School is perceived
by students as. a spiritually destructive place which
fills no essential peed in their lives. Teachers and
administrators are viewed as adults who "holler"
at kids, enforce petty rules, and wield arbitrary
power An adversary system dominates classroom
interaction where the teacher-, backed up by the
principal and guidance counselor, is pitted against
the students. While destructive interpersonal games
are played out in some schooN, society uneasily
watches from the sidelines

One of the flktthingt we must do to reform
schools is to increase the expression of human
warmth between adults and -students. The chal
lenge is how to change the emotional climate of
the classroom without sacrificing progress in the

:achievement of ac.adeirrie goals Students st be
rewarded for their honest qtempts to learn.' To
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provide them with praise and other positive indi-
cations of their self-worth, we must obtain more
feedback than is characteristic of the classroom
which provides "a cage for 25.30 children, one
teacher, and a variety of inert materials. Medley
and Mitzel ve shown that most lessons ,above
primary I el are conducted either an expository
lecture or a class dllcussion (9). Individual students
have only minimal opportunities td interact' di-
rectly with the teacher, who must somehow in-
struct 30 studehts as if there were only
- In a previous article I have show how an
aggressive, able youngster in a traditio 1 class
discussion can recite and rikeive feedback, i elud-
ing praise, 4, or 5 times during a 40-minute class
period (10). A shy, withdrawn child is easily over-
looked and unnoticed and may recite with ex-
pressions of teacher approval only once a week.
Contrast that mass-education picture with the
computer-assisted instruction workroom where
every child receives fe9.iback and encouragement
of his or her learning ...offorts once every 30
seconds, on the average, for a total of 80 different
rewarding and informative exchanges in a 40-
minute period at the omputer terminal.

With sensitive pro ming, computer ter-
minals can create an absorbing, responsive en-
vironment for learning. The student knows that
when he or she makes a response, something will
happen immediately to provide him or her with
an appraisal of the quality of the response and
offer guidance toward future efforts. There is little
wonder that 450 ninth graders in aiillpsburgh high

"school who spent h portion- of their -daily mathe-
matics lesson at the' computer terminal and a
portion in individualized study with print media
markedly preferred="the computer expenent.e (11).

So, far we have discussed the superiority of
the computer terminal over conventional mass
instruction in creating a responsive/ environment
associated with typical learning activities. But there
is an additional opportunity for greatly improving
the quality of the school climate when computer
tutorials arc introduced into schools:

To understand this second opportunity we can
classify classroom teacher skills, as being of a
higher or lower order. Examples of lower order
skills are: presentation of ..information to be
learned, display of 'drill and practice exercises,
evaluation of studerykresponses, and provision of
feedback. Examples of higher order skills are:
diagnosis of a student's learning disability, mediat-
ing a dispute, assessing the impact of a student's
home environment on behavior, and expressing
comfort for a wounded spirit or an inriired body.
The cause of instructional reform would, be greatly
advanced if lower order skills were handled ty
eankfully sequaced computer programs. 'Teachers



would-spend less time on lower- order skills and
would transfer' their uniquely human talents to the
higher order skill's for which there is no computer
programming in' the foreseeable futhre. Many teach-
ers Would have to be recraine.a'in orderto-slAt their
emphasis hero lower order skillslo higher order
ones.* s,

Silberman documents the great interest.being
expressed by ,American educators in the Aritish
infiet,school model (n): By thirgnOting structure
and emphasizing ,tudent ,freedom to inq'ui're and
explore, those schools are unquestionably improv-
ing schoolgoing attitudes on'the part of students.
Many Americans will, however, be unable to ac-
cep( the ,absence Of the- traditional lesson plan
with its interest-arousal activities, presentation, ex-
hortation and followup by the teacrheit allrof

t whieh "turn of" Most children in today's schools.
.

Since
.2

the close of World War II, Americans
have been trying to improv'e- their schools by in-
creasing the subject matter knowledge of class-
room teachers Federally sponsored ihstitirte. since
the passlige of the National Defense Education Aot
fINIDEA'Mf 1958 have made -it possible for mony
teachers to increase their knowledge The rationale
for this new interestdin'instrviee teacher education
was the notion fha.77a'tqacher cannot "teach l.\
those subjects whieh.he of she does not know well.

It seems to me that, the heavy emphasis on
strident acquisition of hard con 1. characteristic

postsputnilt era, has been, bought at t
pried of a declining interest and concern among
educators'for ho man values which' should be
a part of schooling. If we shifte'd a .major portion
of the lower order presentation skills to a rich
CAI envitionment rand then retrained our, teachers
to engage in and emphasize ighet order, human
relations skills in the classro could reform
the education. of many Amc ens. aradoxically,

, computes, ,the epitome Of onality and
product of the space age, offer us an opportunity
to' reform, our schools by making it possible,ro
redirect efforts and humanize achoOling.

.*

Creation of an FilvationMaricet for Computers
One rhson fdr the slow aisimilfitiOn of com-

puter t'C'elin"olngY. into the instructional heart of
education is th,e unavailability of hardware_ and
operating syst'Z'ius specifically designed fer ingtruc-
thin Computer. manufacturers have been!unable
to recognize an unambiguous mass market for
education machines insteadothe pattern has been

.
.

We are:not necessarily reconnutelScling the use of the
computer in this massive retraining effort,...but it
should, be noted that CAt 0tli been used,effcctively.for
inibrvice teacher education at Penn State since 1971.

0

c?'
i. .

to encourage. CAI-developers ttZtry to adapt -busi-
ness- oriented equipment' to the pedagogical needs
of subject matter. -It's not working! Bank teller
computer terminals and teletypes are obvious nus- ,,
fits in° the world of pedagogy. Some developers s
have been willing to make comprolnises with the
real ,world in order to try to use such equipvient
for teaching purposes. Others have opted for the
lean or business terminal on the grounds of
economy:

An attempt to adapt compiittrs to 'CAI needs
was ma c by the International Business Machines
(IBM), Corporation in 1907. At that time IBM de-.
veloped a Acta' limited version of an instructional
system, the IBM 1500. Only 25 units were assem-
bled and marketed. The majority of these are still
operatiit in university research and development4

, laboratories. More recently, under sponsorship from
the National Science Foundation, the PLATO proj-
ect at the University of Illinois (111-and the TICCET
protect at the Mitre CurpOration'(14) are attempting
to fill the void in cumputcr icrminals designed for
instruction as part of complete new systems...

It is, however, unfair to place all of the blame
for turtle paced progiltss in CAI application- on
the hardware community. Schools must recognize
that" there is a long-term deveropmental.process
involved in appltng computer technology to in-
struction. Schools Lan create the beginnings. of a
mass market fur manufactorers by investing in
some early design ajuipment. It should be under-
stood that pioneering equipment has to be tried
out in-the field so that resign and. improvement
car% occur. The' Schools should also be aware that
the existence of a mass market ultimately brings
down _hie cost, clh technological products.,.. -

Of all the constraints operating to prevent
optinium application of computers in schools, none
seems more dismal than the "waiting game.:' Man-
ufacturers arc waiting for a mass Market to appear
for CAI equipment. Schools are timidly -waning
for 21st century sophisticatip to -9ppef4 in, CAT.-
systems before invegting.a nickel. Curriculum de-
velopers, instructional tephriologistsr the federal

government, and others iii the middle c waiting
for both sides to m0y6." we 'believe t tF a break '
in this crisis of.leaderdip will come: wit federal
initiatives toward long-range- planning. The Same

-type of effort now beitwapplied to the- energy
,Lrunch would also well servCthe needs, of com-
puLefiapplications in schools Our planningshould
target the yites for 'achievement of specific inter-

.
to--- ' .s. l

PLATO is an acrontre for 'Programmed Logic for
Automatic. Teaching Operations. T1CCET.is an acro-
nym' for Time-Shared Interactive Computer- Controlled
Educaiional l'elevisron. . , `s,
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mediate goals with realistic schedules for research
and developtnent activities.

-

Staffing the ComputerBased Curriculum. .

Sizer sets the tone for a discussion of con -
straints CAI provided by working educators in
the schools:
The possibility that' computers will be used in
schools seems to turn otherwise reasonable men
and women mto either ,implaaible Luddites or
idealistic zealots. To some the machine is the
symbol of inhumanity, a blinking ngtd monster
devoted to the dehumanization of the school. To
others the computer is the route to new pedagogi
cal sophistications, a device to free hild from
the clutches of the biased, smot teacher
Litd 'tes think of zealots as bloo! techni-
cian . The latter find the former fear 1 reaction.'
arjEs Bothuddites, and zealots- ar 'wrong, .of

ursc, and both are perversely n . . . a new
group of educators, w'ho are neither Luddites nor
zealots, needs to be formed, and serious inquiry on
the purposes.of computer technology in reaching
them 'must be pressed (15).

Although the widespread use of .computersin.
schools might nat.change the overall staffing needs
in the knowledge indlistry, AI would pndoubt
edgy be majoi 'shifts in the ,atNn otobs and in
the training required for their execution. CAI in
schools Would likely create a di rentated staffing
pattern where there would be fewe workers in the
middle salary bracket of S10,000 15,s41 annually.
Presumably, there would be more appop ents of
paraprofessionals at 600 7,500) and hig evel
specialists (at 520,000 25,000). Assuming a refo
of education based on the benefits of the new
technology, there would be a marke
the "iecessity lists,suc as remedial read
ing teachers, gui.,nce counselors, special educa
lion teachers, and re. ounce room teachers. On the
other hand, the numb of curriculum designers,
instructiollt1 technulogis and audio visual illus
trators should mark dly Inc se. -

The goal for t zealots to h Sizer refers
abuse is to 'be a c fc14.11910.vince t politically'
sensitive leaders, of teacher organizations that the
longterm interests of their members are better
served by qualifying fur better paying, higher level,
mare * technically and mantgcrially tinyylvcd po
salons than is presently the casc..ii militant stance .
by teacher urganizatiuns ogi the- Ibb preservation
issue as the price for ad4iting new technology
would nut bode well fur the future titihe,schools.
Society would undoubtedly btih to look, else
where for new educative mechanisms. "
Paying the Pieer

A major ionstraint to 'sizeable computer ap-
plication In instruction is'(he current la<geting.

a,.

practice.. School systems. characteristically allocate
80-90 percent of their operating budgets to per-
sonnel . costs associated with instruction. ,After
taking out costs such as debt reduction and physi-
cal plant maintenance,' there are practically vo
degrees of freedom. Rising personnel costs must
be met with an increase in the total. operating .
budget. Most laymen can only conceive of the
purchase of instructional equipment as an item
in the operating,budget. Obviously, the.purchase
of a million-dollar computer for a school organi
zatiodwith a $15,000,600 annual operating budget.
is 8.5 percent of the S12,P00,000 already com
mated to teaching personnel on a continuous
basis. E.ve'n if the same pupil services, could be
shown to be provided by the computer, the social
and political pressure generated by a 'release of 10
percent of the teaching faculty would be fierce.

One way to make a nontrivial 451plication of
computer technology in schools is to think of a
computer as a long term capital investment in a
teaching tool. In a sense school buildings are
teaching tools and they are charicteristically
amortized over a period of 30.50 years.

No one has thought much about amortizati4
of computers because they have characteristically
had a high obsolescence rate as successive genera-
tions of faster and more .powerful machines have
been made available by manufacturers. Because
third and fourth generation computers depend on
miniatunzed components, It is safe to 'conclude
that the' useful life of the devices has been greatly
extended. With proper maintenance, it, would not
seem to be an undue risk to estimate that an in-
tructional computer would serve a typical school

15 20 years. Spreading acquisition and benefits
ver a relatively lung term drastically reduces the

ct of aNcomputer application to instruction on
the an I crating budget of a school. Such a
plan helps edress the balance of excessive
labor intensity in schu financing by easing
depe'ndence on a Capital inveseftent.

Purchased computers applied to instructional
tasks have another financial dvantage. The long
term projection for personne alaries is on a
rapidly ruing curve. The ary spiral is
almost guaranteed to m c wages fo chers a'
majut bargaining poin etween school authorities
and teacher organi..atiuns. This means th'at e
dpllars will have to come from tax sources to mee
escalating., demands. On the *other hand, interest
rates paid on bonded indcbit.dness r equipment
1,cquisitions is. steady. In the long run, a school
an save money if its operations are somewhat less

labor intensive and its budget' lesssubject to in-
creases due.sto inflation.

.
Other large cost iterhs.associated with the

adoption of CompUters in instruction are con
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cemed with the develOPMent and maintenance of
curriculum. Variability exists in costs of computer
prOgrams designed and tested for different uses in
schools. For example, drill-and-practice programs

in arithmetic can be produced inexpensively be-
cause the computer generates its own numerical
values'from 'a simple set of instructions. Frame-
oriented tutorial programs, however, are costly
because the author/programmer must anticipate
a wide variety of learner responses and instruct
the computer to mice appropriate feedback. High
quality tutorial material, based on our experience
at Penn State University's eAI Laboratory, costs
between $5,000-510,000 bier average learner tlock
hour Thus, at midrange prices, a 30 clock-hour
course costs .approximately $225,000 to build,
There 'does not seeth to be enough accumulated
experience to forecast the development costs for
computer-based games, simulations, and extended
inquiry.

Education ig.so aecentralized that it seems
unlikely that individual school organizations will
be able to afford the development of their own
computer -based curriculum. Statewide or regional
consortia seem to be the besttbet for a'ctually.put-
ting programs together. Even i( states or regions
can mount the necessary curriculum initiative, it

twill probably be -up to the federal government to
provide the financial resources for massive pro-
gram development. Solutions will have to be.
found to the problem of incompatible computer
systems, and to the problein of how schools can

-inexpensively make minor changq in programmed
.materials.
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